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written for the occasion by Mr.

sung to the tune of * Auld
Ror
John Wh
Lang Syne.” at the banquet of the American Horti-

_ cultural Society, in Boston,

O Painter of the fruits and flowers,
We own Thy wise design,
‘Whereby these human hands of ours
May share the work of thine.

G. H. BALL, D. D.

I.
:
“Behold He cometh with clouds.” The
continuous coming of Christ in his King-

Apart from thee, we plant in vain

The root and sow the seed;

ment.”

Thy early and thy later rainy".

Who

‘And I turned to see the voice that
spake with me. - And being turned I saw

Thy sun and dew we need.

Our toil'is sweet with thankfulness,
:
Our burden is our boon!

seven golden

The curse of Earth’s gray morning is

The blessing of its noon.
Why search the wide world everywhere ,

|

hi 32

That garden of the primal pair

1

;
)

3

May right the ancient wrong,

And give to every clime and soil

The beauty lost so long.
Our homestead flowers and fruited trees

, May Eden's orchard shame;

‘We taste the tempting sweets of these,
Like Eve, without her blame,

And north and south, and east and west,
The pride of every zone,

candlesticks;

and

in the

The beautiful is good.
5-0-0
+4

BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
THE FRST QUARTER.
On the 26th inst. the first quarterly remittance to 1ndia for the current Society year will
be due. ‘The amount of funds needed on that
day for that purpose, and to cancel the deficit
is $2534.49.
y

report to me on the 11th inst., including funds
forwarded to him on thut day, $406.57—leav-

ing a balance of $2037.92 to be secured
the next eleven days!
;
:
Shall this thing which the. Lord

within

requires

at

He was

seen clothed

for warfare.

‘He

seven

angels

stars,”

for service,

armed

had in his right hand
or ministers, ‘* and

| out of his mouth went a sharp two-edged
sword,”

the

gospel

the.

sword

of the

The necessity of funds to meet the current
" expenses of the mission, in order to realize the
hopes that the faithful service of our missionaries hus, by the blessing of God, raise: among
our people, is generally understood.
With these fucts before me and with the
state of the Treasury before our people, I con-

fess that I find it difficult to insert in this article anything in the form of an appeal

or plea.

It seems to me that any pleading, under the
circumstances, would

be

insult to the generosity
mission, and that

gure

the

little

less

than

an

of the friends of the

all that can be needed to en-

immediste

replenishment

of the

Treasury, is a plain statement of the needs
of the hour.
:
Dear Friends, this cause has appealed to you

again and again in time of need,

and

never in

vain. ' It comes once more in His name whose
‘cause it is, and asks for help at the hands of

its friends—of his friends.
and the warmth of

Let the constancy

your friendship

appear

in

the promptness and liberality of your offerings.
The exact condition of the Home Mission
Treasury, I cannot give, for the reason that
the Treasurer, at the time of his last res
port to me, had not received a list of the late
appropriation of the Board. It may appear over

his signature in this week’s Star. But enough is

known to warrant the statement that the appeal its present condition mikes to the friends
of our Home Mission work is quite as urgent
a8 that of the Foreign Mission cause.

A

more

lively interest in Home Missions is now one
of our great denominational necessities—-if not

the one above all others. Any protracted neglectof this branch of our bemevolent work
would be simple denominational suicide.

Close upon the heels of such neglect by any

Christian people, follow feebleness, paralysis,
death. Letour Home Mission Treasury be
liberally supplied, and in a very short time
many a church now faint and bowed with infirmity would become strong and vigorous,
while many more would be organized and

made self sustaining/in fields now lying waste.

‘What better time
yal we ever have than the
present to give a Aew impetus to all our Home
opi
ping the Treasurer meet

upon the Education Sooiet

for funds to assist the young men iid
- for : the ministry
are } s Specially urgent at this
time, for the reason that

an

unusually large

morals

often

twelve angels keep the twelve gates; the
walls have twelve foundations, and bear
names

of

the

twelve

and was

dead,

and

when

they

ought

to rejoice and walk with the living Lord
in all the ways of life. * For he ever
liveth.” He urges this fact ; it is personal,
and of practical interest. And he is ¢“ in
the midst of the seven golden candlesticks.” That is the emphatic clause; the
fact set forth to cure the error and the
consequent feebleness of the saints, ‘‘The
mystery of the seven stars which thou
sawest in my right-hand, and the seven
golden candlesticks. The seven stars are
the angels of the seven churches ; and the
seven

candlesticks,

which

thou sawest,

armed, and ever coming in the

midst

of

the churches. ‘* Write these things which
thou hast seen,

and

the things which are

and the things which shall be
revealed as the visions

ing

Christ

dom.”
The

hereafter,”

open and the

is seen coming

liv-

in his king-

are

numbers

of this book are

seven has the force of fullness.

Seven

days make a full week, seven yeurs a full
circle or period of years; seven times
seven an extra period, an age of years, a
complete dispensation, A full measure
of blessing or suffering is expressed by
seven. Pharoah saw in his dream seven
fat oxen and seven lean ones ;: seven full
ears and seven blasted ones ; representing

great abundance, and excessive famine,

So in the symbols of worship, the golden
candlestick,

had

seven branches,

seven

trumpets were sounded by seven priests
to call the people together, on the seven
days of the feasts, the Hebrews were
ordered to compass Jericho seven times
ram’s horns,

on seven

successive

days. Degreed of merit and demerit are
measured by seven. A good character is
like silver purified seven times; a high
order of love, well tried and sure, is de-

scribed as having a seven fold excellence ;

eager

to

save

1i.e., a eountless army.

is an abridged, limited, incomplete

wounded, apparently slain, and even refused burial, and left dishonored like
dogs lying in the streets. But the victory
of sin is not enduring, not seven days, a
full week, but three and a half days only,
and then a resurrection comes. Bloody
persecutions are limited, and endure not
always, they only last a ¢ time, times
and

the

dividing

of time,” i. e., a three

and a half period. This fact was encouraging to the persecuted churches. The
“two witnesses” prophesied in sackcloth 1,260 days, just three and a half
years, the half

of seven,

then

the

wilderness,

but

not there

to remain for-

ever. In 1,260 days, three and a half
years,she emerges with honor and grace;
a beast rises from the sea to barrass the
saints, but he is overcome

after a conflict

of forty-two months. just three and a half
years, and the Lord leads his people forth
are

limited,

Thus the evils to be endured

and

the good

enjoyed

tions sore, but the outcome
flict is victory.
The

first part of

sets before

the great

us the seven

churches, showing the

churches.

The

dangers,

results,

every place and

in every conpanorama

representative

current life of

with seven seals, seven trumpets

with

seven hqads

and seven

crowns;

all

same laws, conditions,
repeat

age.

themselves

The

in

great ques-

tion relates to needs, helps and harvests.
The Saviour assures the seven churches,
1st, That he is personally,constantly with
them.
Taking up the symbols of his
presence already mentioned, he repeats
them to ‘each’ church. To Ephesus,—
“These
things saith he that holdeth
the seven stars in bis right hand, he that
walketh in the midst of the seven golden candlesticks.” To Smyrna,—‘‘These

things saith the first and

the last, who

was dead and is alive.” To Pergamos—
“These things saith he that hath the
sharp two edged sword.” . . . “1 come
to thee quickly and I will make war
against (the Nicolaitanes) with the sword
of my mouth.”
Te Thyatira—* These
things saith the Son of God, who hath his
eyes like a flame of fire, and his feet like
unto burnished brass.” To Sardis—‘‘These
things saith he that hath the seven Spirits of

David, Ae that openeth and none

book

is

eternal ; our King leads through tribula-

ing in his kingdom” This

spirits of God ; there are seven angels,

sack-

cloth is cast aside and the light sweeps on
in rapid trinmph ; the woman, representing the church, is forced to fleeto the

that is true,

placed in charge of seven vast services, a

num-

her, a fraction.
The two witnesses, the
chosen lights in the world, are seen

perfect wisdom has seven pillars; and
incorrigible sinners are said to be filled
with seven abominations.
This mystic
number, therefore, came readily into use,
to express the processes of Christ ¢‘ com-

book abounds

others,

Limited numbers
and
periods are
represented by dividing full numbers
Seven is a full measure, three and a half

in gladness.
mystic

suggestive. They are gathered ‘from the
the generous treasures of the Old Testament. Attention to their scope will help
to interpret. The seven churches signify
all churches in all ages. They are representative. Throughout the Old Testament

with

who

measures one hundred and forty-four
cubits ; one huadred and forty-four thousand are saved; the Lamb
stands on
mount Zion ready for conquestat the head
of one hundred and forty-four thousand

God, and the seven stars.” To Philadelphia
—¢ These things saith he that is holy,

he

he

that hath the key of
shutteth

and that/shutteth and none openeth.”

To

Laodiced—** These things saith the Ame,
the faithful and true witness,

the

begin-

ning of the creation of God . . . Hehold
I stand at the door and knock ; if any man
hearmy voice and open the Sor I will
come in and will sup with: him and he
with me.”
Blessed union! ‘Precious,
presence!

Even go come; Lord Jesus.

2. He assuresall churches that temptations, dangers and sufferings, will at-

all tend them and that sin and unbelief will

Other numbers are also appropriated

from the Old Testament, such as four,
ten, twelve, twenty-four, and the multiple

3.

-

’

And in esch case he guarantees

who

because

mont are not unmindfal

away.

But

we

to remove

to

the

them that

society

done.

‘the man.

twenty

edition

some

kind

is

kept

at

every

station.

some friend, or friends,

socie-

and

lead

of the work

in In-

ties in India alone are represented in this dia.
There is also pressing need of some probook by a brief historical sketch of each,
Many
the names of its ordained agents, foreign vision for industrial instruction.
children cannot become scholars, in any
and native, and other interesting particusuch sense as to render them independent of
lars. These short and simple sketches
constant manual labor, and such should be
are full of suggestive facts, well worthy | so educated as to be self-supporting. They
of the study of the friends and patrons of should be taught some trade or handicraft
the missionary enterprise. There are four by which they can earn their living; and
appendices, devoted to (1) The Martyred
should be trained to habits of industry and
Missionaries of 1857, (2) Missionaries of application to regular work.
Woman's Societies, (3) Missionaries in
The Balasore Boys’ School has mainCeylon, and (4) Statistical Summaries.
tained its former high standing among the
The Data concerning the Missionaries in schools of the District. Of this school,
India comprise the dates of birth, ordina- the Report says :—‘* Appearing as it usually
“tion, arrival in Indi, furloughs, ete., also does at the head of the list at the governnames of stations, kind of work, literary ment examinations, both in the number
labors and other particulars. Some men and standing of successful candidates, it
report themselves in three lines and gives our Mission a name as an educator
that is helpful to us in all our educational
others take half a page.
There are six bundred and eighty- efforts. The people see in these schools
an undeniable benefactor, and through
nine men now working in India, includthem we have gained a place that as mere
ing Burmah, which is a part of the Indian
proselyte-makers
we
could
not
have
Empire. Of these there are thirty who reached. Neither do these people’ object,
were born in India and are sons of mis- as a rule, to the direct religious teaching
sionaries. Of the rest, 244 were born in of their children provided that it is accom-

England, 67 in Scotland, 19 in Ireland,15

panied by a substantial education. The
mere proselyte-maker to Christianity is
not the person that the people of heathen
nations need or welcome.
The Mission
that does most for the education and intellectual development of those for whose
salvation it works will ever command the

in Wales,17 in Canada, 10 in Sweden,4 in
Norway, 5 in Denmark, 131 in Germany,
2 in France, 13 in Switzerland, and one
each in the West Indies, Holland, Bel-

gium and Russia. There are one hundred and seventeen
from the United
States, of whom
Ohio
claims eighteen,

New

York

nia twelve,

Pnecticut and

sixteen,

seven,

Indiana five’ each,
Maine

Con-

Illinois

two,

mont two, New Hampshire two,
two,
Tennessee,
Michigan,

which

Ver-

New

England

erlin College, which is one
why she stands first.
The death of Mrs. R. M.

great

con-

Orphanage,

has,

terest in years past.

for

so

of

many

she has

of

them.

reason to rejoice in
their prosperity:

to

sent the

and

to have
to have

and we have great

be

thankful, for

MRS. PHILLIPS AND DAUGHTER.

Star a fortnight ago, has been a sad and

brother Smith was called to his

»teamer hy which they intended to con'in.

rest

iif; 1872,

Mrs.

Thompson

«ity just a few hours too late to take the

heavenly

(Susan

ue their journey.
-

op! | Sn

an

oo

ca

pa-

be

lost

by

those

who have already

done so much, and hope to see brighter
skies bending over the beautiful hills and.
valleys of Lyndon.
- Items.
( From the Baptist Miss, Magazine.)

— Member

They were detained two

of the M. E.

Church,

Shanghai.

To feel mueh for others and little for
ourselves, to restrain onr selfish and to indulge our benevolent affections, constitute :
the perfection of human nature.—Adam
Smith.
;
The worst education that teaches selfdenial is better than the best that teaches
everything else and not that.—John Sterling.

|

The greatest
luxury of
‘wealth is in giving it away.

superfluous

‘Missionary News.

GENERAL.—Christians

opinion number

of all shades

between

of

three and four

hundred
millions, and
have about five
thousand
missionaries in foreign fields;
while Mohammedanism, with one hundred

and seventy-five millions of adherents, has
more than ten thousand

The great
commenced

missionaries.——

Mohammedan revival, which:
in 1866, has spread through-

out all Moslem countries, and the followers of the Prophet are much more zealous-

and fanatical than formerly.

EuropPE.— France. Theevangelical cause
in France has met with great loss in the
recent deaths of Pastor Fisch of Lyons
and Pastor Horace Monod of Marseilles.
——Rev. Armand Delille is in charge of a
movement to erect a suitable place for
Protestant worship near each of the ceme-

teries in the vicinity of Paris.——The Senate did not
all parties

pass the bill giving freedom to
to bury their deac in the com-

mon cemeteries.

The Roman

posers talked

long

so

withdrew, so that
to vote.

that

Catholic opthe

members:

there were not

enough

+

CuiNa.—Two Presbyterian missionaries:
have recently baptized two hundred and’
forty in the province of Shantung,—-

There are societies in China the object off
which is to expose English selfishness andi
immorality in the matter of the opium °
trafic.——A decree has been issned exempting Chinese converts to Christianity
from all levies for idolatrous worship, processions, or theatrical performances.

This

is regarded as an important movement toward helping the progress of Christianity

in China.

:

0-9

WEEK OF PRAYER FOR YOUNG
The importance of special effort in behalf of
young men is so evident that this call to prayer
will meet with a hearty response,
It is rece
ommended that prayer be made for the Young

Men’s Christian Association as an agency

de-

signed for and reaching young men. There
has been & remarkable growth in these organi-

zations in the past few

years and itis fair to

say that they are doing a better work “for
young men than ever before. There are now

210 young men employed as general seeretaries, giving all their time to Association work,
a growth from 3 in 1866, and 114 in 1878, and:
161 in 1880.
value of property

has

increased:

fromw

the nunibierof Associalions reporting from 59
in 1866 to nearly 800 in 1881.

Young Men’s Bi-

ble Classes have increased in the same time:
from 13 to 291 and
from 120 to 1,983.

weekly

religious meetings.

Earnest efforts are being made by the Interna
tional Committee to reach the 850,000 railroad
men, and at62 points, with 33 secretaries, work
Associations

are trying

to reach

The

the 60,000

travelers | who are traveling
ot commercih]
throughout the length and hreadth of our Tana:

monotonous
life. There has been no death
in thia mission circle since our beloved

somewhat

Let

is being done in the interest of this ¢luss.

Our readers will remember that Mrs, H,
C. Phillips and Miss Nellie O. Phillips
railed for Glasgow, on their way to India,
rome weeks since. They reached that

startling event in our usually

pluck.

left undone

The

.

length at this time. They seem
done all that ought reasonably

nothing

and

$90,000 in 1866 to nearly $3,000,000 in 1881, and

Of the other schoolswe can not speak at

Ob-

been expected

which I referred in a brief note

Girls’

Crawford

for the

marriage -and the demand for teachers,
nearly all of the. ‘famine orphans” in
whom our readers have taken a great in-

reason

Lawrence,

working

foremost

done a notably excellent work, has lost, by

State

would lead in this line, but Ohio has

Miss

and" stand

years, had the care, and in which

Virginia
Wiscon-

sin and Iowa one each, and other States
or unknown twenty-nine. Blessings on
Ohio and New York. I should have

guessed that some

shearing,

among the forces
quest of truth.”
The
Jellasore

Pennsylva-

Massachusetts

four, Kentucky three,

most cordial

tience

In

the pupils to prize the privileges of the
school more highly than they would otherwise do. As yet the Mission has no High
school in which the advanced pupils of native Christian families can receive the education. they need. It is earnestly hoped
that this want will be supplied before
many years by the generous kindness of

are also

this is the

and zeal and

“All I have, God gave me; so all I have is

some cases a small, tuition fee is paid by
the pupils or their parents.
This tends to

to the laborer in this field. In this edicion,

be that

still his, and I want to use it to his glory.

A school of

develop a wholesome self-respect

may

through indifference or lack of effort. We
feel sure that no reasonable thing will be

the Annual

tention during the past year.

It

last trial of their faith

It is said that about nine-tenths of the
money raised by the charch is given .by
one-tenth of the members.

This work has received a large share of at-

times

missionary

when:

Report of our Indian Mission we learn
that our missionaries have not neglected
this branch of work.
Schools of various
grades have been established in many
places and maintained with great success.

the

God has

trust that the earnest, hard-

couragement.

among the heathen, or semi-heathen popu-

From

noth—

stitution, will not give up in complete dis~

the Mission
it was his

The school work is ene of the most important departments of every Mission
lations of the world.

little, or

working brethren and sisters,"
who have
labored so long and faithfully
. for this in~

OUR SCHOOLS IN INDIA.

of Bradley's Indian

Thirty-five

case, and

we
for

Dr. Bacheler, now in his sixtyMission,

but

blessed and made rich, who can and will
acknowledge their indebtedness to him by
giving a few thousands to help a school
which has already done a good work for
the young men and women growing up in
our churches in their native State, and
which has -before it a large opportunity, if
only it can have a little
now?
Again and again it has been found true
that the darkest time is just before day,
and we hope it will’ prove to be so in this

CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.

statistics,

Missions in Burmah and Ceylon

that can be

other places, East or West, whom

native

94-04

Missionary Directory has been bublished
this year. It is a volume of much value

included.

her

MISSION WORK.

but such a contrast as this should be
overlooked, hence I call attention to it.
A revised

done

Sb;-of course there re-

ing, heretofore, who will now come to the
rescue, put their shoulder to the wheel and
lift this much-needed Institution ap on to
a solil foundation?
Are there not sons
and daughters of Northern Vermont in

he brought out two small hand-presses in
1862. Under his labors and those of Mr.
Lawrence the Press has been a valuable
helper in our work, and I hope it may become stil} more so in the future. I wish
more friends at home were disposed to
help the Mission Press in its excellent
work.
J.L. P.

I

that at home. This ratio is ‘suggestive
surely and should convince our friends
that foreign missions pay. I am not
given to laying great stress on

‘to

privilege to found in this

increase in our foreign mission field is
shown to have been 10.25 per cent durfull

remains

fifth year, takes charge of
Press, a department which

In a previous letter I spoke of Editor
Wilder's statistics in the Missionary Review. Some may have noticed (I hope
not a few of the Star readers of this ex:
cellent and inspiriting Review) another
suggestive contrast which Mr. Wilder
brings out in his two tables on pages 297
and 300. In the first, his figures (the
correctness of which I have questioned)
show our denominational increase in 1880
to have been 6.47, or less than one-half of

ing the same. year, or

her

for this foreign service, and ‘to Him
look while we can confidently pray

benighted India? We call, and we also
pray and hope and look for the man.

second,

on their action

all hipee

If this is

others who have done

into the heart of some brother to volunteer

have often written. Who will answer
this call? Whose heart is moved towards
this dark land ? Who feels—woe is me if
I preach not the gospel to the heathen of

one per cent, whereas in the

is depending

we suppose, very largely, by the course
taken by them.
The condition of things
in detail is, no doubt, familiar to all our.
friends in that section.
It may seem to

:

land, but for the present this will not be
done.
Upon Mr. Lawrence’s retirement our
force is reduced to five, one of whom
has hardly yet begun to preach in the
vernacular. This only emphasizes the
call I have been mentioning so often of
late for more men. The Lord can put it

Indeed, I have often thought

of which

deal

mains nothing more but to die as quietly
and gracefully as may be. But is -this
that duty points homeward. ‘His bodily true? Are there not some who, after hav—health bas never been firm in this climate, ing. done all that they really ought to do,
and on repeated occasions he has been ‘or even miore than that, can still do a little:
firm prostrated by disease. Perhaps he more, without serious injury to themselvesis doing the wisest thing by retiring from or others, rather than that all which has
the foreign field. At the recent meeting been done should be lost? Are there mot

it will be no wonder should some other
Society place an agent in so charming
and promising a position. Once more I
call for a man for this field,

the fact that a-

during the present season in respeet to the

called

faithfully as its Indian treasurer. He
now feels that bis work here is done, and

get the figures in season for the printer.
Friends having the report will now please
insert the figures 3,421 in the blank space

missionary.

of

be the first to be

press but he has also served

spoken

I failed

To

great

Brother Lawrence has been in India
nearly seven years. His chief work ‘has
been that of superintendent of the mission

More abundant activities are expressed left on the page facing the introduction
by multiples of twelve like the twenty-. ‘to the report. Such a station near the
four elders holding twenty-four seats, or bay of Bengal, and the capital of a subcontaining 481,516, or nearly
acling in twenty-four lines of service; division
half
a
million
souls, calls loudly for a
the city of God, constructed out of saved

elect warriors,

liveth,

Contai was omitted

apostles; the

will probably soon be in the midst of

LYNDON SEMINARY,
:
. We trust the friends of ¢ducation and’
denominational growth ia Northern Ver-

INDIA LETTER.

wears a crown with twelve stars; the
city, New Jerusalem, has pide: wail

the

and

of the Mission Committee it was voted
that we all APPIOv of his desire to return
to America.
e earnestly hope that his
MIDNAPORE, Sept. 25,1831.
e3pensnce in India may enable him to
In our Annual Report which should | aid 4; the Missionary enterprise upon rehave reached our American friends by
turning home. It was his purpose, in
this time, the population of the nation of compliance with his wife’s own request,

this book, the woman who represents : the
working, productive forces of the church,

glorious victory to the faithful. “To him
that overcometh will I give to eat of the
hidden manos.”
“To him thit overcometh I will give power over the na-

Now, Brethren and Sisters and Friends, let
the money come pouring in in ample: streams

max of continuous coming,

gow, and the other in Edinhoro.” They
sailed from Liverpool for Bombay, on the
20th of Oct., in the steamer ‘‘ Brittania,”

so recently became a member of it, would

last enemy, death.

be

will

Christ

measure of spiritual fact,

sister

weeks, one of which they spent in Glas-

learned fresh lessons from this afflictive. Seminary at Lyndon Center. The schoo
dispensation, one of which is this—that is at. present suspended. When and how
a Christian need never fear to face the it shall be re.opened will be determined,

always present in fact, but not in manifestation, for our’ ‘““eyes are holden,”
when spiritual discernment rises to the

and

coming in his kingdom.”

available for the next appropriation are insuf-

p

corporates it into poetry,

aggravate their sorrows,

, Hclent, and the exid of the terms is almost upon

broken and still less that our

personal ministries. §lhe twelve Patri every day seen walking midst the golden
archs introduce the thought; the cycle of candlesticks. This faith fully developed will
rejoice in a final, glorious coming, the clitwelve in nature emphasizes it, and in-

expressed™sin seven panoramic, views,
representing seven phases of ‘ Christ

funds

all churches from first to last, giving are left. We little thought that so soon
help, light, discipline, victory. On hig + our mission circle at this station was to be

preside

Upon the students

The

and speaks with forceto all of us who

resources and’ forces.

seven plagues, seven vials of (wrath,

themselves.

personally with

There. part never forsaking; on our part the
are, four . beasts, or living ' creatures ‘blindnessof unbelief—often putting him
around the throne of God, agencies of at a distance, in a * far country,” and ‘his
He is
temporal good and evil ; the golden altar coming an event long delayed.
physical

propriations will have a depressing effect upon.

the schools, to say nothing of its pathetic effect

_ “Alpha and Omega,”

ing the four winds of heaven, from the
four quarters of the earth, referring to

I am he that

number of students are foundin our Theolog-: to
be
sounded;
seven thunders
to
ical Schools, This is the first term of the utter their terrific voices;
a dragon

School year, and any cutting down of the ap.

:

men

in sevens, us well as other symbolic num‘bers, all of them representative. We
0
him that mature th
December?
not_have to es bh ge kot have seven churches ; seven candlesticks ;
appropriutionsNy
this yeur of Prosperity both seven stars; a Lamb with seven horns
in ay und country,
and seven eyes, which are the seven
¢. demunds

tion to John, presents four angels direct-

Spirit, ¢* and his countenance was as the
sun shineth in his strength.” The Lord
himself is the glory of his kingdom, the
miracle of the ages, the unanswerable
argument, the sure testimony.
** Fear not; 1 am the first and the last;

The interpretaour hands be done?
fi
: are the seven churches.”
tion is plain. The living Christ is active,
The present hopeful condition of our mission
in India is pretty well known by the readers of
the Star and the Missionary Helper,

¢riends and relatives in India.

fruit, twelve months in succession.

cross and at the tomb,

Were thy own fruits and flowers.

= As they are interwovLibby) died later, bnt she was not conof this book. I refer clothed in white.” ‘ Him that overcom-. nected with the mission at the time of her
now.
Both Ezekiel 6th I will make a pillow in the teraple of death. TI need say little more concerning
number tour to repre- my God.” ¢ Him that overcometh will I ‘Mrs. Lawrence than has already been
grant to sit with me in my throne.”
written. Her death seems very sudden,
sent the forces of nature, and the revela-

ment down to the foot” (Rev. 1: 12, 13).

The good is always beautiful,

Its earliest shrines the young world songht
In bill-groves and in bowers;
The fittest offerings thither brought

of these numbers.
en with the visions
to them here and
and Daniel use the

twelve gates have twelve pearls; ig sree
of life in this city bears twelve kinds of

And still with reverent hands we cull
Thy gifts, each year renewed ;

May all be made our own.

A

NO 46.

1881.

tions.” * ¢ He that overcometh shall be

midst of the seven candlesticks one like
unto the Son of man, clothed with a gar-

behold
I live forevermore, Amen,” said
Jesus to the prostrate John.
It was a
message to all the churches. They remembered Christ crucified, more than
Christ resurrected, living and ever active,
powerful and helpful. This has always
beena fault with Christians and a source
of weakness. They linger around the

The fuirest, rarest and the best,

" ‘om the Inst remittance

16,

dom is the lesson of Revelation. ‘I'am mercies. The righteous man bears twelve of in Scripture.’ But to the spiritual the
Alpha and Omega, the first and the last.” crops of fruit; Christ appointed twelve bright appearing of the Lord; is now.
His coming began with his kingdom, is. disciples as executors of his will. So in + ¢“ Behold he cometh.”
perpetual in his kingdom, and will distinguish the ending of his kingdom.
‘I
am" applies to. every stage of develop-

But, blest by thee, our patient toil

N. H., NOVEMBER

over the river Eophrates, the Scriptural
symbol of wealth and luxury.
:
Twelve is the nsual type of active,

STUDIES IN REVELATION.
:

* For Eden’s unknown ground?

DOVER,

| has four horns, and four angels

0-0

A HYRN TOR FARMERS.

May nevermore be found.

remember-

:
A
"BE. N. FERNALD,
Lewiston , Me., Nov, 14,1881.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1881.
following hy

delay

the Treasury”.is sitting there
He “ loveth a cheerful giver.”

The Worning Star,
The

offering without

ing that He who

ly
paidpaid L] strict]

8, an

funds

collected or on hand, forward the same at once

communications designed for publication
Fron addressed to Editor 7'he Morning Star,

er

:

church and society, having

however small.the amount; and where this is
not the ease, let a special effort be made to
meet this emergency with a special offering;
Let every friend of these causes whom the
Lord has blessed with ability to do so, send in

Publisher,

STEWART,

of

day with great eagerness.

ig

froewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
Rev.

I shall turn the key

that box in th® Post Office—No. 1077—every
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In 120 of our American Colleges, Associatione
are dolog a definite. work for students, and tho

remainder of the 300 colleges with their 60.003
students are yet to be reached. There are 2s
German-speaking branches with
seer
9
reaching out after the 500,000 German speak-

ing roung men of our country, and the hali
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THESERPENT IN THE WILDERNESS.
DAILY
The

serpent

READINGS.

in the

1-9.
The serpent in Eden.

Gen. 3: 1-15.

Murmuring punished.

Num. 16: 1-32,

The serpent a symbol.
Christ lifted up.

' Num. 21:

wilderness.

John 3: 1-21.

Jobn 13: 20—36.

Saved py faith. Rom. 5: 1-11.
for us. 1 Cor. 10: 1-15.
. Examples

@OLDEN TEXT:— And as Moses lifted up
_ the serpent ix the wilderness, even 80 must
the Sun of man be lifted up ; that whosoever .

‘believeth in

him

should

wot perish,

but

Jhave eternal life.”—John 3: 14, 15.
embers

Notes and Hints.
‘Connecting

Link.—The

people remained

the laws of their govfor regular worship
left that place on the
month (May), B.C.
wilderness of Paran,

where, on account of their sin, they
: 38 years. At length they
.and began the journey
finished in about a year.
the incidents
of this lesson

remained

gathered at Kadesh
again,” which they
During this journey
took place.

The Book of Numbers, from which this
lesson and the next are taken, is the
urth of the Pentateuch, and was written

‘by Moses.

It contains the history of the

¢Israelites during their

wanderings in the

wilderness, from the time when the gi
ing of the law at Mt. Sinai was finished to
their gathering on the plains of Moab

for

-aciual entry into the land of Canaan.
During this long sojourn it is likely
that the people were scattered up and
~down the

valleys,

in which

they

could

“find pasturage for their flocks and herds.
They may have found opportunity to raise
.crops of some kind, theugh the manna
-seends to have been the chief source of
-supply for food other than that obtained
from their sheep and cattle.
I. Victory over ememies. Very soon
-after their journey toward the Promised
Land was begun again, the Israelites
found their progress opposed by the inhabitants of the land through which they
were passing, and of that towards which
‘they were journeying. One of the petty
«kingsof that region, whose seat of government was about twenty miles south of

Hebron, fought against them and gained
some advantage,

capturing a number

of

them. Under the influence of thisj misfortune;

the

people

made

a vow before

rthe Lord that they wonld utterly destroy
+ the cities of this people, if he would
vthem the victory over their enemies.
\Lord heard their vow, aecepted
‘promise, and gave them the trinmph
desired.

give
The
their
they

They fulfilled the vow made

completely
iHormah,

that
‘that

the place was
is,

‘f utter

so

named

destruction.”

«Concerning this vow and its fulfillment,
«we quote from Matthew Henry :
~¢«Whea we are desiring and expecting
«mercy from God, we should bind our
-souls with & bond that we will faithfully
-do our duty to him, particularly that we
will honor him with the mercy we are in
pursuit of. Thus Israel here promised to
«destroy the cities of these Canaanites as
devoted to God, and not to take the spoil
of them to their own use. If God should
give them victory he should have all

ithe praise, and they would not make a
.gain of it to themselves. When’ we are
in this frame we are prepared to receive
Jmerey.”
dl. Discouragement and murmuring.
“The Edomites refused to allow the vast
throng of Israelites to pass through their

A SERMON.

It has

been made

the

them looked very unlikely. But it did.
The way of life is foolishness to the wisdom of tbis world.

(From Rev. Dr. R. R. Meredith.)
THE CoxpiTION OF Cure. The Israelites were to look atthe brazen serpeut for a cure. No bitten and perishing
one had a promise of salvation, except
on condition of looking up tothe ap-pointed sign, and so accepting and confiding in God's method of showing mercy.
Hundreds might turn away, in the pride
of their reason, and refuse to look;
and might say, that there was no rational
connection between the means and the
end, just as men proudly turn from the
Gospel now, but they would miserably
and irretrievably perish.
Thus early did it appear that ¢ without
faith itis impossiblelo please God.” The
Israelite cast his dying eyes upward because it was God’s ordinance that he
should do so; and as the ‘act implied confidence in'the divine mercy, it was follow-

ed by the gracious and promised result.
And in this way we are taught, that the

atonement of Christ avails us nothing
a long | without the personal, _ penitent and be-

to the head of .the gulf of Akabah, the
eastern branch of the Red Sea, in order to

get around the mountains of Edom and
ifind a passage on the east side of that
- wange. It was a long and laborious
journey, through a rocky, desolate and
dangerous country. They became discouraged. Forgetting how Jehovah had
just delivered them out of the hand of
their enemies, they complained against
fim, and found fault with Moses, and

with the food which God had graciously

given them for nearly forty years.
spite of repeated chastisements. and

In
re-

peated deliverances the people broke out
into fresh murmurings, 4nd brought upon
themselves fresh mavifestations of God's
Alisapprobation.
TII. Punishment. Jehovah sent upon

rthem
& new and fearful punishment ip
the form of serpents which bit many of
.the people, and poisoned them so that
(they died. It was a scourge which
awakened the consciences of “the people
. and caused them to acknowledge their
+ sins against

the Lord,

8.

and

against his

Some are affected by hope of re-

the history and the experience of the race
ward. Muh has an instinctive desire to
answer.
Every act of religious worship
to all Bible students and church-going
be rewarded «for right doing. While no
people. - We need not to elaborate the paid to every heathen deity, every smok- act performed dan be the cause of our
thought here. Let us not fail to take ing sacrifice on every Jewish altar, is an salvation, as theeground, yet Christianity
into our hearts the central truth of.the acknowledgment of the universal belief meets this universal desire, and is the onlesson, that ¢¢ Christ crucified curves the that man is a sinful being.
ly system of government which proceeds
- Whatever else may be said of man and
wounds of sin.”
upon the principle of rewards as well as
bis varied relations, one thing/ seems
{
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
of punishments, as motives
to right
clear, viz., that he is the subject of a
.action. The Bible is full of ils promises
I. Men forget God's goodness with
moral government, that he is free to
of good things as rewards. * If ye be willtheir hands full of his mercies.
choose the right or the wrong.
Hence,
ing and obedient ye shall eat the good of
IL. Fire fitly represents the pain proto be governed, being free, he must in the land.”
duced by sin._
;
some way be influenced so as to secure - Man is constantly seeking peace and
III. God delights to answer penitent
from him voluntary actions which shall happiness. ‘Great peace have they who
prayer.
|
accord
with right principles. Nothing love thy law.”
Christianity offers the
IV. We must look if we would live.
less can be true reformation, nor can
only true happiness, the only substantial
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
anything but voluntary action be moral
I. Reasons for the journey through action. Any system presented for the peace. ‘In thy presence is fulness of
of joy, at thy right hand there are pleasEdom.
reformation of the race must of necessity.
ures forever more.”
II. The poison of sin.
have its laws, principles and influences
Lastly. Fear of penalty is potent.
ITI. The cure of that poison.
wisely adapted to secure that end;
Some
can be retsrained and kept in subNow the mind is so constituted and
—
let
jection
only by the law thundering in
approached that to iit appeals may be
GLEANINGS..
their ears its constant threatenings. Some
made,
and
upon
it
influences
may
be
(From Rev. Dr. Jokn Hall.)
brought to bear that shall amount to must live in sight of Sinai.
The points to be emphasized are such motives in view of which man governs
For such Sinai stands enwrapped in its
as the following :
himself and marks out his course of con- mautle of smoke and flaming fire while
We may |look for
success in our duct.
from its awful brow the muttering thunways when honestly
trying to carry
The most perfect type of Hovetimen: ders are constantly sounding in the ears of
out the revealed will of God (vs. 1—38). of which’ we can conceive, whether civil men—** The soul that sinneth it shall
¢¢ Acknowledge him in all thy ways.” or moral, is that which contains the least die.” Thus we find that at every avenue
Boys going into business should inquire possible amount of vice, disloyalty and to the human mind Christianity stands
ifit is such as they can expect God to consequent misery, and the greatest pos- with her open hand ready to send along
bless.
amount of virtue, loyalty and con- the open passage-way those influences
Injuries from the hand of our fellow sible
sequent happiness among its subjects. which are best adapted to reach the heart
men, or their consequences, give no reaTo secure this type of government by that channel.
son for our quarrelling with our true
None are left to which appeals are not
the laws and influences by which it is
friends (as Moses was to Israel), or with
sought, to be effective, must be as perfect made. No influence is left untried, no
God.
One sometimes
hears men
rail
means unemployed.
a kind as possible.
against the church for some sin of omisHe who cannot be reformed and saved
‘Two questions here present themsion or commission against them. If
by
Christianity must be hopelessly and
in
elements
the
are
1, What
selves.
Edom was churlish, was that any reason
man to which appeals may be made and ruinously lost beyond the power of mo-to murmur against Muses and God ?
by which he may most successfully be re- tive or persuasion to turn.
.The serpent of brass, like the sacra‘The Gospel, and that alone, is the
strained from a wrong and constrained
ments, had no virtue in itself, norin
¢t power of. God unto salvation” to those
course
conduct—a
of
course
right
a
to
Moses, who set it up, but in the appointwho believe. God help us to believe.
most nearly in accord with correct princiment of the L
nd the faith of the
ore
laws,
of
ples? And 2, Does the system
people.
:
,
SPOKEN
WORDS.
in
presented
motives
and
That a serpent of brass should cure influences

lieving application. “He who
merely
utters his name, and intellectually re:
ceives his doctrine, and takes a place in
the Christian congregation, may pass
away into eternity, without the least
renovating change, and without any
pulse of spiritual life. There must be
personal appropriation of, and trust in,
the merits of his death. ‘* ‘Whosoever
believeth in him shall not perish but t have
eternal life.”
Ee

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
(From

the 8. 8. World.)

Christianity present itself to the judg-

ment as being adapted to secure this result? In regard to this last question, if
the author of that system is wise and
pure and good, as we suppose him to be,
we might unhesitatingly answer yes, and
dismiss the subject. But not to be too
easily satisfied, let us subject the question to an examination. ‘In Psalms 19
we find these declarations; *‘ The law
of the Lord is pure, converting the
soul, the statutes of the Lord are right,
rejoicing the heart, the commandment
of the Lord is pure, enlightening the
eyes, the judgments of the Lord are true
and righteous altogether.” Thus not only the general character of the government, but its specific application to individual cases, as well as the final determi-

nation of every case, is perfect and comJames calls the Sospe) “the
plete.

perfect law of liberty.”

Whatever may be the
system in the abstract, if
of being adapted to the
and circumstances of him
formed

by it, it must

character of the
it is not capable
peculiar nature
who is to be re-

ultimately

fail of

accomplishing the desired result.
Let us look, then, at the questions proposed. How may men be influenced?
And does Chrissauity present the proper
motives?
1. Some are anslly controlled by the
mere presentation of the right, and by
appeals to ‘their sense of propriety
and the fitness of things. To this element the gospel is constantly appealing ;
‘the purity of its laws, the justice of its
claims are constantly ringing in our ears.
Shall ‘not the Judge of all the earth do
right?

2.

Others are most easily influenced

by appeals to their manhood and personal honor. Many a refractory boy<has

The opening of the new building of the
Church of England Sunday-school Insti- ‘been ‘tamed and controlled by putting
tute was fixed for the 26th of October,| him on his good behavior. The gospel
1881. It is situated in Serjeant’s Inn, not unfrequently appeals tg this element
Fleet Street, and contains a large room and says, “Quit you like men.” Be
for holding meetings and conferences, manly; be honest.
smaller rooms for normal ml
a
8., Othérs dislike a weak, vicilluting.
reference library.
course, and may be influenced by appesls
A thorough canvass of the city of Lon- to their idea of fixedness of purpose,

don in the interest of Suudag-gohools is
projected. A canvass, 2 a ffpneial
scale, has not been made for twenty-five

steadfastness. Christianity is full of
hortations of this kind.
4. "Others, again, are affected

by

BY A. L7O.

A,

There is an Arabian proverb which says,
“Three things return not; the sped arrow, lost opportunity, spoken words.”
Words may be as barbed arrows, and once
sped upon their track they can not be recalled. The spoken word can never be
unsaid, though it pierce as a poisoned
spear through some poor heart already
pierced by multiplied serrows; though it
prove the drop that overflows the already

full cup, and sends its quivers of anguish,
fierce and

deep, through

many

a midnight

hour of pain, and wets even the pillow of
dreams with burning tears.
In a momentary idle rage the bitter
words may have been spoken or written,

but

utterance

has given

them

fangs of

steel, as ‘it were. The anger, without
cause perhaps, vented in scathing, burning
words,

Jong

will go on scathing and

burning as

as the one on whom the wrath

was

poured shall draw breath.
You can not
recall them, you can not unsay them.
Once uttered, they are beyond your control. You may repent
having
spoken
them, and pour out tears of regret; feel as
if you would give your very life to recall
the cruel utterances. You may strive by
the tenderest assiduities to heal the wound
your angry harshness inflicted and to cover
it with love and praise. The friend your
fiery, unjust language pierced may pardon,
may forgive and forget in the sense of
holding no hardness toward you, and yet

it shall never be again as it was

before

those bitter words, as barbed and poisoned
arrows, flew from your heart, sharp and
flerce, stinging to the very core the heart
of the one friend to whom most of all you
owed gratitude and kindness.
‘‘ Spoken
words come not again” Oh, then be: careful.
These thoughts were suggested by calling on an aged man lately, and finding
him in'a passion of tears piteous to be-

hold.

He had

disinterested

ing

lived a life of singularly
bemevolence, lavishly. spend-

strength

and

substance

to aid ‘any

needy ones struggling to make a worthy
stand in life, and as his faculties became
somewhat impaired by age he was ruth.

lessly robbed of much of his means by de-

signing knaves.
He had a
ex- ew to whom he had shown
The boy had been almost as
ap-- |early.years, It had been the

favorite nephmany favors.
his own from
uncle’s pleas-

years. Such a work was attempted April peals to their sense of the beautiful!
servant Moses. The natureof this pun+ishment well illustrates the fearful char- 20, 1856. The number of canvassers who | But among all - the beauties presented
took part was 6,000; houses visited, 120,-° for our contemplation nothing can ex_yacter and influence of sin, which acts | 678
; number of children between the ages ceed’ the relations and adaptations “in
e a deadly poison

ure to stint himself that he might have

gospel is calling upon the race to behold the beauty of the dwellings of the

ly through his uncle's aid that he was en-

of two and eighteen,

240 ,186 5 number

attending Sunday-schools, 123,794. These
figures refer only to the old city proper.
The results of that attempt show that
success can be assured by determined
‘| effort. Every city, town, village, and

Salvation.
But God is ever mer- school district, ought to’ be thoroughly
he shown himself canvassed at short intervals, Was the
has
never
and
moreso than in his dealings with the work ever done in your section? Ought
it .mot to be done? will you help. do
dsraelites so now; ae in former instances,
[
it?
concerning
‘mercy
of
#0 had thoughts

cifal

“

God's

plan

of

government,

and

the

* Lord of hosts.”
5. Others are influenced by appeals inin
view of their relations to others around
them, and their sense of justice between
man and man. Here the Bible is not silent, and ** Bear ye one anothers bur-

dens” is a salient feature of its teachings.
6. Others are moved by appeals to
»

more to lavish upon his. favorite. This
boy was now grown, married and settled

inlife.

Hehad'a nicely furnished house,

and lived quite luxuriously.
abled

to gain this position,

I was largeThe poor old

man when all was gone bethought him at
once of this nephew.
« Hal will befriend me. Hal will hear
my sad tale with sympathy and come to
my relief. The sale of his diamond ring

or one of his oil paintings would lift me

Wdlld God I had died ere opened that

letter. . Its contents will haunt me to my
dying “day. If it is thus he treats me I
can look nowhere else for a friend and
helper. Why, he even taunts me with my

kind deeds, and

says I have

t

)

~
-

-

gh

egy

all

_
This

reli
ground both social and and relig-

of

|

ious.

3

2

How often it is violated it may be

hard to determine. It certainly is of so
much importance as to be worthy of close

attention,

thorough

careful self-examination.

Who wishes to

be guilty of actual theft and so violate
one

of the most

explicit commands

{

Many do become thus guilty, but are
actuated by some other motive than the
thought of being

known

and

called

a

thief. Many more excuse themselves in
actual deed by giving more weight and
importance to some personal considera‘tion than they do to the real principle a)of
honesty. Teo much care can not be ex-

ercised in guarding ourselves against the
charge of stealing, or giving the observing world cause to suspect us.
The speculator may, by prevarication,

raise the value of his goods in the estimation of the purchaser, and by so doing
a thief, by taking

words, and have it again as it was before
they were spoken.
But it can not be; the
venomed dart will stick fast in muy heart
till it beats its last beat.”
True, ‘ Spoken words come not again,”
.80 have a care.

any right to take from

what does not actually belong
ple. Iam well paid for giving and trust No man has any right to take
ibg one at least. But I would gladly give an article than it is really worth
all of life I have left to unsay these bitter ing to his honest judgment. No

S800
*>o-¢

of

God? , No one we believe.

/he actually becomes

|-

:

investigation‘ and

this upon myself by giving too freely, and
trusting too much in the honesty of peo-

another,

to him.
more for
accordman has
by any

means nor in any manner, more than he

would be willing to give if they two were

to charge places and reverse’the transaction.

Mat 7: 12 gives the rule by which to

be governed.

The guilt of violating this

rule becomes aggravated to a high deFINANCIAL SECRETARY.
gree when it is found in religious circles and
There have been, and are, some who associated with religious life. Professed
think the Financial Sec. has too high a Christians are sometimes so actuated by
salary. Perhaps it may be so, but those policy or by personal interests as to be
who know the amount of work he does,do led to perform acts in which they overnot think so. It should be remembered that reach the Golden Rule. States or nations
formerly we had a treasurer in each mis- may become indebted to individuals and
sivn and the education society, and these refuse to pay, and it may be called repudiatreasurers were expected to visit Y. M's, tion. A clerk may take a sum of money
and other large gatherings,and present the from the till of his employer, and it may
claims of the society each represented. be termed purloining or embezzling;
The Financia] Secretary takes the place but is it less than actual stealing? The
of these, at less than 1-2 the cost of the clerk may be called a defaulter, but is he
former arrangements, and thus a ‘large not nevertheless a thief ?
suniis savéd to the three societies.
He
If a man wearing a Christian robe and
also does a great amount of work looking bearing a Christian name, knowingly
after wills,

investments

and

correspon-

dence, which can be better done by one
man than three, and at less expense. We
should remember that his salary is not so

much as many men of less executive ability than he are receiving as book-keepers in manufacturing and other business

establishments.

What

if we

do

not

agree with him in everything? The card
system which he has matured and is earuestly laboring to establish, is a good
system. Let us rally around it, send in

our contributions, cooperate with "hin,
and make it a grand success.
There is
an opportunity given our denomination
to do a great work

for

God,

if

we

are

wise enough to improve it. Let there be
a simultaneous movement all along the
line, till

and

depleted

short

treasuries

remittances

are

filled,

forever stopped.
D. WATERMAN.

a.

takes, by any means, what is not his own,

is he not, in the strongest sense of the
term, a thief? If he withholds from another that which is his, is he not by that
act committing theft ? and would it not
be manly in him and reveal the spirit of

a Christian, if he should adopt the course
recommended in Luke 19: 8, 9°?

Does a Christian, especially a minister,

do credit to himself,

show

reverence

to

God and respect to his command, when
he, to satisfy the demands of pride or to
gratify the appetite of an epicure, contracts debts and causes others to lose by
the same? Pure Christianity, whether
found in its author or his followers, sacrifices its own ease and

comfort for--sanoth-,. .

er's good, but does net demand that sacrifice to be made by another for its use
and comfort. If a young man borrows
money for the purpose of gaining an education for the ministry, and after years
of prosperity and of shining in some of
the upper circles, refuses to pay the same,
is it not stealing? Honesty is the best
policy. Let every man so examine his
own career, and so set his face to the
right, and so plant his feet on the rock of
honor, that his history shall be a beam
of light and not a shadowof darkness.

INCONVENIENT PLACES OF WORSHIP,
These are decidedly against the prosperity of the church, and an obstacle in
the way of the salvation of souls.
It a people are too poor to have comfortable homes, then some excuse car be
offered for inconveniences at the place of
PR
>>
religions meetings.
Bat if their own
‘dwellings are cared for, or the owners |
OPIUM HABIT.
are able to keep them in good condition
- Four thousand is a moderate estimate
if so disposed, then the house ot God of the total number of native American

should not be left to shabbiness and want

victims to the opium

habit, and

these,

it

of suitable arrangements for the enter- | is safe to speculate, consume 100 grains
tainment and comfort of those who visit of the drug a day. This gives a daily
the piace of worship.
consumption of 400,000 grains or about
Early warming, «cheerful lighting, am- 19,000 pounds during the year. About
ple seating room with a polite and cor- three drams of the smoking opium,equivdial waiting upon strangers or those alent to six drams of the crude drug,
without regular place for sitting, contrimake the average quota of a day's conbute not a little to increase the numbers
sumption and this much costs from fifty to
that attend
such services and
proseventy-five cents. Some who go to permote also, in a marked degree, the good
petual excess, however, have been known
spirit in all hearts. Appropriate Scripture
to consume as much as a pound and a
mottoes, pictures, and map seven, contribquarter during a day.
ute fo render a place of public Yeligious
Taking the average, however, it will
services inviting.
¢
be found that the man who hankers after
Some churches are too large, cold, unthe deleterious short-lived enjoyment of
attractive and inconvenient for Sabbathschools, conferences,

and concerts.

These

business

meetings,

facts readily sug-

gest the value of neat, cheerful, and well
arranged

Tabernacle

vestries.’

service,

In the days

of the

meglect to provide

scrupulously for the conveniences

of the

the drug can gratify that foolish taste
only at an expense of $200 a year, and

the combined indulgence of all American
opium-smokers will be found to be car-

ried on at cost of over $750,000 yearly.

And yet this waste is constantly being in-

Divine services there, was regarded by |. creased
God as a wrong done to him, and was
followed by marks of his displeasure.

Can he be any better pleased now when
his sanctuary is neglected

in any

way?

and the ranks of the fools multi-

plied, notwithstanding thatin some States

and cities stringent laws, with penalties

of heavy fines and imprisonment,

have

been resorted to to stay the hurtful prog-

ress of the habit. Arrests are constantly
made in San Francisco, under a city ordihouse of the Lord in suitable condition
nance, but, seemingly, without avail, and
for the highest perfection of its services, is
the vigorous legal prohibition of Nevada

Such an economy as fails “to

keep the

ulways injurious to the best interests of
effects but little, if any, abatement of the
society at large, if not absolutely ruinous
The importations of smoking
evil.
to the church as a corporate religious lopium into America have steadily, iobody.
during the last ten years, and the Ged’s church is worthy of the first creased
return for 1880 shows the enormous quanplace: in the estimation and care of His tity of 77,196 pounds, valued
at $773,796,
people and when she is thus cared for,
valpounds,
87,824
against
as
imported,
‘God will open the windows of heaven and
sent here in 1871, being an
84,
$353,3
at
ued
pour her out a blessing. See Mal. 8d
increase of 17,000 pounds in a single
chapter.
‘A. H. MORRELL.
year, and this increase not being attributed to the increase of Chinese immigration
Goodness thinks no 1 where no ill at that.— Ez. |
seenis,—Agreeable advice is seldom useful ‘advice.—To remind & man of a kinds
to donounce unwholesome
i is a
ness conferred is little less than a reproach. —Learn to say no! and it wilt “be and sinful amusements . ‘unless. the utof more use to you than to he able to read most effort is made to furnish something
Latin.—As little as humanity will ever he better. ‘Parents are morally bound to

above want,”
. 80 he wrote, pouring out his sorrows in | ‘without religion,
fullest trust that pity and help would flow out Christ.
Ny

brought

ce
" :
SHALT NOT STEAL
W. BURGIN.
BYXEV.J.
a vin
commandment veh

:
~THOU

id

proved
and vulgar,
problem, ** What shall it profit a man if | grateful,
—
exortise
Ini:
Tod
y
w
generosity
theesiol, and
aE Ory
Sor whollycoarse
BY REV. M. 5. FELT
>
ex
their faith might be called into
‘ie gain ‘the. whole world and lese his
—
and their willingness to obey him might
own soul?” «I counsel thee to buy of the uncle had lavished op him so many
[Preached at the late meeting of the North
be tested, a simple condition of cure was
me gold,” etc. *“ Wherefore spend your years. It was evidently penned in a fit of
Baptists.]
Free
of
Association
Western
rage, and possibly he might repent and
prescribed. Moses was told to make a
money
for that which is net bread? ” ete.
Rom. 1: 16. The Gospel of Christ is
apologize, but the blow was dealt. The
serpent of brass and put it upon a pole,
7
Others
may
be
brought
over
to
a
of God unto salvation.
so that all might see it, if they would. the power
better life, by drawing out, little by lit- barbed and bitter words struck deep; the
poor old man quivered like an aspen under
Theme—Christianity,its nature and ten- tle it may be, their affections toward
The word was then proclaimed that every
the
for
the shock.
system
a
as
the
considered
upon
look
dency,
would
bitten Israelite who
purer ‘objects. Man's character will be
* Hal that I toted on my ‘back when he
uplifted serpent should live. *¢ And” it ‘reformation and salvation of the race.
molded and colored very much by the
Christianity I defioe to be belief in and moral character of the object for which was little better than a baby ; Hal that I
came. to pass that if a serpent had bitten
taught by
bought strawberries and cream for; and
any man, when he beheld the serpent of practice of the principles
he lives. But Christianity stands out laughedto see the rogue reach over and
Christ and his apostles, and recorded in
brass, he lived.”
preéminently as a system of love. God, eat from my dish after he had emptied his
:
The analogy between the brazen ser- the New Testament.
its
author, is love. It was love that gave own; Hal that I helped through college
By reformation I mean not simply that
pent and Jesus Christ is plain. Our
the
world a Saviour.
Behold what when his father declared his extravagance
Saviour himself used it to illustrate a which is superficial and in one direction, manner of love the Father hath bestowed was such he would not endure it, to utter
but that which is thorough, of the whole
phase 6f his mission among men in the
- upon us that we should be called the sons such words, to show such a spirit to me in
man;
that which presents a new life.
- as the Golden Text
verses which stand
!
my extremity, it is too much to bear.
But does man need reforming? Let of God.”

.country, and they were compelled to turn

from their course, and make
«mafch in an opposite direction, extending

16, 1881.
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theme of many discourses, and is familiar

TOPICE-Vidtory sover enemies; Discouragement
and MUrmuring ; Punishment ;
_ Salvation.
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as little will it be with;

provide innocent, healthful recreation for

their children.
{
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Selections,

accustomed to attenda reformed man to
and’ from his work night and morning, so

\

: {HEE he might not be tempted and overcome on the way. She would even carry

THE DANGER OF .LIVING.
to hear of

thing

Itis a very common
the danger of dying;

The
that

may die before another day has
sed; but they rarely hear a warning
on the ground that they may live the
they

other anuiver-

New Year's Day or some

of their lives; but, in fact, there ought to. more thanhe is, and allowing him to be
at deal more solemnity in the exposed until he falls. The best charit
be a

suggestion to them, and

in

the

is that which

thought

by no means sure to end with the year

giving and making allowances for him after he has done so, So, too, the best
Christian work is that which actually
helps a man to rise, instead of telling him
that he can do so if he will.—Congrega-

small matter in comparison with living.
Living is the dangerous business, with
as they

this world as it is, and with men

Can there be any question on this

are.

!

int P

:

tionalist.

Unless life has been an utter failure,
death is anything but a danger; and if

1ig is an utter failure, what

it of looking back upon their own child-

pation, or the death of u loved one in re-

hood, and envying themselves the joyousness and the freedom from care which

trospect. Death to the believer is new
life. It is rest from toil; it is peace after
strife;
it is glory after humiliation.
‘Whatever sadness there may be in the
thought of temporary separations and absences through death, there is comfort in
the thought of undoubted safety and of
unfading joy to one’s self, or to one's
fact of death.
loved ones, by the very
“ Precious in the sight of the Lord is the
death of his saints.” And that which is

were theirs in those long

are

mains of the innocence, the lighthearted-

d-

recorded

above the worn and wasted body of him
whom all the world had learned to
love :—

the large summer hotels the past

season,

it has been the practice to reserve the
parlors and the services of the band for
“ Life’s work well done;
children, during the early hours of the
Life's race well run;
evening, and one might see in one of
Life’s crown well won;
Now comes rest”?
these hotels thirty or [forty little people,
Yet that is the record for every child of the youngest ot more than four acd the
oldest not more than eight or ten, all
God, at death.
And there is a sense in which we give elaborately attired in evening dress, and
dancing for the entertainment of their
and gain for the life that now is, through
dying. We are conscious, out of all the elders and their own enjoyment. And
losses and failures and sad misunder- all this excitement, and gaslight, and
standings of life, that we are surer of our display, hours after children of the same
dead than of our living loved ones; and age in an earlier generation would have
that we shall be dearer to those whose been deep in the calm sleep of childhood.
What infantile agitations, vanities and
love we value when we are dead.
Often,
in some heavy hour of loneliness or dis- jealousies does this manner of treatment
plant in the minds of children; how preappointment, we ery out in bitterness,
mature is the introduction thus given to
* Nothing is our own except our dead.
the follies and fripperies of fashion; and
When our’joy is lost—and life will take it—
how unnatural and unhealthy is the atThen no memory of the past remains;
Save with some strange, cruel sting to make it mosphere environing such a childhood.
Almost as difficult as the search of DiogBitterness beyond all present pains.
enes for an honest man would be the
Only the dead hearts forsake us never.”
search

In view of this, how can the thought of
dying be gloomy to us, in comparison
with the fact of longer living?
constant danger of being overborne by
enemivs, and of being misunderstood, or
friends.

The

more

one

professing

does

in

this

world, the harder it is for him to live.

It is bard for any true man to live, to
keep at the same old fight day after day,
with the knowledge that inany have
struggled as long and as bravely as he,
and yet have finally failed in the fight of
life;

aod

with

the

further

a genuine

that could

child,

be desired.

vanity, bedeck them with

knowledge

not

its

OOACHMAN

oblitera-

I was once riding on the box-seat of a
stage-coach, when the driver began to
swear
in a
most fearful manner.
¢* Coachman, doseyou
ever pray?’ If
quietly asked. He seemed displeased,but
replied, *“ I sometimes go to church on a
Sunday ; I suppose I pray then, do n’t I?”
+1 am afraid you never pray at all; for
no man can swear as you do, and yet
‘keep up the habit of praying to God.”
+ As we rode along he seemed thoughtful. ¢¢ Coachman, I wish you would

words:

‘Pray

*¢ Ah, sir,” said he with

nowadays,

for the hereafter, ev-

They foster their

brilliant

dress

And rest not day or night,

And the feeble little ones must stand

Suyn we need fight no more;
drivingawa

Such loyalty, however, is

thé demon band,

Bids the din of the battle cease—
Takes banber and spear from our trembling
and,

And proclaims an eternal peace.’
¢ Let me dio, father! I tremble,

¢ The crown must be won for h

In 1he battle-field of life;
y ohiidy though

unobtruding grief. It carves a line and
rears a stone over the dead, and hastens
away to offer homage to the living.
F+

© 0-4
>+o-¢

OUR INHERITANCE FROM MR.
the intentions

which

tained concerning

Mr,

Garfield

enter-

the Mormons will not

thy foes are strong and
be unproductive of fruit. While lamenttried,
lovetn te weak and smi 3
|ing his so early withdrawal from the

Yd,

ie

© nngels of

heaven are on t|

And God is over all’?
chs

;

PUPP
vole

3 ide,

=A8.

8.

sphere

‘

of

earthly

activity,

looking round for some way

Times.

'. PRAOTIOAL WORE. -

and

to

while

manifest

an affectionate regard for his memory,
would it not be well for the American

people to recognize the fact that it has

Theory is good;
accomplishment is received as purt of its inheritance from
better. Benevolence is good;
benefi- the departed President the commission to
cence is better. There is a distinction remove from our broad acres the stam of
here which needs to be emphasized in re- Mormonism?

ligious and moral work, and it is one ot
the encouraging signs of the times that
more stressis being laid upon it. Correct doetrine is not enough unless
2

it be

preand in correct life ; profession is an

oliense unless practice be squared with

it.. 80 in.religious effort or moral re-

:

4

‘Ihe subject has, we are glad to see, re-

ceived notive of late by authors in ‘* Har-

per's. Magazine” and *‘ The Fortnightly

Review,” and

magnitude.

it is one of

The

the very first

importations

of

lowest class of immigrants to swell

1

jathe

humbly.

hope,

through

the

blood

DAVIS

& SON,

=

It is the short and best route between Chicago and?
;
all points in
Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dakota, Wyom

:

braska, California, Oregon, Arizona, Sans on

Nevada, and for
=.
Corado,
un1daho,
cilMontana,
Bluffs, Omaha,

that

TN
“|

PT

all.

ATRuETONC

A PERFECT

NN

Deadwood,

Why, then, should we

Marquette, Fond du Lac,

STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

the

the

ranks oi’ the Mormon Oligargby eontinne and increase. Before long millions

form, what is needed is that which does
the work rather than that which asserts’ of treasure and much human blood will
the need or professes to give the mode of be Feguired to subdue this foul and growi lit
its performance, A model of successful in evil.
practical temperance work is that of a laSmt is beginning to consider how

ia, Inter’

the Lake

Want of Appetite, Loss
etc. Enriches
‘the blood, strengthens os
3
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic Symplon
s, such

Shore,

Michigan

Central,

Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania,

ore &

and

& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee

0

and

Handle Routes.
* Close connections made at Junetion Points.
Itis the ONLY LINE running

Pans

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars
BETWEEN

CHICAGO
and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
man Sleepers on all Night Trains.

of

Insist upen Ticket Agents selling
you Tickets:
via this road. Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.

If you wish the Best Travelling Accommoda-

tions you

will buy

your

tickets by

¥3.AND WILL TAKE NONE OTHER.

this

reute

All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line,

MARVIN

HUGHITT,

2d V. P. &Gen’l Hangs,

..

.

\

cago.

ORGANS AND PIANGS.

too soon in the race, but that he may

lin- .

ger too long and

but

.

‘@00D MORNING.”
Don’t forget to say ¢‘ good , morning.”
Say it to your parents, your brothers,
your sisters, your schoolmates,
your
teachers—and say it cheerfully and with
a smile;

it will do yon good and

|B

do your

frieads good. There's a kind of inspiration in every ‘ good morning” heartily
spoken that-helpsto make hope fresher
and work lighter. It seems really to
make the morning good and to be a prophecy of a good day to come after it. And
if this be true of the * good morning,” it
is 80 also of kind, 'heartsome’ greetings.

They cheer the discouraged, rest the tired
one, somehow

run

more

make

smoothly.

the

wheels

no

morning

Be

liberal

of

life

with

them, then,

and

let

N
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failed.

Itis mild, but efficient, CERTAIN

In this
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MEDICINE.
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Always cures BILIOUSNESS, LONSTIPATION, PILRS and all FEMALE Diseases.

.

‘Is put up in Dry Vegetable Form, intin cans,
Alsoin Liquid Form, very

6quarts medicine.

Concentrated for

2.

the convenience of those who cannot readily pre-

pare it. It'acts with equal efficiencyin eitherform.
GET IT OF YOUR
Will

DRUGGIST.

:
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2.
7.

‘PRICE, $1.00

RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,

send the dry post-paid.)

BURLINGTON, VT.
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DR. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
with the signature of “ I. BUTTS” on the wrapper.
50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle,
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass, Sold by druggists and dealers generally,
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Daniel B. Dodge, Edgecomb, Me., testifies that he.
contracted Rheumatism while .in the army, and
for twelve long years suffered, he thinks, as much
uffer. Was treated by some of | as a man could
the best physicians in this State, acd afterwards
in Boston, withoutbenefif. 8ix bottles of Clarke’s
no return of the disease. For sale by all Drugdstta. Price, $1 per bottle; six bottles, $5. Prepared by Rev.
Walter Clarke,
proprietor of the.
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A Distinguished Author, Noted Preacher, and
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of Oberlin College Ohio.
He renounced! Masonry
soon after his conversion to
Christ. Messrs. E. A. COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
a vehine, Chicago, Ill. Price in Paper covers 35
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Books.

From No. 1 to 52 are reprints of selections from the
best 8. 8, Library books published by others.
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worst diseases are eradicated
from
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{It cleanses, Strengthens and gives New
Life to all the important organs of the body.
Thé natural action of the Kidneys is restored.
The Liver is cleansed of all disease, and the
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only the victims of Rheumatism can realize,

*“It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with most preparations, but
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint.”

Elixir cured him, and
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Blood Purifier.
It isthe only known remedy
that cures Bright’s Disease.
For Diabetes, use
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per bottle.
Largest bottle in the market.
Try it.
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At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North-Western and the U. P/Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.
At Chicago, close connections are! made wiih:

from

outlive everything

Hou,

consin and the Northwest.

its contemplation ?
Why banish it from
our thoughts with a shudder? It is not
rational to permit deathto shadow our
lives; nor is it rationalto turn in terror
from what must as surely come as tomorrow’s sun, Those who are suddenly
chilled day after day by the thoughts of
death either shadow their livres by misdeeds, or reject the philosophy that should
make every well ordered life wait serenely
for its end. The rational apprehension of
the upright man is, not that he may fall
hope.

Watertown,

Neenah, Menasha, St, Paul, Minneapolis, Huron,
Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and al points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wis-

dreaded

shrink

Sioux City,

fedar Rapids, Des Moines,
Columbus, and al}
’
“\boints
in the Territories and the West. Also, for
ilwaukee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Sheho gan,.

Death is the great leveler

of man, and dust to dust the heritage

DENVER, LEADVILLE,
LAKE, SAN FRANCISCO,

SALT

te

refuge from the summons of the

messenger,

WEST AND NORTHWEST!

Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

cleanseth from all sin; and by the power
of the Holy Spirit, I am a converted
man.”’

LEADING RAILWAY
—or THR
|
fl

» imerset, Pa., Writes nn.

best mediIcine
can gets

ET
ruggists keep PAIN KILLER. Its price is so low that it is within the
reach of all,
and it will save many times its cost in doctors’ bills. 25¢., 50c.,
and $1.00 a bottle.
PERRY

& North-Western

RAILWAY

Is the OLDEST! BEST CONSTRUCTED : BEST
EQUIPPED! and hence the

:
ve relief
in cases of rheumatism,

Tine

| Phil, Silb

years,

a smile,

Every affection of the

;

Tt is most seriously to be ‘hoped that

SAYeN, dear,

Kites, and Jt save in

fed your Pury

for thirty

*¢ the prayer you taught me on that coachbox I believe was answered. I saw my- |?
self a lost and ruined sinner; but now I

Ter

GARFIELD.

To yield ft that terrible steels

The

world sweeps on beside and around
them, and cares not to look ig, upon this

¢ The rest, my child,

‘When the strife and toil are o'er;

Sespair.

REy

once

the grave,

hidden away from the public gaze..

The ungelof God,~who, calm and mild,
Who

faith extends beyond

buried lovers.

¢ What is Death, father?’

Fiore me
amy case
;
y

oe

Chicago

:
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for rheumatism,

for all the

and drives away as profane those who
entice them fromr a worship of their

In the thickest of the fight.

is

diseases that cause pains in the lower part.of the
body—for Torpid Liver—Headgehes-~Jaundice—

plighted

:

t a

opin

ery devout lieart might well ery out for a
speedy deliverance from the dangers of
living; for a speedy possession of the
OA
Eh (i
i
LFF
of all descriptions are relieved at once, and
bléssings which come only with dying.
speedily curea by Kidney-Wort.
It seems inDOES
THE
WORLD
MISS
ANY
ONE?
Bat it 1s because there is danger in living
tended by nature for the cure of all diseases of
Not
long.
The
best
and
most
useful
of
the kidneys eaused by weakness and debility.
that ving is a duty; it is because it is
hard to live on in struggle, and easy to us will soon be forgotten. Those who Its great tonic powers are especially directed
to the removal of all this class of diseases. We
die and find rest, that it is wrong to to-day are filling a large place in the know
of persons that have suffered for thirty
crave a release from the God-appointed world’s regard will pass away from the years, that have been permanently cured by
remembrance
of
man
in
a
few
months,
or
preparation for an eternity of fulness of
taking Kidney-Wort for a short time. Try it,
;
glory. To meet the further dangers of at farthest, a few years after the grave either liquid or dry. —Sun,
living, is just what we are living lor. It has closed upon their remains. We are
would be cowardice to shirk them, If shedding tears above a new made grave,
we endure hardness as good soldiers of and wildly crying out in our grief that
the Lod Jesus Christ, we shall be sure our loss is irreparable, yet, in a short
of victory through faith in our Divine time the tendrils of love have entwined
Commander.
We ought not to ignore around other supports, and we no longer
the danger of living; nor ought we to miss the one that has gone. So passes
the world. But there are those to whom
shrink from it.
a loss is beyond repair. There are men
* What is Life, father?’
from whose memories no woman's smile
¢ A battle, my child,
can chase recollections of the sweet face
‘Where the strongest lance may fail,
that has given up all its beauty at death’s
Where the wariest eyes may be oFuled,
There are women whose |
icy touch.
And the stoutest heart may quail,
‘Where Lhe foes are gathered on every hand,

than these diseases; but ep
the pain can be removed and the :
DAVIS! PAIN KILL
Petroleum product that must be kept away from .
dangee
opr
ii,ok
Tr of explosion, nor

rivalries and flirtations which go to make _you do not help at least to brighten by
this a world of fashion in miniature, your smiles aad cheerful words.
Any one who protests against these ten0+
dencies is pretty certain to be regarded
There are those who appreciate a reas a meddler with ridiculously antiquated
This is the way one
ideas; but, even-at this risk, we cannot ligious newspaper.
forbear to inquire whether it may not be man expresses himself: ‘So deeply do
possible that a serious mistake is being I feel the need of such a paper as an edumade.
No one who is solicitous for the cating force in my life and home that .I
physical and moral welfare of the rising count it not among the luxuries, but neand later generations can view without cessities of my table. And I am sure
some anxiety this disposition to repress that where it is taken and read, it will be
the instincts of childhood, and to substi- an invaluable educator of both the home
tute for the natural diversions and enjoy- and the church into the life which we live
ments of children the unhealthy fascina- by the faith of the-Son of God.”
tions of fashionable dissipation.— Boston
Kidney Complaints
Journal.

i
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‘Is made from a Simple Tropical Leaf oi nie
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CLINTON & CO.

I have used your

‘O Lord, grant: me thy Holy

more.

more

strength, and am now able to follow my sua

arrived at the end of my journey.

& CHROMO ‘CARDS,

PAIN K1LLEr
' Charles
PowellOL} writes from the Sailors’ | Barion Besman shun:
1
edt
;
-Haye used PAIN KILLER

these

Some months passed, and we met

. Sprains, Pain in the Back and

me

* What shall { pray for #” he
tone.

SHELLS

no 2 alike, name on, 10¢. 50 for 6c

it an untried experiment that Lf do
more harm
than
»
PAIN KILL BN has been in constant
use
for
fo
non:
and the universal testimony
from all ports of the world is, IT NEVER FALLS, Jears,
not only effects a permanent
ves pain almost instantaneously.
Being a purely vegetable remedy, it is safecure,
in
the Jiands of She
4
most inexperienced,
record
of cures
ti
KILLER would fill volumes,
The following
extracts from letters received ote
PAIN
show of
what
those who have tried it think:
Edgar Cady Owatonna, Minn., s
G. H. Walworth, Saco, Me., writes:
About a year since my wife yb H oct
I experienced immediate relief from pain in
to Severe |Suffering from rheumatism. Bee
the side
by the use of your PAIN KILLER, .
Joos w 38 10
AIN KiLLez, which speedily
E. York says:

‘Why, what a time

askedin a subdued

OCEAY

vel Edge, 10c.
Conn.

aie
cue by 5 of SY
fire or heat to avold
There is nothing,

to pray, sir, when a man is driving a
coach!” ‘Yet, my friend, God will

hear you.”

62
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AND HIS PRAYER.

pray now,” I said.

ORGANS, I15uscful stops, 5 sets

S reeds only $65. Pianos § 138
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of

pass,

and

that not every man has, while living, the
oredit he deserves for his best purposes
and his noblest endeavors, whatever reversal of judgment in his favor may be
made by the popular review of his personul history after his death. The best
men have times of shrinking from living;
of longing lor death. And any man deserves credit for living on without a failure in his life struggle.
If, indeed, living and dying were to be
judged only by the obvious advantages
which present themselves to the Christian
believer, in the certainty of gain for this
world, and of gain

for

in the abodes of wealth and fashion. Little girls are found to be flirting desperately at an age when once they would
have been devoted to dolls and toys; and
boys get to have the air of very experienced. men of the world before they are
half way through their teens.
What is perhaps more singular still,
the parents of these precocious little people are to be seen watching, with an air
ol pleasure and complacency, the behavior of their children, as though it were all

Living isa ceaseless struggle, with a

deserted, or even betrayed, by

‘Would

fase

Are you far from Christ by wicked
pess and the romping spirit which are | works?
are, will you also nse the
among the distinctive traits of childhood. coachman’sIf youprayer
for the converting
Those who are still children in‘ years are Brace Z the Holy Spirit
to rest upen your
little men and women, or more properly
eart
:
little dandies and belles, in dress, fhan1
ner and conversation, and it would seem
that they are scarcely graduated from the
DEATH.
garments of infancy and the care of a
_ Take the sunny side of death. Sooner
nurse before they are made familiar with or later it must come to all, and at the
the gayeties of the ball room, and the de- latest it is only a few swiftly passing days
lights ‘of social dissipation. At some of distant. Kings and potentates have no

eur in a.completed and perfected Christian life. Who could mourn for the
dead, for the dead’s sake, when iu could
it was

We

away from all

long before we have accomplished the
elimination of childhood. Already, in
fashionable life, very little indeed re-

preciousness in the sight of the Lord’s
people. With all that is admirable in a
noble life in action and in progress, there

truth, as

past days.

getting very rapidly

this, however, and if we continue to progress at the present rate, it will not be

precious in the Lord's sight ought to have

with

Sn

quiescent in the

Spirit, for Christ's sake. Amen.”
He
Poets have sung of childhood as the hesitated, but in a moment he repeatgolden age of man, and very many peo- ed them; and then, at my request, a
ple of mature years have been in the hab second and a third time. Soon after I

in its prolonging? To the Christian,
there is a very bright side to death—
whether it be one’s own death in antici-

be said

;

THE ELIMINATION OF OHILDHOOD.

gain is there

is yet greater beauty and a higher

intelligent and helpful,

believing that he will not, or even in for-

Dying is a very

they have now begun.

is

which keeps one from falling instead of

on their part, that the dangers of life are

Mormonism?

THE

and exhausts itself in trying
to believe
that a reformed one is able to endure

sary, that this may be the very last year

Shall we remain

question,

tion be a fitting testimonial to our grate-

that which consists chieflyof seatiment,

They are told seriously, on

out.

she shall get rid of the opium

ful appreciation of the character and aims
of James A. Garfield?P—Epis. Recorder
and Covenant.
!

his shoes home with her so that he could
not go out on the street during the night.
We could not recommend this as a course
to be
pursued in all cases. Often it
would ‘be improper. Bat in the case referred to it was charity of a most practical sort, and much more effective than

but a great deal

less is said of the dangerof living.
young and the old are often warned

week

__

cily, who has been
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and friends of

pastors

mot

Will

the

bestir themselves

Star’ at once

< Morning

be

and thus secure
in getting subscribers
the paper from date of subscription to
she elose of the year 1882,

“THE-LIVE

CHRISTIAN.

It is not only important that a man be
a Christian but that he be a live Christian,

Too

at work.

active

wide awake and

many are asleep, perhaps worse, dead!
“ ‘as far as doing anything for themselves

or for God is concerned.” They give no
signs of life ; they do nothing for Zion to
enlarge her burders or ‘* strengthen her
stakes.” If their names were not on the
church-book it would not be known that
they. were professors of religion. Is it
not time for such ones to shake off stupor

and go to

work?

Has

not Providence

called the whole nation
have they returned to

to prayer,

their

and

worldly

ai-

fairs and forgotten the lesson designed to
be learned? ¢ Awake! awake! Put on
thy strength, O Zion. Put on thy beautiful garments, O Jerusalem!”
.

Such language implies that” we have
energies that should be aroused and personal duties that should be undertaken
swith all

the

spiritual

which we can

bring

life

to

and

bear

talents

upon

«work, untramwmeled and free from

liness and unbelief.

the

world-

The church should

put on her. strength—her

beautiful gar-

ments of holiness, and appear before the
Lord in worship with hearts aglow with
love and zeal for his cause. She must be
equipped with the vital truths of the gospel in which the power of God is revealed

unto salvation. She must abound in the
«Christian virtues, rendered potent in their
scope and exercise, - mollified with the
anointings of the Spirit and made efficient
by the manifestation of his power. Then
she will give unmistakable evidence of
life wherever she is, and in whatever
she does, she will be surrounded by a
hale of light and

of

blessings,

and

she

will go forth * fair as the moon, clear as
the sun, and terrible as an army with

banners.”
A GENIUS.
It is a great disadvantage to a man,

es-

pecially a young man, to imbibe the
idea that he is a genius. It spoils him
for work. If he thinks he has a talent

This is good testimony. The publishing assuredly be found if the regimen of the past
be continued. The writer will encourage no
seeking information and acquaintance committee are very sensible and judicious correspondence with those who ‘expect to
and have sent papers, &c. to his address. ladies. They, with the editor, herself come out West in a few years.” He has not
We were glad to comply with the] devoted and eminently fitted for her the time to spare.
Yours in Christ,
brother's request and hope we shall hear work, are bent upon making it a bright,
. JF. A. JANES, State Sec.
enlivening visitor to our homes, that
from him again.
Peabody, Kan., Oct. 31, 1851.
J
The association is called * The General shall bring with it real life-pictures of
Freewill Baptist Association,” and is a things that we all need to know ; that we
Our Institution at Lyndon, Vt.
unionof General and F. B. churches. shall be wiser and better for knowing,
From statements which have already ap-+
The Minutes of the last annual meeting and happier, because it will, at the same peared in the Morning Star it must-be known
report ten+ehurches of 307 members, 8 time, open up to us ways by which we generally that our institution at Lyndon, Vt.,
ordained i
and 3 licentiates. The can ourselves let the * true light” shine is greatly crippled financially —so much so that

per physically, intellectually or morally,
‘without it. Then let us work out a livelihood, an education, and our ‘‘ own salvation with trembling solicitude,” and

for

a genius

have

them all.

Minutes sp:

—0-049

.of Freewill Baptists of Independence Co.,

¢t God is greatly to be feared in the assembly of the saints, and to be had in
reverence of all them that are about him.”
There are often things seen in connection
with religious services, which indicate
that some who attend them, either ignorantly or otherwise, do not pay that reverence to God which is spoken of in the
text we have quoted. We will name a
few of these things for the consideration
of those concerned :
1. Standing on the steps outside, or in
the entry till the services comumence, and

sometimes
afterwards.
Social
intercourse is right and proper, and there
must be something wrong with that man
or woman who does not enjoy it.
But
there is a time and place for everything,
and the steps.or the entry of the meetinghouse on the Lord’s Day, do not furnish the proper place.
We.-ask
of
those who indulge in this habit, and will
the

question,

whether the conversation usually occurring at such times, is at all a fitting preparation for the religious services, which
are to follow; and can they rush into the
house of worship, and engage in those services with due reverence?

If, in arriving

at the meeting house,they were to pass in
quietly, take their seats, and engage in
silent meditation or devotion, would they
not show more reverence

for God, and be

better prepared to jein in the prayers
which are offered, and to listen to the
reading and preaching of the word of
God ?
2. Whispering and smiling during the

services.

There are some who

do the

first things we have referred to, who do
not engage in the second.
But the one
often follows the other, and it is always
unseemly,
and
manifests a want of
reverence for God. Those who indulge
in this habit but little, not only set a bad
example for others, who will perhaps go
turther than they do; but they attract the
attention and disturb the minds of those

who wish" to worship God,

but whose

that will immortalize him by its own 'in- thoughts are called off from this worship
herent power, why should he study or
labor? Why not wait for the spontaneous development of that power? Some

have doe so, and collapsed into frivolity and insignificance.

A young man

fortunately writes some verses

of

un-

merit,

his age being considered, and instead

of

applying himself, and deserving fame he
trusts ta genius; and, of course, dwindles

. and makes a complete failure.
We knew » young man who exhibited
superior powers of debate for one so
young. He astonished those who heard
him.

He was flattered and obtained

the

idea that he was a genius, and that all he
had to do was to wait and he would surjprise the world with his eloquence. He
Aventto college, und instead of putting
bimself to hard study and making a
scholar as he might have done, he trusted

to his supposed genius, thinking that if
he gave his attention to general reading,
as he had heard that Daniel Webster did,

Tike him he should one

day distinguish

himself on the platform and in the Senate.
The consequence was he flattened away
so-tiat hie could not actually speak with
80 much power after he graduated as he
could before he entered college. His
life proved abortive.
“I'he facts this idea is a delusion and a
snare. Genius and idleness do not be-

long

together.

poets, orators,

They never
statesmen,

yet made

historians,

or

anything .else worthy of commendation.
‘Men who have distinguished themselves
nm any of these departments of knowledge
have been men of close, studious applicafion, and to this may be ascribed the rea-

son of their superiority. As a rule great
men are not born great but they are
made

so

by intense and constant labor.

Their superiority has been the result of
their superior efforts.
Cicero, Gibbon, Burke,

Milton,

=
Leib-

nitz, Pascal and many others we might
mention, who distinguished themselves
in the world of letters, were hard students.
Raphael died.when thirty years old,

and

yet he carried the art of painting so far as
"ito become a model for future
generations.
When
a man toils on with diligence in
any department of science, literature or
/art in comparative obscurity, and all at
.once some opportunity presents itself to
bring out before the world the results of
his indefatigable labor, the people are

astonished at his wonderful genius, not

knowing
that the secret is to be found in

by

these

unseemly

acts

of

others.

This whispering and talking is more likely to occur at evening ‘meetings than in
the day time ; but it is just as irrevereat
and wrong then as any other time, and
should not only be given up by those who
indulge

in

it,

but should

discounte-

be

nanced by everyone who wishes to show
proper reverence
for God.
3. A spirit of restlessness and unexsiness during the services. This is mabifested by persons leaning against, others,
by lounging in the seats, and by frequent
changes in position. Such conduct indi-

cates that the persons who engage in it

have no proper reverence for God,

and

no real interest in the services.

Co.

Mo.” and of the ¢* Polk Bayou Association

read in the eighty-ninth psalm,

conscientiously . answer

Asso-

ak of the ** Big Creek

ciation of Freewill Baptists of Texas

REVERENCE IN THE WORSHIP OF
GOD.

We

friendly nature

J. Thronebury of a yery

and multitudes glide down its deceptive
way rather than make the eff rt to rise.
How many thére are whe would be learned and good if it required no effort or labor to attain the distinction! But labor
is the law and we can not live and pros-

we shall find that we

MORNING STAR, NOVEMBER 16, 1881.

They

Ark.”

These bodies agree withus essen-

tially in doctrine ; and it would probably
be no disadvantage to either of us to
cultivate a closer acquaintance in view of

We

an ultimate union.

might thereby

strengthen each other.

NOTED

AND

DaNcING.—The

QUOTED.

following is taken,

-not

from a religious paper, but from one pure-

ly secular, the New York Journal of Education and of course it comes to us not
from a religious but from a secular standpoint. Hear what it suggests:

A

great

deal cati
be said about danc-

ing; for instance, the chief of police of
New. York city says that three-fourths of
the abandoned girls in this city were ruined by dancing.
Young ladies allow gentlemen privileges in dancing, which, taken
undep any other circumstances, would be
consliersa as improper. It requires neither’brains nor good morals to be a good
dancer.
As the love of the one increases
the love of the other decreases.
How
many of
the
best men and women
are skillful dancers?
In ancient
times
the sexes danced separately.
Alcohol
is the spirit: of beverages.
So sex is
the spirit of the dance;
take it away
and let the sexes dance separately and
dancing would go out of fashion very
soon. Parlor dancing is dangerous. Tippling leads to drunkenness and parlor
dancing leads to ungodly balls. Tippling
and parlor dancing ‘‘sow to the wind” and
both ‘‘reap the whirlwind.” Put dancing in

the€rucible, apply the acids, weigh it, and

the verdict of reason, morality and religion is, ¢* Weighed in the balance and found
wanting.”

PoCAHONTAS.—Who
was
she?
The
London Standard has made the wonderful
discovery that she was by no means what
the historian has represented her to be.
Her character and achievements were the
creations of fiction.
The extract is as fol-

er burned, after all, but was married and
lived happily and died in peace.

RzciSTERS for 1882.
Price, twelve
cents each, or $1.18 per dozen, postage
included. $7.00 per hundred with ex-

instructive missionary ‘matter.

F. BAPTISTS IN THE SOUTH.
South Carolina,says he is acquainted with

ten different connections of Freewill Baptists in the South, five of which are inde-

pendent and five are connected with the
+t Southern - Baptist - Association.”

The

largest independent body is located in

Eastern North’ Carolina,
name of *Original

It bears the

Freewill

Baptists.”

The next irr size is the *‘ United Freewill
Baptists in Georgia.” The next is in South

We no-

tice that the character and work of the
Helper are well set forth by the Home
Secretary of the Woman's Seeiety in her
report. She says,
"OUR MAGAZINE,
respecting which we may justly be complacent if not proud, is nobly and gracefully performing its large and important
share of the Home work. Finaneially it
has every year come out more than 'secure. Its number of subseribers is a little more than thirty-six hundred. “The

It claims to be fifty years old.

dent bodies is ir Alabama.

It bears the

name of
South-8astern Freewill Baptist
Association.” ©
;
Lhd
| The “Original F. Baptists” have no
connection either by: letter or delegates
with avy ‘other Freewill Baptist body.

‘The South Carolina F, Baptists claim high-

and beautiful, where it is now
revolting.

dark

ready

to

attend

Lowell,. Mass., sends 80, the largest
number from any one church. With a
little increase of effort on all hands, we
mdy soon reach

the

5,000 subscribers,

which will give a safe basis upon

which

we may venture upon the publication. of
our magazine monthly. This little effort

affiount for the same purpose.

meetitig of the Cumberland Association of
F. Baptists in Tennessee, held Oct. 22--24,

the

hi

to be run,

10 be

celes!

we

the

achieved

on.

unanimously chosen

the ensuing year, and enters on

Bro.

pastor for

his

charge

at

once. He was also elected to the charge or
care of the Murphysboro’ church, and also
that of the Percy church,to which last he welcomed one member at the last monthly meet.
ing. Tbe churches in this part of the Central
Ill. Y. M. are generally ina very prosperous
condition.

;
Missouri.

A correspondent writes

that the clouds

been

hanging

over

of
the

;

away.

The

Mine

La

Motte cliurch has geen some revival under

the

labors of Rev’s W. H. Copass and A. T. Ray,

Also the De Lassus chureb, under the labors
of Rev. John Wood, assisted by Rev. Wm.
Huff of the United

Baptists......A

series of

meetings at a new sppointment on the Plank

Neither of these men are members of our de- road, a few miles from Farmington, has been
nomination, but are very strong friends of the conducted with gratifying. results by Rev's J,

ten miles northwest of Nashville.
The
body is composed of twenty or more
churches located in a section of country,
about seventy miles in length, largely in
the vicinity of the Cumberland River.
The organization has existed many years,

institution and

‘that section

believe it is greatly needed

of county,

It

in

does seem

as

Wood, W. H. Copass, and Eid. J. Vansickles

of the Missionary Baptist church,

A

F. Bap-

tist church was organized. May Gou bless
the brethren in their efforts in Missouri. They
be accepted and their conditions met,
Can those to whose trust the Lord has com- Aare expecting and greatly desiring the pres.
mitted earthly riches do better than invest a ence of some of our Illinois ministers at the
portion of it in an institution of learning like next session of the Q. M., whic: will be held
and has been vigorously and successfully this,—where
it will continue to
hallow their with the Mine’La Motte church, the Saturday
maintained, notwithstanding it was iso- memories and bless the world long after they
before the second Sunday in Dec.
lated and unknown to” F. Baptists else- have gone to their reward?
;
Kansas.
where.
; That the school is greatly needed is known
Rev. O. T. Clark, of the Norton Q. M. writes
The late meeting was one of great io-. to all who are acquainted with that section of that the hard times are affecting their church
N
work somewhat.
Many have been obliged to
terest and power. The ministers gen- country.
Brethren and sisters, I know the “loud move away. One church is likely to become
erally were present, and the churches
calls” and * hard lifts” come often, but can we
extinet.
Three afe doing well. There is
largely represented by letter and del- not afford to listen to this and Jift ouce more,
though

ation.
The business was transacted
with harmony and dispatch.
They have no Q. M's, but assemble

once each year, in what they call

an

aud

thus save this important institution te the

cause of education and of Christ?
SLAs CURTIS.
‘Concord, N. H., Nov. 11.

As-

sociation, which is very similar to the
meetings of the Baptists through the

North and South.

This annual meeting is held quite as

The ministers were fresh from revival labors in their respective churches, for,
strange as it may seem to us of the North,

revival

efforts

are

in

Maine.

Rev. C. F. Peoney, of Augusta, baptized
one Sunday, Nov. 0, and three were received
into his church.
New

mid-sum

Hampshire.

| ate of the Meredith village church

of the South are gathering in the harvests

of ill health.

The

relations

on

account

between

pastor

and people have been very pleasant, and during the year 81 have been added to the church,

27 by baptism and four by

letter.

Rev.

people to-:assemble.

Revival seasons had been enjoyed in most
of the churches, and a handsome net gain

pulpit to good acceptance.
One person was added by baptism
Broadway F. B. church last Sabbath,

Four have been baptized and united

with the Voltans church. Bro. Clark is one of
our association missionaries, and is actively ergaged in the work....Rev.J; Westley, assisted

eleven members in the sontheast part of
Brown Co.,to be know as the Mt. Pleasant
clfurch. Rev. F. A. Janes spent two weeks
with Bro. W. in labor at that pofat nearly a
year ago. The prospects of the eBurch are
good.
It is with much sorrow that we

learn of the death of sister, Westley......Eld.

J. P. Henderson,of Winfield, Middle Caney
Q. M., cannot engage in missionary work the

coming year.

Who of our brethren will take

up the sword of the Spirit for Jesus and the
Association in southeastern Kansas and wield
it until the next annual meeting?

Mr.
the

when the weather and roads are the most | ‘Lougee, of New Hampton, is supplying

for the

a good prospect of organizing another church

soon.

by some of the brethren, organized a church of

‘We are pained to learn that Rev, N. 8. Pal
meter has felt obliged to relinquish the pastor-

mer. While ministers of the North are in
the midst of ** vacations” these brethren

favorable

-

Ministers and Churcles.

AN

much for spiritual profit acd religious
work, as for the transaction of business.

their

these most magnificent offers ought to

Quarterly Meetings.

\
to the

LooXEY

SPRING (IIL) Q. M.—Held

its

session with the Beaver Pund church.
to the fact that

the

meeting

was

last

Owing

on

the ex-

There Is a disposition to bestow a better

several years pastor,......The meeting

Sounth-eastern Association are expected to
in no other way; neither
can unite with the Southern Baptist Associa- {The Gospel in all Lands, of his own ac-

of the

support upon the ministry, and encour- ministers of Providence and vicinity on Monage them to give themselves more fully day, Nov. 7, was a pleasant occasion. There
to the work of the Lord. The Spirit of en- was a profitable discussion of revival work,
opened by Rev. O. D. Patch......The church
terprise and progress is manifest among at Georgiaville, Rev. J. T. Ward pastor, has
both the ministry and the people. A F. lssued an advertising sheet, called the * PalasB. church has been org2nized in the city bani Helper.” The proceeds, 855, go to aid the
of Nashville

during

the

past

year,

now

numbering over fifty members. Rev. T.
C. Cafer residing in the city, proposesto
give up the eare of two country churches
and devote his whole time to building up
the chureh in the capital.
The brethren of the Association had
arranged to well work the visitor through
ten days. After pheaching four sermons
at the annual meeting, appointments were
filled two evenings, at Ashland City, the
seat of Cheatham Cou\ty, situated on the
Cumberland River.
ugh no church is

church at Palasbani, India,
;

sermon was preached on

in

Wednesday

the Bethlehem church four ‘miles away.
On Thursday I returned to, Nashville
twenty

during

miles

distant,

and] preached

New

Q.M.
No
session for

York.

arrangement was made at the last
holding revival meetings with the

churches. A correspondent writes ‘‘ The people
generally through this beautifal country, this
garden of America, seem content to overwork themselves to accumulate the good
things of this world, for atleast nine months
out of the twelve, during all that time neglect-

ing prayer and covenant meetings and the
Lord’s work. These are not the words of a
eroaker,

but

are spoken

in

sadness

because

they are true.” A few are holding on in each of
the churches with some signs of revival. Bro,
Stacy is doing hard work at Fairport with

and wished that in one should be given
an outline of F. Baptist doctrine, for the
information of the eitizens generally who
knew comparatively little about us. Large

A

’

There seems to be a dearth of revival imterest in most of the churches in Lhe old Rochester

organized im this thriving town, our people desired a few sermons preached there,

and attentive audiences assembled.

The example is a

worthy one.

seme

encouragement.

Penfield

recently

The

made

church

their

at

annual

East

butter

party visit to their pastor, Bro. Stevens,

feels encouraged by sympathy
increased

congregations.

A

who

expressed and

good

attendance

at the next session of the Q. M. with Bro.
Hart, at Lincoln, is hoped for in Dee.
The new F. B. church edifice in Buffalo

was occupied for the first time on the’ evening

the remaining evenings of the

of Nov. 6.

‘The service wasa union one, sev-

tion for missions,
$9 00.
re beiog
no request for the next session, the location was

leit with the clerk.
ing to entertain

Any church

the

next

session

that is will
will

please

notify

me in season for notice to be given

the

Morning Star.

in

CnesTER DICKRY, tierk.

its last session “with
WEARE Q. M.—Held
the church st Wilmot Flat, Oct. 25-21.
Rev.’

A.

Sargent, Jantar of the church, was

moderator.
the business

chosen

There was a good attendance, and
with barmony.
was

Rev. C. W. Nelson was present as » delegate
M. Preaebing by
from the Wentworth
Rev’s Messrs. Munsey, Waldron, Lumprey
(Cong.), Crosby (Methodist) and Nelson. The

hy
interest in the meetings eonstantly inc
and, upon the lust duy, God’s Spirit eame
down with power.
Christians were greatly
revived and encouraged snd the unceaverted

locked to the heart,
pricked
jo
¢. H. Lrvrse, Clerk.
REPUBLIC COUNTY (Kan.) Q. M.—Held

jts

last session with the Cheyenne « hurch. A good
meeting is reported, although the congregation
The followlne resolution was wewas small.
animously adopted:
*
temperance bas been and is yet

the enuse of
being agitated

with & view to suppress the use of
t=
ing drinks as a beverage ; therefore,
esolved, That we us a @ M. do
our
influence to suppress the evil, and will do all
we can to maintain

the

prohibitory

passed by the state of Kansas.
Next session with the White

commencing on Friday

day in Nov.

W.

Rock

law

as

eburch,

befurg the fourth

Sun-

N. HOSKINSON, Clerk.

TUSCARORA Q. M.—Hel its Sept. ferm with
the 20d Woodbull church. But three letters
were received, and only purt of the churches
were represented by delegates. Those present
i the ordinary business of Conterence,
had

and the evidences of an earnest faithfulness.
prosperity of the cause of
and desire for the
by sotion designed to adGod, were shown

week and en the following Sunday, to eral denominations being represented, and the
ivion
oc th ssees
Seu toisiels,
the Sp ,A ho
were fullhis of Kingdom
help forward the interests of the young congregation crowded. Dr. Ball, the pastor, vance.
made
an
address,
in
which
he
sketched
the
‘An
excellent
sermon
in
church: Ja eight days I preached twelve
%
W. I
v,
reac
history of the church, defined its doctrines aud
n, of Elmira, wus present,

sermons.

My reception was very cordial

and my treatment kind and generous.

© A delegate was appointed to attend the

next meeting of the Ohio State Association as Corresponding Messenger,
S. D. Bates.

mg
and added much

Rev. H. G. Lord,

Dec. 2825.

pastor of the West Side

session ut Elk

They are

for'by

pleasantly

and

their

outs

Rev. T. H. Stacy, pastor ef the Fairport
church, was visited by his church and society
Thursday evening Nov.3, and received many

A Letter from Kansas.
MR. EpiTOR:—A word to the brethren who

tokens of regard.

Scores of them will enter

Kansas before April, 1882. They are coming
to get homes. Will they come here and help
to build up the ¢hurches here organized or, as
80 many have done, will they locate beyond
the reach of present F. Buptist influences? ' If

;

,

hy

Rev. W. H. 8mith closes his labors with the

ber.

He Wwrites,* I hope some good man

whose leart God has touched may
this fleld and take up and carry on
begun work.”

ing stamp 1 will gladly reply to their inquiries
or direct them to some one who can, Will not
our eastern pastors ascertain at what points

Illinois.

come: to

this

good
%.P

The Pipe Stone church has been enjoying a

refreshing season under the preaching of Bre's,

to the brother nearest to the given point, of to Bradley and Wilson,

Several have been ad-'

ded to the church, some by baptism......Rev.

Such

© A.V,

|

HENNEPIN

church,

(Mino,

v

WELLS,

M.

Fat the

.

its

M.~Held

River A hy Missigp
X.
H..
no church there, but the
Q.M.; und most heartil
10 their homes und frien ship.
was not lurge, yet the meetings
Rev.

Rept.

station cared
yet. we ave

regue
welcome us

he delegation
were interest-

ing and spiritual throughout the session.
Bro. Barr, of York

preached the Word

Greenville church the last Sabbath in Novem.

these westward comers will write me enclos-

myself, stuting name and destination?

situated,

ting.

the
to the intereofst

Next session With the Tuscarora

Presbyterian church. In their new home the
church and society feel greatly encouraged.

look, both financial and otherwise, is cheering.

Po

are coming West.

outlined
its purposes.
Other gentlemen,
clergymen of the city, also spoke, in particular

State, wns

with

with

ability

Rev.

us

‘and

and in the

irit of the gospel. The Woman's Mission
meeting
Sopt of he Q. M. held 8 publicinteresting
Saturday, A. M., which was quite
to those present, and a collection of $6 war
Yearly Meeting mission. I
tuken for our

think al came away with the feeling th

pleasant and profitable season hud been enjoy-

ed and with a deeper interest in the work

st

Elk River.

Lake, Dec. 9, at 2
Next session at Crystal
RussrLr, Clerk.
C. L. RUSSEL
o'clockP. M.

d, its
(Mich.) Qu M.—Hel! chureb.
MONTCALM with
the Bushnell

Begs.
T
on the 16.-18
wenther and attendance wets ail shat could be

ren Jame with their bearts
this summer. The information concéruing brethren already here, 'W. R.'Wilson has been called to the pastoral
0
‘
at ils next session. If all these dif- cord, in a conversation
Therisean upward race tion
of Jebus and with & dispoHi
ro
eared
care
of
the
Pleasant
Ridge
church
which
he
no
to be fought, a victory ferent bodiesof one faith would unite to- ‘editor of The Heathen Woman's Friend who have not as yet, so far a8 is known, con- found in rather a cold condjtion, but with sition to work for the M er ; consequentlynonected themselves with other churches, may
was lost. The social meetings comme s
beforewe can wear the gether it would greatly increase their use- masks for the article, ‘Is Any One Ex- also be given, Many families will thus be work and faith, the prospects are that success ‘time
ed early and cont! inued until time for busines
—

ended

was

are beginning to clear

One man offers

give $10,000 for a permanent fund provided the
friends of the school will raise an egual

the late

to the larger number of readers.
it is by effort | few ministers have had much to do in bring
«1
like
your little ‘HELPER." It has
that they climb up. “Tt is a slower pro- erushing the: union sentiment.” The
‘been a * help’ to me,” said the editor of these brethren expect to locate, and then write

downward not upward;
:

to its support.

Gordon

St. Francois Q. M. ever since its organization,

* { to.cancel the entire indebtedness of the institution, some $22,000 in all, and another offers to

o--00-0

It was a pleasure

to rally

‘The

present-

ed themselves us candidates for baptism.

darkness which bave

now to be open, if the friends of the school are

and
:

. Cumberland ‘Association.

mailing list,” while Paige Stree Church,

Work is the great means of success churchism, unchurching others. In the
‘We obtdin our livelihood ‘Cape Fear Conference the editorial says, would most manifestly ‘‘ pay” in various
it; it is the la cof life. Men fall + Personal prejudices upon the part of a ways, especially in the blessing it wonld

by

pictures, so that it may become bright

State of Maine,” says the agent, ‘shows
‘The next itrage‘is * Cape Fear Freewill the most marked increase, sending this
Baptists.” ‘The youngest of the indepen- | year nine hundred names, strong, for the |

(Carolina.

its active operations are suspended for the time
‘at least, Buta way out of the difficulty seems

Some

Massachusetts.
treme limits of the Q.M,, the attendunce wus
was reported over last year,
The first Sunday in Oct., one person was re- not as general as at other times. Nine churchIt now tarns out that Pocahontas,
so
The first preaching service of the Asso- ceived on profession as member of the Wor- es were represented by letter, and most of
far from being the innocent young barba- ciation was followed by an ¢‘ exhortation”
them showed a good interest, and consideracester church.
A young man was reeeived by
ble revival spirit with quite 8 number of acrian of the novelist, was an impish and not
baptism
Nov.
6.
Other
additions
are
expected
and
a
direct'invitation
to
sinners
to
seek
cessions during the quarter.
There was nothvery
well-behaved
little sqouaw,
well
ing more than the usual routine of business
soon.
We
are
assured
that
a
more
thoroughly
known to the court-yard of the English Christ; and when. all who desired the
transacted.
-The preaching and devotions!
fort at-Jamestown.
So far from her hav- prayers of Christians
were. asked to united band of Christian workers can not well exercises were the most interesting part of the
ing saved Capt. John Smith's life, there is
be found than the Worcester church ...... Rev. meeting.
On Sunday, at 11 ¢’cloek, there was
it by obeying the words,—
every reason for believing that he was manifest
R. D. Frost is laboring earnestly for the sal- an wvrusual large turn-out, not ome half of
barely acquainted with her in Virginia, and «t Down to your knees,” a dozen or fif- vation of souls at Faroumsyille.
He is prov- which could get into the house... Many stood
certainly never saw his supposed benefactteen knelt in all parts of the congrega- ing himself to be the right man in the right at the windows and doors and listened attentively to the word, after which the Lovd’s
ress on her visit to Eogland.
Indeed, the
tion.
The salvation of souls is consid- place, and it is hoped that good and permanent Supper
was administered to the
largest
story was most probably invented after
results
may
follow
his
labors
among
that
peonumber
of believers ever witnessed at this
and the
the red damsel became famous, in order to ered of paramount importance,
‘church.
At the conclusion, while eoguged in
ple.
:
:
give currency to the ‘* Generall Historie of chief end of meeting.
Two young ladies were baptized by the pas- singing and enjoying the old-fashioned ** handVirginia,” and its penniless author. As for
The Association has been. making man- tor of the Lowell Mt. Vernon church, Nov. 6, shake,” an opportunity was given and four
Master John Rolfe being the love-sick
persons presented themselves for member.
swain he is invariably represented to be in jfest progress, since my visit among them and welcomed to the fellowship of the chureh. ship. The meeting closed Sunday night, to
meet
at De Soto next fith Sunday.
While the
four years ago. The churches have in- The religious interest in the church is very
the transpontine drama, it is now ascerattendance of delegates was not as large as detained that he was a married man,
and
creased in numbers, aggregating now deep and tender, and others are looking to- sired, this session did great good in strengththerefore more rogue than fool when he
:
ening the church with which it was held.
A few wards baptism.
committed bigamy with the * Virginia over one thousand members.
:
Rhode Island.
G. A. GORDON, Clerk.
ministers have died, but several promislady borne” as a part of Gov. Argall’s polThe Greenwich St. Free Baptist church,
icy to extract favorable ter ms from Pow- |
COR»
!
Providence, has extended a call to Rev. H.
hattae.
the 1st Corinth church. The delegation
The churches have become stronger + Canfield to become its pastor. Mr. C. is a with
was small, two of the six cburebes not being
IN reply the Intelligencer says:
financially, as their country has enjoyed a member of the Free Evangelical eburch at represen‘ed. Rev, A. M. Freeman was pres‘There is also an accumulation of facts
ent as Cor. Mess, from the Strafford
Q. M.,
North Attleboro’, Mass.,of which he was for and his labors were gladly
received, Collecgoing to show that Joan of Arc was nev- larger degree of material prosperity.

Benominational.

The editor of the Baptist Review, of

those same

meeting closed after five days.

lows:

seem to attend becuuse they want to go press added. For sale inf“ small quantisomewhere to pass away a part. of the ties by Rev. A. Libby, Lewiston,
D. Lethevening, and not because they expect, or rop & Co., Boston, D. R. Whittemore,
even wish for a blessing from God. I Providencs, and Penfield & Co.; Hillsdale,
ich.
have seen such persons even eating nuts
ore
or passing candy around, and sometimes
pG=Sample copies of the Star and other
getting up and leaving the house with papers will be sent on application, to any
more or less noise, after sitting there half one desiring them as helps in obtaining
4
or three quarters of an hour. Of course subscribers.
there are circumstances in which it may
be necessary to leave before religiius services close, but it is not generally so
when services are of a moderate length
The Missionary Helper.
as they usually are. If such persons
The concluding number of the fourth
were attending an amusing entertainment
they would be likely to stay to the close volume of this publication, together with
the Eighth Annual Report of the Woman's
of it.
We wish our readers would think of Missionary Society, has been issued. The
these things, and see if they are included Helper andthe Report constitute a pamphlet of sixty-four pages of interesting and
in either of the classes mentioned.
—--o-

upon the life represented by

very earnest, practical and acceptable.

We

go up to heaven;

ell. The one presentsall

toil—of climbing; the

s easy and fascinating, it may be,

fuloess,

=~

:

icused ?” in the last number of our maga-

:

We wish to refer also to an association zine, to publish as a tract. Rev. Brother

of our faith in Arkansas.

We received a ‘Penney suidin one of our @ Ms., ‘Every
number is worth the subscription price.”

line from one of their ministers Rev. L.
da

:

.

saved to the denomination and ofientimes to
Christ that otherwise will undoubtedly be Jost.
‘ Dismissed by letter” should be found upon
the record where oftentimes ‘ Dropped” will

ss was done in
or preaching came. The busine
and love, Inthe busony
of
abirit
a
ofthe Makanda (. M. spent afew days re- dness meeting,
har the "following * resolution
unaps
will reward his labors......Rev. I. W. Phelps,

cently with Rev. (i. A. Gordon, pastor of the
Looney Spring. church. His preaching was

~

i
J

A

Ma

Gin

|

¢

i

|

»

a

int

passed.

advocated and
warmly
‘That we a8 a body of Chris
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fore the first Subbath in Jan., at which session
they hope to be ready ‘to dedicate their new

may be bad. Dear
that a large atlendance
let ‘us pray that God may revive
drethren,

meeting of revival in all our
Ww. H. SMITH, Clerk.
4

17:21; Rev. O. Pitis, Luke 3; 16, last clause; Rev.

rainy : ‘weather

whieh has continued until now. We hope to
C. W. CRAIN, Clerk.
seo a full delegation.
New DormAM (N. H.) Q. M.~Held its Oct.

session with the mother church, at New: DurPerfect harThe attendancé was ood.
ham.

_ mony prevailed in all the meetings, All seemod to be of one heart and oné¢ mind, and the
Lord was present to bless. The social meet-

v's. Mr. Moulton, Averys Pinkhan, Tuttle,
Collection $8.31.
Pitts and Adams.
Lake: church,
Next session with the Bow

the open-

preach

and Rev. N. A. Avery will

ing sermon, Rev, C. L.. Pinkham as alternate.
pastor,

excellent

and

faithful

shine

her light

‘Neal,is letting

work, und is prospering.

J.S.

Rev.

Christian

muuion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.
Potter, Lansiog, Mich.,

better

in

the future.

At Lenora

where we bave a church, a railroad is
It will have a depot snd will
built,

2 good town. Our last Q. M.
‘the Vallona church.
Three
represented, aud although the
‘small the meeting was. good.
was mostly done by brethren
TF: Clark, both

Flomer

avork, and the Lord

being
make

was held with
churches were
attendance was
- The preaching
G. L. Tegar and

of them

helped.

young

the

in

After the com-

munion service on Sunday a collection was

taken amountingto $2.05. On Sunday evening there was a deep interest, and after the

discourse, two presented themselves as candidates for baptism and Wembersbip, One ex-

peHenced religion during the meeting and one
fore. They were received, and Monday

be

(25t)

sent.

Oxford Q M Coll forQ

.

M imssionary
+ Q M Colf” for
Rev
L C Kexr

GENESEE (Mich.) Q.

M —Held

sion, Oct. 21-23, with

John

Tree,

Clerk pro tem.
its last ses-

the Reese church, Rev.

Moderator.

The

attendance

at

this session was not large but the interest wus
good,
It was confined mostly to those that
could reach the place by rail, as the traveling
was extremely bad. The business sessions
avere all harmonious.
The religious services

were spiritdal and bore

19.00
25.00
22.01
56.00
14.70
8.54

North 8¢ Bath 16.00 Ch East Otisfield 2.00
Turner 2.70 Harrison 2.30

18.00.
.00

Ch Danforth 4 00 Portiand 5.00
Houloo 10.25 Mr Johns Curtis 50.00

ccm.

vor

J W

Parsons

and Wm
Hall .50

Jas Dingley

Haskell
.

1.00

R

F Foss

Safe Kidney

and

Liver

87

When a cough sounds like Croup-that is, dry
sand hard—do not de ay an instant! Give Downs’
‘Rlixir often enough to keep the cough loose, and
the danger will soon be over.
As a remedy to purify the bleod, nothing can be
‘found equal to Dr. Baxter's Mandeake Bit
Price 23 cts. per bottle.

In Henry & Johnson's Arnica and Oil

Jimiment we furnish you a large bottle for
50 cts.
A Timely Hint.
+ In our climate, with its sudden changes

uperature,

of tem-

it is nn avonder that our children, friends

and relatives are
so

frequently taken

neglected colds; half; the déaths

from

us by

Abbott—S

P

Allen—S D

Metealf—L

Maxham—C

uch ai

goss 8ave many

where.

ees, and by

doctor's bills.

the

use of a few

For sale every.

‘Botics and Bppointments.
Quarterly Meeting Notices.
‘BAUK C0.'Q. M., with the church § n Ithaca, Dec,

hi ae Vics

GEAR

D. BTILLWELL, Clerk.

VALLEY (Iowa) Q. M., with the Tripoli

RENS
ec. 3—4,
+ C. INMAN, Clerk.
ENSSELAKR
Q.
b.,
with
the
Stephentown
Center church, commencing Friday, 1, p. m,. Dec.

uh,WES

commencing
ya.

two

J B Pennington

the Bi

PR (N.Y,

Linohiaon

‘WA. PHILLIPS, Clerk. N
M.,
with
th

church, Nov. 25-21. Rev GE! Whlts 1 To rar

Purington—F

nger, toe or eye, RUPTURE,
diseases of Lungs or Varicose

their

8

Macon

F A Stantord Middleville Mich

G 8 Ricker

Lowell

UNEQUALLED

keeper wants

Just issued,

Wi,0)

Rev D R Whittemore Providence R I
* D Boyd Oneonta N Y

residence of

the bride’s futher, by Rev. W. O. Burns, of Good-

rich, Mr. James M.
Gates, of Richfield, and Miss
Miunie Howard, of Groveland.
In Belmont, N. H., Nov b, at the residence of

Mr. C. C. Clark, Ly Rev. T. G. Wilder, Mr. Fred
A fi Oher and Miss Ada E Peastee, both of Ashland,
6,

by Rev.

I.B.

Coleman, Mr.
Wm. L. Green, of Stephentown, and
Mrs. Sara A. Lester, of Nassau, N. Y.

In Rutland, Ohio, Nov.!l, by Rev. 8. H. Barrett,
Mr. Harvey Sidenstricker and Miss Ella McCor-

mick, all of Ratiand.

In

North Danville, Vt.,

Tracy, Mr.

Charles

:

Oct.

25

i Rev. A. P.

S. Ranney, of

oncord, Vt.,

and
Miss (lara E. Stanton, of North Danville,
In Woodhull, N. Y., Nov. 2, ¢t the résidence of
the bride’s parents, by the Rev. G. Donnocker,
Mr.

Taylor

Hand,

of

Addison,

son, of Woodhull.

In Portsmouth,

N.

H.,

Oct.

and

y

Miss

26, by Rev.

bell

J. Her-

bert Yeoman, Mr. Harry C. Berry, of Deering,
Me., and wiss Mary L. Adams, of
Falmouth, Me.,
Nov. 9, by the same, Mr. Melvin A. Lewis and
Miss Ella Pray, both of Dover,

N. H.

In Voloey,
N. Y., Oct. 26, by Rev. Wm. R. Stone,
Mr. John ®R. Purkel, of Stockbridge, and Miss
Alice L. Weller, of Volney. By
the same, at
Gilberts Mills, N. Y., Nov. 2, E. J. Doury, M. D;,
of Phoenix,

and

Miss Eldora-M.

Weller, of GiJ-

berts Mills.
:
In Sutton, N. H., Sept. 21, by Rev. A. B. Drew,
r. Arthur Horatio Fowler, of Newbury, and
Miss Nettie Jane Nelson, of Suiton. Also, Nov.

3s.

George

H. Burrill, of

Claremont, and Miss

uttie M. A. Bagley, of South Sutton ,

Io Liberty, Me., Oct. 30, at her father’s residence, Mrs. Jessie ¥. Folsom, aged26 years, 3
months, 11 days, the daughter of Charles Bradq
In Dover, N. H., Thursday, Nov. 10, Clement F.
Jr., infant gon of Clement
¥. and Stella K. Harrington, of Boston, Mass., aged
5 months and2l

The Great
K’S

Mont

Cheapest

nt

a

ectors

ve

o

or Churches Stores, Show
Windows,
arlors, Banks, Offices, Picture Galler
ies, Theatres, Depots, ete.
New and eles

Bgant designs,

Send

size of

room.

v circular
and
est
A liberal di
to_chiirehes nnd the trade,

Get

I. P. FRINK, 651: Pearl 8¢t, N.Y,

CEPHALINE.

<QGAgy0)
RPHA

to

by

ablest Geographical

scholar.

This Invaluable Nerve Fond
been tested and approved by
LIN has
more than 100 New England
Physicians. 1tis an immediate,
FOOD
ermanent and infallible cure for
Blok, Nervous and Bihious Head:
aches, Ey Heplic Fite, Dyspepsia,
Liver Troubles, Nervous
Pros.
tration, Sleeplessness, Vertigo.
Xs
Disorders.
all Nervous
nd

Internal

every section, Sells to every class. BRADLEY, GARRETSON
& Co., No, 66 N. Fourth Street; Philadelphia, Pas?

———————pe—————

Er

25¢. CHURCH CHOIR AN-

. Ten editions already sold.
BOO
THEM
Choicest pieces, by ablest
writers,
rages
of
matter, the whole costing but $3.00 per dozen copies.
The ordinary anthem books cost from $1.00 to $1.50 each.
We offer a boo’ equal to anv, for only 25c.
This is a
new invasion—if y -u are not a church chorister, please
call your chorister’s attention to this book. If you are
chorister, it wi | pay you to send 35¢. for specimen copy,
atpaid,
Address,
DAVID
C. COOK, Pu
. Asher, 148 Madison Street, Chicago.

H. D. FOWLE,

Nerve

REVOLUTION
each.

25c

|

i

MENT;

sions,

a specific for Hysteria,

Nervous

Headache,

and

fe 465%

TREAT-

Each box contains one

RH

148 Madison 8t., Chicago. ~

—

LESSON

a

or written

guarantee to return

treatment

does not effect 8 cure.

the

caused

home—A

“DR.

D.

Headaches

(Cong.)

pleasure

in

ByC.

A. Stephens.

Dinah Maria Craik,

Julia C. R. Dorr, «

Edna Dean Proctor.

Articles.

Home

Reading—The

Books

Essential

to Intelligence—Why

Read

Illustrated

COMMENTARY

Travel.

By

Hon: Chester Holcombe; U. 8. Legation, Pekin.

Among the Pueblo Indians.

Useful

Articles

Industries.
and in Silk, Appliqué Work, Lace
. By.
pole E. Ramsey.
:
y Annie
profession for women,
Nurse, Mass. Gen. Hospital,

COMPANION,
Boston,

Mm
G
BELLS.

Mass.

Church, Rchool, Fire-alarm, Fine-toned, low-priced, warrants
od. Catalogue with
imonials, prices,
eto., sent free,

Blymyer Manufacturing

COu

Cin

tie Ou

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Conper and Tin for Churches
schaols, Fire Alacms, Farms, ete,
F
Y
WARRANTED,
Catalogue sent Free.

VANDUZEN

& TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, and many ofthe best medi.
cines known are here combined into a medicine ofsuch vai
, as to make it the greatest Blood Purifier and
ried
st Health and Strength Restorer Ever Used.
The
It cures Complaints of Women, and diseases of the Stomach, Bowels, Lungs, Liver and Kidneys, and is entirely

yl
CARDS,

Fl

All new, Imported designs of Hand
& BRoquet, Gold, Silver & others,

your

All Gold, Chromo & Lit’g. Cards, (No 2 alike.)

B0c. and $1 sizes,

Name

on, 10c.

Clinton

Bros.,

Clintonville,
26teow38

A

YEAR and expenses to agents.

Outfit free. Address P. O, Vick=
ery, Augusta, Me.
1y35

GENTS WANTED for the Best and Fastest.
ces re.
A Selling Pictoral Books and Bibles.
ced 83 per cent. National Pub. Co., Phils. Pa.

you claim for them”
B.) Melvin Village, N.

Never fails Wis

to restore youthful color

S277

says,

Dressing.

aame in fancy script type, 10¢. Clinton & Co.,
North Haven, Ct.
20t43e0w

Rn.

\@

different from Bitters, Ginger Essences, and other Tonics,

to gray hair,

* "asit never intoXicates. = soc. and
“Hiscox& Co., Chemists,
N, Y.

ACENTS
245 Broadway,

New

SEND

Ww

|

Js a sure

fH Co.ghs,

Colds,

remedy

for

Whooping

Cough, and all Lung dis-

eases, when used in season.

f or

1 sizes.

70 saving

bu

Portraits of President J. A. Garfield.

by the celebrated artist,
orks of Artand new, copyrighted
this month. Thoroughly endorsed as to excellence of likeness,&c. Nearly
life size, and printed on fine, heavy plate paper about 18x24 inches. To have samatonce,we will send by mil, on receiptof the money, 2 copies for 60 Cents, or TEN
pleco pn!
OPIES for TWO DOLLARS, Canvassers are making big money. The fortnite selling
ng full-face view, and the other profile. Excellent works both. Spec al Rates with the
es.
na
ior Circulars, .
10 C ge
"OSCAR \ MARSHALL,
Publisher,

creasing.”

Feet and

Home

Howe.

Wallace.

Specimen copies sent free.

YOUTH’S

is-

FOR

iseraved in fore line

Wanted
m,

x,

arshall,

LD.

York.

FREE

SPECIMEN

cory

OF

TEACHER
scHooLAL
SuNpAYON
TI
NAXMAS
CONCERT EXERCISE.
NEW

By the editorof The National Sunday School Teacher.

ADAMS, BLACKMER,

& LYON

PUBLISHING

Specimen free.”

——

this JElizir, was cured
and lived to a good old age.
You can try it for the price
of one doctor’s visit.
For sale everywhere.

&Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.
Whose cabinet or parlor organs have won highest honors at every oneof thy great, World’s Tn
8
trial Exhibitions for fourteen years (being the only American organs which have beenm found wo
y
reater practically valuabls Amprave
of such at any). have effected mer e and
ones io heir
Organs iu the last year then in any similar period’ since the firet introduction of thi 8 nstruméent by
ars since ; and are now off ring ergans of higher excellence and emlas
them, taénty
capacity 3 also, popular medium

and smaller

styles

of improved

quality,

prices 3 $22, $30, § 4. $60 and upwards. ‘A New Tastrated Canoe g PP, ri
(October 1881), fully describing and illustrdting more than 100 styles ot Or, ne. Tih,

and

at

.

»

wien
ghey 1 uo
N & HAMLIN

es and eirculars, containfug much information about orgens generally, which will
postpaid.
Address M
ery one thinking of purchasing, will be sent free a
ston; 40 K, 14th 8t. New York; or 149 Warbash Ave, Chicago. 8t43
ORGAN CO, 164 Tremont SL.,
[]

#
1

LY

“+

COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROYEMENTS---NEW STYLES---NEW CATALOGUE.

z

hands were socold that I had to warm them in
tha opening. sermon,
:
midsummer.—Death seemed Just before me. I
2446)
:
C. E.
BROCEWAY, Clerk.
commenced using Dr. D. Dyer’s pills In October,
)OT RIVER Q. M., with the eaver church at
1877, and found reliel at once, snd am enjoying
Etoa, commencing Dec. 2, at 2, P. M,
good health, eat any kind of ford, work all da;
.
V HAS, Wi CRAIN, Clerk.
with ease. I have sold 36 dozen 1a ene year, an
WATERLOO’
Q.M., with the Waterloo church,
they have given good satisfaction, «uf
femmencing Friday Dec. 9, 42, P. M.. One week ]
;
.
;
DANIEL AYER.
ter than usual 80 48 Lo give the members of this an
quale | Tonic fr the whole ‘system; re.
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
4 M.
privi
fews And nourishes ‘the Nerve Tissues and im.
DEAR
SiR
:—I
have
used
your
Golden
Ointment
be held with the Tripoli church-thé
2d | parte lasting vital force. It should be at hand for piles and your pills. Iwas #0 low. when
I com0)
n every household. Urge your druggist to get it,
noed
pio
your
pills,
in
1868,
that
my
friends
bed. It is hoped that both Q Ms. will be’
mail it, Postpnid, ‘on receipt of price,
will
have been
we
or
nd
physicians
despired
of
my
life.
I
$2.50. Send for Authentic cured by-your pills, and now. eujoy comfortable
*PSiiwat CHAMPLIN, Clerk. | 0Proofs.
ote, Pe’ box. 8 hoxes,
Rw Dae:
I
\
health:
They work like a charm. One peculiaris
with Te mrnAkQ. M. Mis1ariust CONFERENCE,
THAYER & CO.
F.
.
pat,
3,
a:
2,
church, Sov.
ty in them . & Soutinusd Ie requires a less dose.
and ginse Da’
Mass.
Boston,
Place,
Temple
18
2leqw
>
yours,
ess I remain
With than.
/ PROGRAMME, Nesays: “ How shall we promote
‘
EDSON DUNTON.
a revival PRov. F. Fung ; winging in Revivals.
0 “A Violet from Mother's Grave,” & 49 other
Sample packages frée to all. Price 25 cents per
Vv.
rayer in revivals,”
om §
a
i
« populnr Songer, words and music entire,
. b for $1.00," Address all orders to the pro:
IE.
True;
"Relative importance of preaching
in only 12¢. PATTEN & CO, 61 Barclay St. N. Y.
DR. D. DYER, & SON,
WA,
ivi
revivals,” Rev. N. A, Avery; * Personal work in
:
4tideow
‘, Burnham Waldo Co, Maine.
22

Ward

By Mrs. Gen. Lew

:

on

Price, $1.75.

by

Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park St. F. B. Church,
Providence, R. I., says, * 1 have used Dr. Dyer's
pills for headache and dyspepsia, and have re.
ceived more benefit from one box of them than
from all other medicines I ever used,
From an honored member of the Society
of
Friends, North Vassalboro’, Me., July 80, 1878:
* I have been afllicted with dyspepsia for years,
and had to eat gruel for seven months at oné time,
and that distresied me. My back was ‘80 weak

of the Royal Court.
By Mrs. Julia

Please mention in what paper you read this cdvertisement.

H., writes, * Your pills give thé best of satisfac.
tion. Please send me 40
boxes,
‘PF, W. Kinsmun (proprietor
of + Adamsom’s
Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,
says,
* Dr. Dyer's pills are better than they are
recommended Cs be, and their sales are rapidly in.

that I had to lean en the sink to wach.

usages and

China.—Incidents and facts connected with ten years of official residence im
China ; in which personal adventures, incidents of social intercourse with the
and detailed views of every-day life in China will be given.

Subscription

Liver

Me.,

the

Frey
Frey ]Karsner.

Rev Theron Brown,
Elizabeth Akers Allen,
Annie A. Preston,
Rev. Charles Thwing,
Theodora R. Jenness,
G. H. Coomer,
Sarah P. Brigham,
Celia Thaxter,
Mary N. Prescott,
M. B. C. Slade y
William H Rideing,
Marion Harland,
Geo. Bancroft Griffith,

Mary A. Denison,
‘Ruth Chesterfield,"
‘‘Charles Craddock,”
Fred A Ober,
Mrs, E. M. Ames,
J. D. Chaplin,
George I. Lathrop,
Charles Barnard,
Sarah Winter Kellogg,
Lucy Larcom,

Greece, —Recollections of Athens ; views

if the

recommending

giving

the last fifteen years, and the Prize department will be more liberal than ever.

St., Boston, Ms,
1y36

Hallowell,

.

J

The Editorials, as heretofore, will be prepared by the most qualified’ pens,
and all current topics will be treated clearly and fundamentally.
The Children’s Column will be under the same popular management as for

TESTIMONIALS,
ion}

8,

By Rebecca Harding Davis.
Photography, as an Occupation forLads.
.
.
.
.
.
By an Expert.
How to Prepare Inexpensive, but Appetizing, Food for the Table.
By Miss Parloa.
The Raising of Household Pets for the Market.
By Mrs. 8S. B. C. Samuels.

of 40 Years’ Continuance have

Rev. A. Ridlon,

Tape

Writers.

Articles Upon Fancy Work,
Embroidery in Crewels
Work, Novelties of Knitting and Crochet Work, etc.,
Training for Nurses as Physicians’ Assistants.
A new
By a Trained
‘Ways by which Girls may Earn Money at Home,
. _

been Cured ty Them.
They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.

‘1 take

of

¢

books

treate

Guarautecs

and

y
th
Peurs ths suclows

ay

By Mrs. A. H. Leonowens,
Naturalist’s Adventures on the Mountains of Mexico, by ‘one. who
is travelling in that country for Scientific Societies
By Fred A. Ober.

DYER’S

Dyspeptic
Pills.

that it
Dye

Mexico.—A

sued only when the treatment is ordered direct
from us. Address
SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,

Gen, N. E-Agts.; 24 & 26 Tremont

course

_ Teople; —

purchaser

the money

hope
Thy

Poetry? What Poetryis Essential to Common Jutelligence—A list of books thatall should
By 8. E. Pierce.
rerd.”.
2
.
.
.
.
.

|

ment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dol
lars ; sent by mail,
post-paid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six boxes to cure any case. With
each order received by us for six boxes, accompa~nied with five dollars, we will send

the
D

Very Valuable

Depression,

month’s

= = ==

The Ministers ot the English Government during the Revolution.
By E. P. Whipple.
The Beginning of Great Industries.
.
.
.
.
By James Parton.
By Rev. Henry Ward Beecher.
Life Scenes, as a Clergyman sees them.
.
23d
By Canon F. W. Farrar.
Success and Failure in Life.
«
+
.
Bythelate
James T. Fields.
Other Recollections of Authors.
By E. P. Whipple.
Charles Kingsley’s 8chooland College Life,
.
.
.
By a Specialist.
Diseases of the Hip and Spine in Children.
.
,
.
..
The Times of the Great Debates in Congress. By Jessie Benton Fremont.
Natural Wonders of the South, Pre-Historic Mounds, Floating Islands, Phosphate Det Caves, Honey Caves, etc.
.
ie
:
By Harriet Prescott Spofford,
posits,
Article§f
on Home Education for Working People: What books to studyat

DAVID C. COOK,

Wanted,

in

Prof. Richard A. Proctor,
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps,
Mrs. Gen. Lew Wallace,

Frances M. Peard,

pledge rolls, Band of Hope certificates, chro-

over-exertion or over-indu'gence, which leads to
misery, decay and death.
One box will cure recent cases.

American

Practical.

“HH.”

Charlotte Mary Yonge,

;

mos, wall mottoes, etc., at prices that wiil astonish.
Testaments at 5c. and upwards. Most complete teach.
ers’ Bibles only $1.30.
adv religious press, Catalogue free Address, D A

ex-

Convul-

Age,

and

Col. Paul II. Hayne,

Rose Terry Cooke,
Marie B. Williams,

gran
8 for 5 ven
$1.50

made the

BRAIN

Mental

%

Russia.~Life in the out-of-the-way Nooks and Corners of Russia, given in a
1cturesque and striking series of articles. The author has been sent to
ussia by the Companion especially for this purpose.

Dizziness,

Logs of Memory, Premature Old

in a South

George M. Towle, Esq.,

|

Diseases.
AND

By

7 #n

experiences—
pn Hall.
Adeline

By H. 8. Dearborn, C. E.

Companion’s

i
i

pkgs. reward cards for 10c., 3 for 25c.

1y26eow

NERVE

Six Weeks

Children.—An amusing and instructive series of

Canon F. W. Farrar,
Henry Ward Beecher,
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe,
Louise Chandler Moulton,
Harriet Prescott Spofford,
Rebecca Harding Davis,

holiday Books for 10c. Teachers’ Nbrury of 12 oh for
1—worth $15; single books 10c. e ch.
180 full line 8,

Chemist, Boston, Mass.

and- Brain

DR. E. C. WEST'S

or,

Rusia

Her

stori
strange
orld Some voy gustohic porion
vovn of{ sosatsngts
|

William Black,

PRICES. $1,508.
8. library books
for 5 cents each:

past 20 years, FOR SO SMALL AN AMOUNT OF
{ONEY, has caused opposition to its sale. Sent
by express to all parts of the U. 8. on receipt of $1
per bottle, and money returned in every case of
failure. Send for new Pamph’ets free, Sold every.
where.

Te

W. D. Howells,
E. P Whipple,
J. T. Trowbridge,

148 Madison >t,, Chicago.

Vegetable.

310

Fields.

John G. Whittier,

Oounty

10c.

The wonderful cures it has

Battle

The

VID C. COOK,

Entirely

Chaco;

Henry W, Longfellow,

RailMining,

81A, CATARRH, and all diseases of the SKIN and

ternal use.

an aad

.of a Linesman’s
A

Recent

Naming

EMPIRE

IWARRANT ONE BOTTLE A PERFECT
CURE for all the worst forms of PILES, 2 to 4 do.
in the worst casus of LEPROSY,
8
PSORIASIS,
CANCER,
ECZEMA,
SALT
RHEUM; RHEUMATISM,
KIDNEYS, DYSPEPBLOOD.

oo

the rites which attend the naming of childrenin various lauds.
A Backwoods Boy's Struggle for College.

agents,

Rainfails ; Manitoba, British Columbia, Alaska, Texas and

Address,

pills, for they do more than
Rev. 8. P. Fernald,
(F.

fn Soret LIGHT
¥|

given

dress.

Headache

Died

the

territory

ANN

Married

Adventure.
Adventure in the West ; in Africa;
Corea; in Russia;
New

with which the Companion will offer a gift of books
fora Society Library.
By Prof. A. TF. Chase.

ition; Nationalities representvd; Climate, Soils, Products, ;
Wages, all Trades and
Professions; all Statistics; Areas;

ENTERPRISE TEA CO., Boston, Mass.

Messrs Penfield & Goodrich Hillsdale Mi ch
bi
D Lothrop & Co Boston Mass

Nov.

!

By James Parton.

ByE. A. Kingman.
By E. R. Pratt.

readers. By Henry M. Frost.
:
Hints for Debating Clubs.—A paper both practical and entertaining,—in connection

Farming, Homestead, Railroad and other Lands; Transrtation, Prices; Social, Educational and Religious Oon-

Toany suffering with Catarrh
or Bronchitis who earnestly
desire relief, | can furnish a
means of Permanent and Positive Cure. A Home Tre
No charge for consultation by
mail. Valuable Treatise Free.

* T Spooner Jr Whitfleld N H
“ C F Penney Aguusta Me

Stephentown,

Fxclusive

Mapa of every State and Territory in colors, every
road and Town beautifully illustrated. Tells of

b

4u2

West

one.

wrens

Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore 8t., Baltimeor. No. 112 Fifth Avenue, New York.

for circular.

the Gran

Amusing

vo opposition. For prices. terms and {nll information,
lease address THE HEWITT MANUFACTURING

IN

C Campbell New Sharon Me
Rev A Libby Lewiston Me

In

Address,

& Co , Claim Agents,

or. Ladigd and gentlemen to make money. The
Hewith
anufacturing Company wants an Agent in every Coun!
in the 'United States, to take the Agency for the
Kin
rons,
4 complete Irons in one:
oothing, ©
ping
and Fluting,
Band snd Glossing Iron. Terms very lib=
eral.
Inrge and sells rapidly, as every House=

Workmanship and Durability
Tons, Touch,
WILLIAM KNABE & CO.
/

Send

°.

Life:
Sista
e: G Guarding a Telégraph
Wire in Sumatra.
.
+
. By Lieut. Grinnell.
Illustrated.
By Archibald Forbes.
A Story of South Africa. A Serial Story.
By Capt. Mayne Reid.
Nobody's Boys. A Serial Story. Illustrated.
By C. A. Stephens.
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"Its Stories of
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The Peamvian Syrup has cured thousands
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
«ote. "Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
“Fowle'& Sons, Boston.
tay

QUERU'S 0OD LIVER OIL JELLY"
‘Approved by the Academy of Medicine. of New
#ork for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
~eonsumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, aud nutritious form in
ich
~Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
~secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
» this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
«oil, and
the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by all gn
ts, and BE. H. TRUEX,
Platt St., New York.
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1 send one,

Among Russian Nihilists.
New England Taverns.

Stories of the White Mountains.
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Pr. Kennedy's ‘ Favorite Remedy,” removes all impurities of the blood, regulates the
Liver and
Kidneys. Cnres- Constipation, avd all
«liseasea and weaknesses peculiar to Females.
1t is for sale by all our druggists at ONE DOLEAR
a bottle.

Stories
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Four Nights.
Tales of Old

PECK & C0., 858 Broadway, New York.

or

A LARGE OIL PAINTING OF PRESIDENT GARFIELD.
Size 2!x 30. Ready for
framing, for $2.50. Cheap at $1000. Itis a grand
and beautiful painting.
They are selling for $10,00 and $15.00, but in order to close out in 60 days,

Money Letters Received.

Have Wistarls Balsam of Wild Cherry
alwaysat hand. 'K cures Coughs, Colds, Bron..ehitis, Whooplag Cough, Croup, Influenza, Uon» sumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints.
50 cents and $1 a bottle.
87

vters.
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R. DEERING,

breads,
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The World and Sofashington, D.C. Itcontains
dier, published at
Life, Scenes from the
Stories of the War, Camp
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our country’s defenders. It is the great soldier's
paper. [i contains all the Laws and Instructions
relating to Pensions and Bounties for soldiers and

604
6.84

Mrs E A Carr

H.P,

Several of the Stories

By W. D. Howells.
By J. T. Trowbridge.
ro
By William Black.
By Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe.
.
.
Bya Writer in Russia.
:
By Rose Terry Cooke.

, Witchcraft at Deacon Wiggins’ .

LATE ' PRESIDENT:

EX-SOLDIERS

13.48
18.76
18.68
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“ Coriona 4 50 Ch Dixton 4.13
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Latin

that wonderful
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Warner’s
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(COLLECTED BY REV. J. BOYD.)
Ch Waterville 7.00 Swanville 6.43
“ Madrid 6.43 MC Y M 12.34
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Penobscot Y M 9.07 Carthage Ch 4.00

Compare the dose and quantity of Hood's Sarsa« parilla and you have conclusive proof of its super.
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to do a noble work for Christ and make his
Kingdom a success, - At the covenant meeting

Net session with the Marathon church,
«commencing the 3d Friday in Jan., 1882.
E. E. STIMSON, Clerk.

25.00

each Mrs J J

tokens of a determi.

Saturday afternoon there were nearly 100 tes
timonies for the Lord and all were the spontaneous offerings of willing hearts.
Saturday
«evening wus devoted to the Woman's Mission
work and we had an enjoyable meeting, which
indicates that the work is deepening in interest
and gaining a hold upon the churches that will
never
be lost. The Q. M. collection and the
Woman's Mission collection, together with the
quarterly
Home
Mission
collection,
all
amounting to $34 90, were sent for the relief
uf Presuril} Baptist fire sufferers in the SaniJag
Q.
M.

2.45
5.00
29 00
2.50

Given

flaky,

Lewiston,

OUR

30.00

Ch Saco 8 80 Rev J M Lowden 1.00
Rev 8 C Whitcomb J B Jordan C E Blake

Always in position, but invisible to others,
All
Bygisation
diso Tefer ; od even whispersm. ; heard
tin
A
Send for
desc: Dive circular with testimonials. Address

Under the management of J. F. FRISBEE, A.
B.,and J. F. PARSONS, A. Bi, with competent
assistants. Situated in the suberbs of a thriving
city, and adjacent to Bates College, 1toffcrs advantages superior to those of any School in the
Siate. The Course of Study extends over three
years, of three terms: each, each term thirteen
weeks in length. Winter term begins December
13. Summer term, March 28th 1882. Expenses
ate as low as in any similar school in New England.
For catalogue, or further particulars,
Send to
J. F. FRISBEE, Principal.

9.00
60.25

Ch Kennebuok and Kennebunkport
* B Parsonsfleld
“ Main St L: wi=ton 26.00 Ch Patten 3.00
1st Ch Brunswick
Pine 8t Ch Lewiston to const the following
L Ms J B Jordan and wife Dea John

nation to prosecute the Master’s work.
All
expressed them-«elves as willing to endeavor

fO!

Treas.

Main _S¢ Ch Lewiston
Rev W H Bowen Lewiston
Ch Pittsfield Village 15.00 Corinna Ch 7.01
Ladies Houlton Ch 50.00 T C Lewis 6.00
Cn Dexter 5.00 Bangor 9.30
Exucter Q M 3 53 Miss H A Deering 5.00

Next session with the Union church Friday
O.T. CLARK.

’

Receipts for Maine Mission Society.

Mra John tmrtis

light,

Nichols
30

L. B. POTTER,

Lansing, Mich.

A Serial Story. Fllustrated.
A Live Story for Boys. Illustrated.
An English Story. Illustrated...
.

RESTORE THE

the work of the Ni

luxurious Dastzy,
Can be eaten by Dyspeptics
withont fear of the ills resulting from heavy
indigestible food.” Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
RoYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York.

500
39.58

perform

.

will illustrate topics that are engaging public attention.

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other preparation makes_such

25.00

1030.

and

Serial Stories.

‘These are by writers of rare gifts and cxperie

Dr. Peck’s Artificial Ear Drums

PERFECTLY

Absolutely Pure.

Michigan Yearly Meeting.
‘Receipts for Oct., 1881.
FoM. H M. Ed. Soc.
Oakland Q M Coll
72
12%
Genesee
‘*W M Sof
.
Ortonville Ch
3.05
233
30

"Its

HOPE: =DEAF

POWDER

02639)

Rev. N. 8. Palmeter. Newton Center, Mass.
Rey. C.D. Dudley, Great Falls, N. H,

The scene was solemn and impressive.
:

Have spared no effort to present an Announcement of
new features for 1882, that shall represent the best ability in
entertaining literature.
The names of writers for the CoMPAN- ~
10N and a selection from the topics that will be treated in the
~ coming volume are given below.
:

all

Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N. Y., Treasurer
Central Association; to whom all its funds should

morning we went down to the stream and
baptized them, quite a crowd being present.

on or before full moon in January.

best,

55)

whom

tion Societies.

in the

Times
spring and some may not come back.
Jook discouraging, but we are hoping for

something

to

Rev. J.D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Mion. Y. M. Mission Susiely, to whom all
money for thisY. M. work should Bont, ots)

NORTON COUNTY (Kan.) Q. M.—Is still trysbort crop. Some will return

.

money cpntributed within (he bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H, M. and Educa-

ing to prove faithful. It bas been weakened by
on the account
some of our members leaving

of the

The Ivers & Pond Pianos are the
Warr:
d for five years. Sold on
easy pa
ents or rented
till paid for,

Allmouney contributed for the Maine State Mission should be sent to Rafus Deering, Portland,
Me.
;
(26622)
Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free ComRev. L. B.

Address,

ASA HULL, 240 Fourth Ave., New York.

Post-Office Addresses.

Clerk.

RICKER.

+ W.

ps ne

5h

in

its

of

charge

under the

mother church

The

mailed on receipt of 10 cents,

by

Spirit,

the

in

and

Annuals for 1878, 1879, and 1880° reduced to $2
per hundred.
One copy each of the four numbers

Rev, E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies sbould
he sent), Lewiston, Me.
H2t

spiritual .and inand
warm
ings were
.ereasingly interesting, while the. Word was

preached with power

Postage, 16 cents per hund. additional,
Specimen Copy, 5 cents,

N. C. Lathrop Juhu do. 80; Rev. 'D: L. dgerly,

Luke 187 1: R&T. Joy, Mark 13:84; Rev,
W.
Wi Brown, Eph. 5: 19; Rev. R. McDonald, Matt.
4: 1 All others a sketch of. a..8ermon.
Qn. revival,
work.
be

attendance

The

church.

on account of the’

smull

last session

its

Root RiverQ. M.—Held

with tbe Krankfort

’l Annual for
HULL'S
25.5 1881,
Price, $2.00 per Hundred,

P. Chesley ;

y

oem» to this
whurches.

was

may

reports

so that

us,

‘among

his work

Rev.

* Conducting revival
nietgs,”
Rev. C.
L.
Pinkham. Exegesis; Rev. A. E. Boynton, Matt.

It is boped

of God.

worship

the

house to

réxjvals,”

4 =

Arran

Next session with the Bloomer cburch in
Carson City, commencing Friday evening’ be-

tion for preaching io

por

Sg

The preaching wus
be new or unfermented.
The
in the Spirit and power of the Gospel.
Q. M. appointed a committee of three to hold
the
with
churches
meetings in the different
There
view of promoting Scriptural holiness.
was raised at this session about $22 for Home
Mission purposes.
;

revivals,’ Rev J C. Osgood; “ The agency of the
Holy $pirit in revivals.” Rev. A. F. Hutchinson;
«Work of the church in revivals,” J. 8S. Neal;
“ Shall we employ a: Evangelist?” Rev. G. W
Pierce; * Visiting in revivals,”
Rev. D.
H.
Adams; * Shall the pastor dwe-tin revival work
in his church?’ Rev. L, H. Winslow; ¢ Prepara-

ie Qe A

tians do not sanction the use of fermented
wine at communion service, and would recommend that the wine used by our churches

L
o

~. THE MORNING STAR, NOVEMBER -16, 188l.
:
« Jerry, dear,

Poetry,

said

River, O River, ghat singeth all night,
Nor waitest for light
To pour out thy mirth
Along the chill earth,

tention to.

Thy musical call
‘Waketh, summoneth me;
‘What thought is in thee
That lulls me, yet rouses me 80 ?—
¢ J come and I go.”

told him that Mr.

—

Thy rhytbm of delight
Is my song in the night:
I come and I go.

.

— Harper's Magazine for November.
WINTER'S COMING.
Go bring the sled

“From out the shed

Hunt up your mittens, boys;
For well I know
There’ll soon be snow
And then for winter joys.

chance to saw

and

cut that wood.

would have some new clothes.

He went

and Old Noodles stepped into the entry
without knocking.
voices in the study.

There

he

heard

«I would like to give it to you, but I
think I-ought to keep it for somebody

It snows at last, .
The winter is begun!

older—a man, say,” remarked the minis-

Oh, oh, oh, oh!
Just see the snow,

ter.

-

-

.

«But I am down,” sobbed Jerry,

The ground is almost white!
To-morrow, boys,

: ““ U p Mm

MAKE A BEGINNING.
If you never make a begiuning, lad,
sho
You will never come to an end.
:
Why stand at the foot of the mountain, lad,
‘When you can to its brow ascend?

The way is weary, and steep, and long—

“Yes, sir, and be somebody. They
called me Old Noodles’s: boy this morning.”
«¢ Poor fellow !” said Mr. Mitchell.

¢ And I want to get father up.”
Old Noodles here stepped into the room

saying,

I can’t stand this. Excuse me,

Parson Mitchell.

lad;

‘| of sawing your

I came to get that job
wood,

but I
Let me

ised to be a new man,

Half life’s labor can be done.

and

That day you will surely thank
That you put your first seed in the earth, LA
dollar in the bank.

Therefore, hesitate no longer, lad;
old your headup and begin;
If you make a start and then persevere,
Life’s stern battles you will win.
—Mary E. Lambert.

Family Circle.

promminister

That was the last ever seen or heard of
“Old Noodles,”
and “Old
Noodles’s
boy Malse, for

John

Noo)

Mr. Arnott, to whom

re-

mark, He was coming down in a heap
out of an old apple-tree by the road that
he had already visited half a dozen time
that morning trying to find one hor

was

made carelessly by one young man to
another as they passed along the road
and wondered
who was up in that appletree.

¢ Only old Noodles’s boy !”

11

the above

ques-

tions were addressed, looked at his

wite,

at his child, and then at the glass of wine
before him, as though seeking some way
of escape from the position in which he
tound himself.
}
t Terry Dunbar should not have told
Fyon that,” he said at length,
4
¢ But isn’t it true, papa? Isn’t it true,
mamma ?” asked Ernest eagerly.
“I never had any baby but you,” replied his mother.
‘But there was another lady lived
here with papa before you did, and didn’t
she have a baby, and wouldn't that

soul

as

if they had been pointed with a thorn.
Why did they not say Jerry Noodles?

make

him my brother?” he continued.
“Yes, it would, dear.”

“Well,

where is he?

‘His mamma

No, it was ‘* Old Noodles’s boy.”

loved him, same as youn love ‘me, didn’t

“Old Noodles!”
Jerry was the son of a sorry kind ofa
man. The father’s curse rested on the
child.

she, and cughtn’t papa

Jerry stuck his hands into his pockets,
carefully his way

over

of

him,

’cause

his

so

mamma

couldn’ stay with him ?”
Mr. Arnott could bear no more.

dead wife and of the boy

With-

she had

given

into his charge quite over-mastered him.

In the years since another had borne his
name and made him again a father, be

po

' He lived in an old house, old through

neglect
and abuse.

good care

to take ever

out tasting his wine or speaking a word
he left the room. The memory of his

the

stones that hurt his bare feet, went into
the house. #
“ Old Noodles !”

told

me,

when

I'd die than
make

her

feel so bad as that. _ I guess she feels bad
because you do.”
¢¢ She shall have no more reason to
feel bad on that account,” responded the
father, who at that moment would have
sacrificed his entire wealth to be assured
of the return and reform

of

the

son

he

had sternly banishedfrom his presence.
Frank Arnott was nearer home than
his father imagined ; yet when found he
utterly refused to cross its threshold. He

had been doomed to an outcasts life, and
an outcast he would remain.
;
All this he could say bitterly to the
proud man who had once shown him no
pity; but when, ragged and dirty as he
was, his daintily dressed young brother
sprang into his arms, kissing him again

self

and

to the

world;

while Ernest

glories in the big brother,

so

good

and

strong, who *‘ never, never drinks amything that can make the bad come into
his heart.”
There are many families in our land
from whom sons and brothers have gone
out to shame and wretchedness.

Who will find and save them?—Signal.
HOW TIP FOUND A NEW HOME.
Mother Tabby had a snug little house
under one corner of the woodpile. Her
two little kittens, Tip and Buttons, ran

up and down after each other’s tails, and
played hide and seek all day long. When
they were tired they curled themselves
up like puff-balls, and went to sleep.
Buttons

with

buff

had a black

white spots on

the

trimmings.

coat,

with

breast,

three

that

looked

like buttons.
One morning Tip waked up bright

and

early, and peeped out. * O,my!” he said,
‘I wonder what is over all the
cream,

it

ground.

is

so

white

and nice. It mustbe good to eat.”
He bit Buttons softly on the ear to
wake him. Then they asked Mother
Tabby if they might go out and take a
run. She said yes, but told them not to
get lost, and to come back soon and ‘have
their breakfast.

They ran out, and at first stepped very
lightly.

Ina

few

moments

they were

racing through the soft snow,

but they

found it was not cream.

Buttons got hungry first,
must go and have

some

and

nice and warm, so he

said he

breakfast.

wanted one more race. He
under the snow and crawled

Tip

saw a hole
in. It was

went

on

and

on.

After a while he began to feel hungry,
and thought of his breakfast. There was

nothing but snow here to eat, and that

It never seemed to could not quite forget the boy who bad

Jerry 80 old before ; but now the broken

once shared his home, but whom

door-lutch, the decaying sill, the scarred
walls were repulsive witha dishonorable

long ago disowned.
had grown to be

a

If living,
man,

he had

the boy

wandering

he

And his poor, patient mether—a
century of troubles seemed to be on her

but he went farther and farther in.
Af last he saw a light above his

head,

and scratched the snow away. O yes, he
could get out. But how queer it looked !
There was no woodpile in sight, sbut-a
great big, white house, with ever so
many windows.

futher verily. guilty? | -

Was not the

Foti

rose is sweet.

unconsciously,

as

thinking nothing of the admiration

she

‘maywin, but everything ofthe happiness
she can confer. It matters little whether

face is

Fiternture,

She really cared for the

happinéss and success of others, and they
felt the genuineness of her sympathy. It
surrounded her with immortal charm.
Let any girl try Madame Recamier’s
experiment. Let her go into society

her

x

a

beautiful or

her

toilette

costly. Before the end of three months
she will be a happy girl herself; for the
world likes sunshine and sympathy, and
turns to them as the flowers bask in the
sun in June.—Selecled.
———
i Qe

“ G00D-BYE, TILL MOEWING.

; gether with Notable Extracts from his
peeches and Letters.
By E. E. Brown.
Boston: D. L. Guernsey,
Cornhill.

This is a history of a noble life. As we
trace it along from boyhood to the Presidential

perseverance

which

moral principles

characterized

which

seem

under all circumstances,

him,

the

‘to control

him

benevolent

part in the same

cheerful

work.
the halls

and

friendly

mountain for recreation with his fellow students
where hilarity usually
reigns, he dared to
take the New Testament, saying, “ Will you

till morning "

For is'ot death

of the

follows:

the mind has in fancy.
the mirth and pleasure
in like manner will it
‘sleep in Jesus.” The

there will be no more

row, no more

so
as

Tip heard her say,

*“O

:
mamma,

her

is a little kitten that has just-crawled out
of the hole at the foot of the oak-tree.
May I give him some milk ?”
Her mamma said she’ might, and Alice

brought out a saucer of milk,

At

first

Tip was very shy; but he was so hungry
and the milk looked so good that he could

not but taste it.
Then Alice patted him, and coaxed him
into the house. By the warm fire he fell
asleep and forgot his troubles. Alice
kept him

for

her

kitten,

but

he

often

thought of Mother Tabby.—=Selected.
0-0-0

THE SECRET OF GOOD MANNERS.
The secret of good manners is to: forget one's owrr self altogether. The people of really fine breeding are the ones
who never think of themselves, but only
of the pleasure they can give to others.
No adornment of beauty, or learning, or

stronger fascination. for whoever came

within
her reach than Madame Recamier.

given are the steam

sor-

so come,

graph,

Lord

his ‘house

in

Mentor,

we

‘nad.
ount

pi

influence had

restrained him

‘elder under like circumstance. His con- tion of person had long passed away, and
science accused him of having failed to she was an old, old woman, her sway
| perform his most sacred dulies. . "The boy 7 over the hearts of others was ‘as powerdeep.
‘must be found and reclaimed.
fal as ever. What
was her secret?

to much!

It

~ With this resolve Mr. Arnott went to

‘It was this'one thing dolely—hér gen’

his wife, who gladly assented to the -pro-

»

statesmen with their projects.

She was

engine,

the electric tele

the sewing machine, the photograph,
electric light

the

an index to

the authorship of noted works in amcient and
modern litersture—a most convenieut book to
answer questions that arise all the time. It

was begun by Wm, Wheeler, author of the
“ Dictionary of Noted Names of Fiction,”
and
has been completed by his nephew, Charles
.

bespeak for it an ex-

Wheeler. .
The

PRN

Art

Interchange

zine,

Art Work

g

Publishing

commenced publishing a new
Stundpoint,
By John T. Welsh.
St.
John
Burns, Publisher.
Price, $1.25.

and
:

Lee & Shepard will publish about the middie

LOOKING DOWN THE AGES, from a Prophetic

Manuals,

Co.

monthly
edited

has

maga-

by

Mr.

Charles G. Leland. Each number is devote
d
to a single topic, as Ceramic Painting, Tapestry
Painting, Wood Carving, Art Neediework, ete.,

Louis:

This is a great and grand subject, atfording a

research and critical acumen, and will contain supplementary
sheets
of
working designs, besides illustrations and full
exercised patiently until the secret is divulged
*
clear instructions how to begin and continu
to the unwearied
student.
Some demons go
e
the
practice of some form of hand art work by
out only in answer to much prayer and fasting, so some truths, especially some truths of which a livelihood may be * earned.
The degeneral]
prophecy, dre traced out only us the result
of signs in évery number are
much prayerful study. This the author claims
to have done; and the result he gives to the
The popularity of Dr. Holland's books
is
world * not for the captieus nor the critic, but
attested by their publishers’ figures.
Of the
for those who think and are willing to learn.”
“ Titcomb Letters,” 61,000 copies
have been
** The Bible! indeed !” laughed the gen- HSome-of
interpretation
his rules-of
areas fol
3
sy.
90, 05
of
“Kathrina,”
tleman; ‘‘ then you must be wiser than lows:
100,000; while the circulation of Scribn
er's
the parson. Can you tell me the way to
¢ Inull our interpretiitions of the Scriptures,
Monthly bas always been very large. Perhaps
heaven ?” ¢¢ Yes, sir, 1 can,” replied the the literal sense is always to be chosen, unless itis a better evidence of the ability and ioboy, in no way embarrassed by the mock- there is evident necessity for departing from dustry of the painstaking and laborious man
who is now at rest than any of his books, or
ing tone of the other; “you must go by it and adopting the figurative.”
all of them together. Of course, Dr. Holland
*‘ The literal and figurative are often mingled
yonder tower.” The gentleman saw that together in some prophecies, and require bas had excell
ent assistance; but to him the
the boy had learned the lesson of his book great care and discrimination to understand scheme of the magazine is attribu
ted, and he
well, and, rebuked, walked away in si- them,”
"had whileabroad talked over the project with
‘““In all our interpretations of the Word of Mr. Roswell ‘Smith.
lence.
What he especially did
in Seribner's in the way of literary work is
God, supreme regard must be had to the then
known to all its readers. Nor is it often that
current use and meaning of words, as they
A PLAN IN LIFE.
a popularity like his is attained, with the class
were employed by the sacred writers of the
‘ What is your plan in life, Neddie?" .0ld and New Testaments.”
These are sound rules of interpretation ad’ "of 806d morals, or of wood literary taste.. HisI asked a small boy, turning from his big
brothers, who were talking over theirs, to when patiently carried out to ultimate results books have given pleasure and profit to a whole
they will be found instritctive and profitable.
generation of readers, and there is nothing in
Dumfriesshire, Scotland, there

was

field for deep

once

a tower called the ¢ Tower of Repentance.” What gave the tower its name
we are not told; but it is said that an
English baronet, walking near the castle,
saw a shepherd lad lying upon the
ground, reading attentively. ‘What are
you reading, lad?” ‘‘The Bible, sir!"

generally applicable

to all the arts.

of which he Is u favorite, without Sacrifice...
any

good man like my father,” said

consists

Neddie;
Chris-

Mollie, the President's daughter, ** Aren't
you afraid to have your father go down to

Washington among all those bad men?”
*“ No, indeed,” said the child, ‘ And
why not?" Mollie hesitated a moment

and a smile broke over her face
replied, * Why, I guess

care of him.”

God

as she

will

take

The lady tells the story

now amid her tears, but the child knows
still that in the hand of the All:Father,
rests the life of her parent still in God's
care.
i
Women of America! Put your. little
feet on this liquor traffic. You can trample it out of existence. Never smile upon g young man who is not a teetotaler.
Tell him that you do not care th cultivate

Atheism,

as

Pantheism,

Tt

follows:

Material-

out Mormonism

which

icating beverages,because you believe the

habit is debasing, and those who- indulge
it are in danger of becoming enslaved by
it to the disgrace of themselves and
friends. Be firm in adherenge to this

rooms. —Anvil,

His popularity
this age that is
3
mention

that

the

The

National Temperance Society bas

in

press and will soon publish the following:
“Pen Portraits of Illustrious Abstuiners,””
by Geo. W. Bungay, giving life-like sketches

of about forty of the most prominent temperance workers, living and dead, embellished

We are surprised that the author should leave

is a remarkable ‘‘ism”

with

of the day, one that should be treated not only

tel

said carelessly to

sixteen = lectures,.

to

fort

last publication from the pen of Dr. Holland
wis a sonnet on the death of President Garfield, which appeared in the Tribune, and the
propriety and feeling of which our readers will
readily recall. —XN, Y. Tribune.

mounism, Pauperism and Altruism.

An exchange says that a lady member
of one of the parties from Indianapolis.
that visited Gen. Garfield at Mentor short-

ly before his election

saying a great deal.
It may be interesting

ism, Naturalism, Pessimism, Buddhism, Unitarianism, Spiritualism, Skepticism, Liberal
ism, Formalism,
Denominationalism, Mam-

tian man, and Neddie could not do better
than follow in his steps. A boy with
such a purpose will not fail of his mark,
— Christian Weekly.
rl

of

‘Agnosticism,

and by the way he said it, it was plain he
meant it. His father was a noble

them offensive or unclean.
was a Wholesome one, and in

This attack upon insidious errors which
interpose such great obstacles to the extension

“To grow up a good boy, 8 as to be a

vine and unaffected interest in the good | rule, and the bar. rooms will close for
posal, while Ernest listened with the and ill fortunes of her friends. Authors lack of patronage, and station houses and
deepest interest to all that was said.
‘| eame
to her and read her their books; jails will by and by have vacant cells,
“You find my big brother, and I'l| painters came.to her with their pictures; and alms-houses will have more |spare-

help make him’ good,” he exclaimed joy-

We

and ~ descriptions will be

of November, * Who Wrote It?”

first-class,

wood engravings.

It will be

one of the most readable books of the season..

in public lectures, but in legislation, that the
foul blot may he removed from our fair national
escutcheon. But biding this we cannot but speak
favorably of these vital subjects of which the

* Alcobol

and Science; or What Alcobol Is,

and What it Does,” a $500 prize essay by Wm.

Hargreaves, M. D., author of * Our Wasted’
Resources,” “ Alcohol and Man,” ete., ete.

author treats in his usually able and interesting
style. The work will amply repay a careful

Hand-Book

of Evangelistic Work

for Wo-

:

man’s Christian Temperance Unions, by Mrs.

and thoughtful reading.

8. M. I. Henry.

——

:

YOUNG AMERICANS IN JAPAN, or the AdvenThe Society is also commencing the publitures of the Jewett Family and their friend | cation of a thrilling and instructive ten-cent
Eto Nambo. By Edward Greey, Authorof
“ Through the Heart of Japan,” “ A Trip to series of new temperance tales written by

Tokio,” ete. One hundred and seventy-one
illustrations. Cover designed and drawn by

the author, Boston: Lee & Shepard, Publisbers. New York: Charles T. Dilla ham,

popular authors for general distribution
through the country. Four of these are now
in press, as follows: *Fife and Drum,” by

1881. For sale by E.
Price $1 60.

Mary

Sea,” by Mrs. Julia McNair Wright;

J. Lune & Co.,

Dover.

the educated

Japanese

the author

for

ONES,
little

(Oliver Optic),

trations.

Illustrated
People.

Win.

The price of these will be:
to Sunday-school:
* Rex Ringgold’s-

half playfully and half earnestly ealls him *‘our"

American Dean of Westminster.”

Judge Tourgee’s forthcoming volume, which

will be entitled * John Eax.” (to be pronounc- -

ed eeks), is in a new vein. ‘Still working in the

inexhaustible field of the South,he here brings fo view some of the more attractive and romantic characteristic of southern society, of’

Stories and
T, Adams

whicn he has a keen and sympathetic apprecia--

with 850 illustra

Price $1.60.

and
Mary

The last Literary World, in its notice of
Rey. Phillips Brooks's last volume of sermons,

The religious, political

Editor;

by Ernest Gilmore;

Both 12mo., about 300 pages each, .

loversof orientalism will avail themselves of
the information here given.
Poems

the

The:

School,” by Pliny Steele Boyd, and * TheVoice
of the Home,” by Mrs, 8.M. I, Henry..

is

and domestic life of Japan are here delineated
in a fascinating manner, and we doubt not all

‘Our Lrrrre

by

* Drinking Jack,” and other stories, by

Dyinell Chellts,

enabled to give us an insight into their singular
customs and manners, very instructive to the
American reader youngor old. The illustra

words eould convey.

Rule,”

¢ A Tragedy

only ten cents each.
The following, adapted
libraries, are in' press:

places in Japan, and the observations of their
custums and festivals; and through the assist
ance of

Dwinell Chellis;

Quaker’s

This book gives an account of the adventures

of an American family and a young Japanese
educated in the United States, The story is
based on their visit to some of the important.

She was ¢alled beautiful; but her portions alone present a rich “field of Information
from putting the wine cupto the lips of traits prove that her beauty was not to be
revealing to the eye the peculiaritiesof that
or
have
your
daughters
cultivate
the.
.accompared’
with
many
less
charming
» | his darling younger son, and he guesstrange
peoplein a way that no description of
‘tioned how it might have been with the women. And even when every attrac- quaintance of those who indulge in intoxSome

Smoking in America and

the spectroscope, the
telephone.

the

of Bible truth is both timely and profitable.

walked up =» little nearer,

which anecdotes

the Lord comes

till morning.”— Baptist Weekly.
4 BOY'S REBUKE.
In/the neighborhood of Hoddam Castle,

=~

will

‘* Sell Culture,” I)

of

A book entitled * The Modern Seven

pose, Neddie?”

* Kit-

NOTES.

ders of the World” will be published by "Wow
Routledge & Sons. The seven wonders about

“0 Garfield! fortunate in death wast thov,
Though at the opening of a grand career

Po
°
Man an co oo

.

G. P. Putnam’s Sons will bring out, early in

January, “ Opium

home,

But she looked so kind, and called

that he

by E. J. . Lane & Co., Dover.

the individual and the nation.

As she openedit he wanted to run away.

ty, Kitty,” in such a soft voice,

By ihe Sane ML

For

prevalence and spreadof the vice and
of its
effects, moral, physiological and financial,
apon

Isms, OLD AND NEW. Winter Sunday Evening
Sermon Series for 1880-1. Delivered in the
First Baptist church, Chicago.
By the pastor, George C, Lorimer.
Chicago: 8. C.
Griggs & Co. 1881. Price $1.50. 7 .

Tip saw a little girl at ene window.

THE POCKET-RIFLE. By J. T. Tro
Hiustrated.

German, Danish, Dutch, Polish Servian
3d
:
Swedish writers,
A reply is in preparation by a rofegsor.
Belfast,
Ireland, to roar i nhond
Smith’s Lectures on the Old Testament.”

This book all the friends of the late President

cheerfully and hopefully say, ‘Good-bye,

Cy

SLEEP.”

A new international magazine is to

sleeping,
reaping, .

* Even

will like to read, and
tensive circulation.

(Pe

at
Leipzig, entitled Auf Der Hohe, with appear
eg

college of which he was president, &c.

the glorious resurrection-morn, when soul
and body will be reunited in one glorified
and immortal being to dwell “forever
with the Lord!” May we all so live that
when the hour of parting comes, we may

dy

Biabun Barrett Browning. With desley
by Miss L. B, Humphrey; - Engrave
Judiew, : For sale bg E. J. lane d by
& Co,

Y¥, and
author
soon be issued.

weeping,

weeping, ne more

death.

which he died,

Illustrated.

RR Sul, profesor of the Edinburgh Uni.

Jesus.” ”?
This volume contains 519 pages, in large
clear type, and illustrated by the portraits of
Garfield,
his wife and mother, the cottage in

time at rest in the grave, the spirit in
Paradise, with God, how soon will dawn

soy

China,” by W. H. Kane, M. D., a study of the

He continues, *“ Yes, when

been enjoying all
of childhood; so
be to those who
body for a short

By David Ross Locke

LITERARY

Lord, tarry not, but come.”

care and pain has been the body while

They would be ornaments on

parlor table—beautiful presents for the coming
han ay
holidays :

‘A book of Sermons by John Stuart Blackie,

;

“ Beyond the smiling and the
I shall be soon.
Teyond the waking and the
Beyond the sowing and the
1 shall be soon.
Love, rest and home, sweet

only a few short minutes, so free from all

and gold.

of their character,
This is the last
.Yolume and those who have read
four will be-sure to read this.
i... 7

and showing his deep-laid principles.
In his eulogy on Senater Ferry speaking of
him as a devout Christian he quoted from the

body simply a short sleep, from which at
resurrection morn it will be awaked and
raised a glorified body? And as to the
child the ten or twelve hours of a long
sleep seem in the morning to have been

they

‘children in

These “ Silver Medal Stories ® are the work
of an author whose name 1s a sufficient guarwii

But my thoughts did not stop here. I
which went on in the hotels.”
kept on thinking of the words, ** Good- all the caucusing
When visited by politicians at his own home
bye,
till morning,” and the more I on the eve of his departure for the inaugurathought of them the more beautiful they tion, he did not neglect his customary evening
seemed. When tke evening of life comes prayers before his guests, an example too rare

beautiful hymn of Bonar;
and as they are
applieableto himself we will give them.

Together

the order in which they are here given, and
any little boy or girl would feel that
he had a

above,
foe,

away on the top ofa

more confidence in the prayers to God which
ascended in the churches yesterday, than in

I, and we are called upon to bid them
‘ good-bye” for the last time, might we
not, like the little girl say—*¢ Good-bye,

profusely.

form a very interesting library for

Rh

the day in caucusing;
and when called on to
account for it the next day he replied,*‘ I have

:

tons, the former

“ HE GIVETH HIS BELOVED

permit me to read aloud?” and had prayers
a
till morning.” How nice it would be if all before they sought repose.
In the great Republican Chicage Convenlittle -boys-and girls who play together |
tion when Sunday came, prominent as he was,
could enjoy themselves as these two little he attended church while other politicians spent

manper!

binding and ornamented with original illustra.

leum V. Nasby).

Good-bye

girls did,and when the proper time comes

& Co, :

These two volumes for children are published by the same firm as the preceding. They
are very attractive, got up in the new style of’

HANNAH JANE.

legislator, true to his principles and to his

trusts.
Even when in college

Edited by Wm.

J. Lane

following Gift Books in green and chocolate

afford to the world

self-sacrificing,

By a Lady.

For sale by E

1
prize in their possession.
Also by the same publishers we have the two

chair, nay, to the death-bed scene at Elberon,
we
find
everywhere
the: elements
and
evidences of greatness.
The
energy and

Whether at home in private life or in

As they separated, I
say,

Administration,
Death, ete. To-

of Congress, excited in legislation and debate,
heis thesame Christian man and Christian

some little boys and girls take their leave
of each other, after playing together dur.
girls

Details of his
Eventful
Assassination, Last Hours,

earnest,

ing the early part of the evening, bidding
good-bye to each other for the night. And
how different from the way in which

heard one of the

THE LIFE AND PUBLIC SERVICES OF - JAMES
A. GARFIELD, twentieth President of the
United ‘States, including
full and acurate

a worthy example for the inspiration of every
young man.
He was always busy—his pen
and his voice were
ever at work—eareful,

., A few evenings ago, I heard two little
girls, who had been playing together dur-

ing the evening!

Pacific Ocean.

T.
Adams,
usm,

which he and I had been listening.
* What is yours, Neddie P”
‘
:
‘I am not big enough for a plan yet,”
said Neddie; *‘ but I have a purpose.”
“That is good; it is not every one
who has a purpose. ‘What is your pur-

knew not whither ; and all because of the
drink which maddens both heart and accomplishments, goes so far in its power
‘back. Jérry had been a thought. brain, Frank Arnott had disgraced h
10 attract as the one gift of sympathy.
boy, well aware that his father, but the father had taught him
In all French history no woman had a
the

habits which ruined him.

sweet, simple and

to our: friends and our loved ones, thought

Jerry came out of thé parsonage, and,
He wondered if he could find his way
going to the wood-pile, began a course | back, and was sorry he had not gone
of honorable work, leading not down, home with Buttons. He cried for Mother
but up.— Banner.
Tabby, but she could not hear him.
“0-0-9
He thought of his nice home, and the
frolics he had with Buttons. O dear!
THE BIG BROTHER.
‘Papa, where is my big brother? I how dreadful it would be if he never
told Terry Dunbar I wished I had a big should see them again! Tip felt so sorbrother, same as he has, and he said I'd ry for himself that he lay down in a little
got one. Where is he? Why don’t he heap and cried himseif to sleep. When
live here with you and mamma and me?” he awoke he tried to find his way out,

a promise, lad,
for vast store;
sweet assurance, lad,
can hope for more.

The remark

the

on his knees asked God to bless the step.

Just begin, my lady arid in yearsito come

‘ ONLY OLD NOODLES'S BOY.”
¢ It is only Noodles’s boy!”
Young Jerry Noodles heard this

must do
take the

something else first.
pledge.”
There before God John Noodles

lad;

In the time we waste, only dreading work,

and, picking

just

you was gone, she’d rather

It looks just like

** Yes, sir, and I want to get up.”

>

There are many weeds in your garden,
You must pull them one by one.

“and

mother’s down.”
¢ Down?”

For fun and noise,
I hope ’twill snow all night!
— Youth’s Companion.

Jerry’s

mumma

Tip was white,

«I wish I could have the job.”

The flakes fall fast,

The words struck into

He

into the house to brush his hair, & course
that set Mrs. N. to wondering again.
The minister's front door was open,

Hurrah, my chums,
The snow-storm comes,
Ah, now’s the time for fun!

of fruit.

give

| solved to go tthe minister's and get the

fort,
sport!
wall high!
fight
white,

Ah, won’t the snowballs fly !

specimen

would

been wildly striking at the fly, only to
batter bis nose. At last the fly awoke
him, and if it never did a good thing before it did one then, for it aroused him in
time to hear the young men’s remark,
¢« Old Noodles’s boy.”
Old Noodles !"
“ Why old?” thought the drunkard.
¢¢ Are my clothes bad-looking ?”
The words stung him so that he re-

I am glad with thy gladness; for, lo!

A toilsome journey, and slow.
But you cannot jump to the summit,
Up step by step you must go.

"Well,

and again, and begging him to come
| attacking
the drunkard’s red nose, a very home, his defiance
gave way.
attractive object, and Old Noodles had
He was found and saved—saved to him

River, O River, thy secret of power

A beginning is
A foundation
For we have a
He who hath

Mitchell

“I'llstep into thé minister's study,”
said Jerry, * and ask for the job.”
Somebody else was now on the road to
the parsonage, and that was Old Noodles himself. When the young men passed
who gave Jerry his new name, the father
was lying under a tree apparently asleep.
But a big fly had very persistently been

I come and I go.”

« [—I—think so,” was replied hesitat-

ingly.

drink wine, ‘and I sha'n’t ever

the job to any one wanting it.

River, O River, thy message is clear.
Chant on, for I hear.—
* What the mountains give me
Bear I forth to the sea.’
Life only is thine to bestow.

firs

Fi

calico dress and me a cap.”
The day before he had turned up his
nose at the wood-pilé when somebody

Sing the joy of To-Day—
Time’s ripple, Eternity’s flow.
I come and I go.”

Y our

her

his yard, and it I can get the job of sawing and splitting I will buy mother a new

"Then sing on thy way;

+

from

“and Mr. Mitchell has got some wood’ in

River, O River, a word thou must give
To help me to live.—

‘We'll build a
:
O boys, what
So pile the snow
Well have a
‘With bullets

up

In a few minutes more Jerry was on
his way to the minister, Mr. Mitchell’s.
“1 will be somebody,” muttered Jerry ;

River, O River, with swell and with fall,

+»

is the matter?”

looking

that Jerry in the past had paid little at-

The words of thy song let me know.—
¢ 1 come, and I go.”

winr from this hours

what

mother,

task of rocking a half-siarved baby.
Jerry said nothing.
a
“That boy is not’ just well,” thought
his mother, watching him as he combed
out his tangled locks, an item of toilet

BY THE RIVER.

ree

his

folly. “Tl tell him how bad it is for
boys to drink anything that comes out of
a bottle. It ain’ bad for men, is if, papa?
|
It does you good, don’t it?”

ey

=

S

‘tion. He depicts the force of family pride, the -

.

#AHE YOUNG FOLK'S ROBINSON CRUBOE; or | gallant
The

Adventures

ofc an

Koglishman

and persistent lover, the pussuge of
war, and life in many phases, but without the

who

lived alone for five years on an Island of the
|

4

cloudy shadow of politics and the negro,
A
/

55

a ann d bd

ho

THE MORNING STAR, NOVEMBER 16, 1881, -

TO MEXICO.

In Mrs. Mary Hallock Foote’s * Diligence Journey
in Mexico,” in the
Century Magazine (recently Scribner's)

render, at Yorktown.—Youth's

ton.

-

Thus far we had jet no vehicles except
.the two-wheeled cart drawn by oxen,—
wheels without tires, hewn out and showing the separate stroke of the ax, but
many humtle travelers on foot, trotting
into Mexico with back loads of market
stuff. Fruits and vegetables were carried in a four-sided hamper or cage

call-

ed a huaecal, made of osiers ; often ‘it wus
filled with live fowls, the tail-feathers of
the cock gaily fluttering through the bars

of the

, or was divided into compart-’

ments, with eggs below and fowls above.
We met huge masses of pottery ingeni-

faithful daughter,

The sexes in this country are very nearly divided, there being in our population
of 50,152,866,

only

888,298

more

ously woven

bearer’s.head {rolls of

‘matting,

rays, bundles of sugar-cane,

wooden

camole(a

kind of sweet-potatn), tomatoes wrapped
in green leaves. A pair of live hens nev€r came amiss, swinging by the legs

from a disengaged hand, or tied to an
- available corner ‘of the load. Whole

in one end of theleng cotton scarf
the Indian mother wears over her
or suspended in its folds at her
- I do not think a stranger proces-

sion couldbe met with on the

of thi Sentry:

;

high-roads

:

Steadily climbing, the country growing
poorer and wilder, we pass many little

heaps of stones supporting the falal

cross,

=the place of a murder,—making a mute

appeal to the traveler to pray for ene cut
off in his sins. "We enter the mountain

swer—The Undertaker.

The cost of the liquor: traffic in the
United States is equal to over thirteen
Chicago fires in a year—over one Chicago
fire in a month.
The liquor traffic, therefore, is a conflagration which every year

passes, dark with pines and firs, and ascend to the battleground of Las Cruces,

-on the divide whi

Siparaias the

valley

-of Mexico from that of Toluca. We pass
the monument to Hidalgo, and I ask with
shame who was Hi

ed—¢ He was our
Washington—this is
our Bunker Hill!" It was
here on the
* 80th of October, 1810, that Hidalgo with
“his Indian insurgents, armed chiefly with

slings, bows, clubs, lances, and machetes,

Cigarette smoking

if the recently
ternational
be taken as a
revenue from

principle.

{HOW FREDERICK

DOUGLASS

GOT

HIS NAME.
lass tells for the first time the manner
his escape

from

slavery.

The

of

account

takes him to New Bedford, where he first
-obtained steady work, and where he got
his name, as follows:
:
Once initiated into my new life of freedom, and assured by Mr,

Johnson that I

by

Methodist

Sept. 30, 1881.

She was

in the State of Mass.;

and

July

1st,

married

1796,

to Rufus

one of the wharves.
‘Do you catch: many

bad a strong attachment for the church of her
choice, was ever ready to vindicate its doc-

this

ing the bidding,

the

have

* Come

up

HETTIE, wife of
Blanchester, - Ohio,
years, 10 months and
near Mainville, Ohio,
married in 1839. She

Samuel Gustin, died in
Aug, 13, 1881,
aged 63
7 days.
She was born
and resided there until
was converted, during a

istry of Elds. MdSes Dudley

thank you for the great relief received
from your * Favorite Prescription,” My
sickness had lasted seven years, one of

and Kinsman

all kidoey and liver diseases.

Australia pays a compliment to Mr.
view. to my recapture, Johnson would Gough in the establishment of Gough
have shown himsell like him of the “‘stal- Town. The new town is to be strictly
temperance ; no intoxicants will be sold
‘wart hand.”
within
its boundaries, and the streets are
inne
AH A
{EL
to be named after well-known temperance
workers.
ONE OF THE YORKTOWN mmons( —
a
Among those of the besiegers of Yor
¢ Like a Fearful Dream.”
town whose names desegve ‘‘ honorable
“I bave been so much better this summer,”
mention” is the Prussian general, Baron
writes a lady who had Ned Compound OxySteuben. He was one of Washington's gen,
* Every time
I think
of it I feel as if
three-division commanders, and to him words would not express my. pleasure or my

and the other siege operations.
_** Mad Anthony”

him.

One

Wayne served

under

night as the two generals were

-superintending
the . construction of the
second parallel, a shell fell near them.

Steuben threw himself into the trench,

and Wayne, following,
fell upon him.
‘Ah, ah, Wayne!”
Jaughed Stuben,
‘you cover your general's retreat in the
best manner possible.”
:

The

general

young
of

baron had been

the great Frederick,

a favorite
and

the

intimate associate of princes and noblemen. He left Europe to offer his military

experience to those who had
sympathies.

enlisted

His arrival at Valle

them

the manthe men,

done for

dreaded to have night come, for I

was no rest for me,

knew

but that I must

it is so different.

I sleep

good

me.

information,

sent free.

phia, Pa.

b

Girard

Drs.

Street,

his explanations, mixing French, German

~and broken English.

The soldiers could

‘not understand the polyglot tongue, and
then the baron, losing his temper, would
~rave at themin all three languages.
But the men Joved-*him, for

his heart

‘was in the work of fitting them to eo

“with the "well-tisciplined troops of the

and

enrich-

Sarsaparilla ing the blood it

neutralizes and
eradicates the poisoned matter from it,
bringing to the convalescent the color, life
and vigor of robust health.

rest.

r

vi

&

LoweLL,

rs. C. I. Hoop
& Co,:

MAss.

Gentlemen—

little girl had the dipntheria last April.

disease left her very

Philadel-

weak,

blood poor,

with no appetite, and she could not seem to
rally from its effects. Hoon’s
ARILLA was recommended by a neighbor. After
she had been jaking it a few days we noticed
a change for the better— she
n to eat.

@bituaries.

with a relish.

It seemed to

poison the disease had

try

Dr.

appetite

for purifying

the

take out the

EE
‘work for which

|

Sine

,

destroysall craving

U,000

h,

tH

1

to

e best chance of your lifc to

ny’’ imitations. This

ASTHMA] 7mm
Dr.Stinson’s AsthmaRemed
1s unequaled
as a posi tiveeA

Aterative and Cure

fied opty

it fo ct,

the

|

.

made

night

I

without coughing.” Tevour druggist fay not

keep it, send for treatise and testimonials to

Eroadway, New ¥

NEW RICH BLOOD!
» 8. JOHNSON

formerly

& CO., Boston, Mass.,

Bangor, Me.

Wives
im possinte .

.

Agents wanted. $5 a
made
gelling
our NEW HOUSEHOLD
ARTICLES and FAMILY SCALE.
Weighs up to 25 Ibs, Sellsat $1.50.
Dougstic SCALE Co., Cincinnati, O.

i

JAMES A. GARFIELD.
tHe Complete Life oF

Abie
~ Nn
as & Soldier and
ence
the formation of
his

Al

life, rise into prominetn
idenoy:
to the
Legislator; election
nef; the contestin Congress;

rey
ch; his Heathand buris
AT il moo ot is
fomay
~KeienTs
WANTED Everywhere,
For {
Partio

y
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.&.0. 'McOURDY
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as

BILLIOUSNESS, POOR’ APPETITE, INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA, DIZZINESS, PILES, BOILS, JAUNDICK,
EARTBURN,
SOUR
STOMACH,
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS,
SCROF-

ULOUS

SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IMPURITIES AND SALT RHEUM,
The Liver is the Largest Organ of the Iluman
Body. It is the largest becauseit has the most to
do. It is intimately connected with the digestive
consequently

any derange-

ment in the Liver produces Constipation, and a
hundred evils in its train, and also occasions
without

number;

resulting,

if

unchecked, in paralysis, insanity, or death. Dr.
Grosvenor's Liver-Aid is a wonderful medicine
for immediate action upon the Liver, and thousands of testimonials have been received as to the
benefit it has given.
—_—
<
Liver-Aid has been a blessing to my poor, afflicted mother. She tried many, many things for
her sick headache, but never found any relief until she took the Liver-Aid.
It has, indeed, been
invaluable to her.
She is now using her fourth

bottle.

I told our druggist how excellent it was,

and assured him that he might safely recommend

it as the best known remedy
He says it is not advertised
i

wu

will

for sick headache.
half enough. I hope

let it become better known.

Mrs. M. A. SHIVLER,
447, W. 22d St., New York.

to J.
W.
Chestnnt St., P.

tions and prices of

Church and. School Bells,

Js stron

30,000 50!

|:
BR.

N.

consin that used your Woman’s
using many other remedies, and

POR

Friend after
it proved to |

good.

I persuaded

perfect remedy and effected

her to give

a cure.

kind, for

I gladly

Lung and Throgt Affections.

send these, hoping they may benefit those who
are suffering.

MARY A. D. LEAVITT.
“ Woman’s Friend” is the

Dr. S. Hardy's

HENRY & JONSON'S

known for diseases peculiar to
is put-up.by Dr. 8. Hardy’s Sons,
Cornish Flat, N. H., and for sale
generally. Price $1.00 a bott.e.

LININENT

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Dr. 8. HARDYS 80NS, Cornish Flat, N.H.
PROPRIETORS.

For Man
A

[OUR

ii

The astonishing success or this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the

the Woman's
Friend a trial; she did so, and
was perfectly cured. In my case it proved a

best remedy
women.
lt
roprietors,
2 druggists

“The first bottle has done my daughter a
at deal of good; her food
does not disress her now, nor does she suffer from that
extreme tired feeling which she did before
taking HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA."

Maxfield.

But very soon the husband and fa-

It speaks
to them,

weil of her fidelity to God and
that they
all became Christians.

ther died, leaving

her

with

seven

All but one of them ure now living.

children,

Her great

physical strength was fully equaled by her
mental powers and her purity of heart. ~ Dur-

Sold by all-druggists.
gix bottles for §5.

|

Price §1 a bottle or *
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Bell.
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NAME

New

Type

No

oie

Landscapes,

Water

and Beast.

cure for

stamp

Wounds,

[0c.

ew Styles, by: best artists: Bouquets,
Chromos,

sure

Birds,
Scenes,

etc.—no two alike.
Agent’s Complete Sample
Book, 25e¢. Great variety Advertising and Bevel.
Edge
Cards. Lowest prices to dealers and printers. 100 Sample Fancy Advertising Cards, 50¢.

wet

25 Ju: 330 Lhe

No.6,

No: 7% tn. 400 Toa.

Min-mebe

Yo.

.

&

20

Hans

=x

1

Chrome Cards, No 2 alike,
All New Style
100t8, Clinton Bros., Citntonvile,

name on,

50.00 | LO

BOs

‘
.
NO.
;
Rumsey & Co. Semeca Falls, N.Y. usa.

siteowd?

fi

Rub

| } and all Skin Diseasés.

Park . | lit ;én well with the hand.
M. ewPETTENG
York. aILL & CO. ! 37
by all druggists. Price 25 and 500 per bottle

thomred to contract for advertizing at our lowest |
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Prepared by C. I. HOOD

1% CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
Hood's Tooth- Powder, Only 25 Cents.
TURKISH

)

Also one in Macomb, N.Y,

after suffering a long time she was relieved by
your Woman’s Friend.
Another, who was
discouraged because she had used many things

which did no

WHITE'S

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
© Whoopin Cough,
And other Lung Affections.

NORTH RUSSELL, N. Y., Feb, 7,'1881.
S. HARDY’S SONS :—There isa lady in Wisbe the best of all.

G.

PULMONARY

’ Address STEVENS BROS., Box, 93, y Northford,Ct.
AILS AND ERICH
0
wit

4 / fi

“That Extreme Tired Feeling.”

family removed to Chichester, N. H., to the
old ‘homestead mow. owned by Dea. Daniel

the celebrated

left in her blood, the

She Fook 1 two months and fully Tegained
her health, much to our delight.
© now
recommend
HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA With a
great deal of pleasure. Ve:
y yours,
i
J. R. SM
.
19 Butterfield Street.

converted and joined the church under the pastorate of Elder Webster.
About 1832, the

vday & Co.,
phia, one

cent
and get by return mail a
andsome forty (40) page book called
HOW TO PRINT, which gives with
ahundred other things,
cuts, descrip-

al
gy

Friend.

" (old

|

Philadelphia, Pa.

HOW TO PRINT.

Four, Cases of Cures by Woman’s

For sale byal Druggists at $1 per bottle, or six

\.

4

& 0O.,

on account of poor health.

Respectfully yours,
A.J.KNIGHT.
Dr. S. Hardy’s ‘ Woman’s Friend” is the
best remedy known for diseases peculiar
to
women.
It is put up by S. Hardy’s Sons, pro
prietors, Gornish Flat, N. H., and for sale by
druggists generally. Price $1.00 a bottle.

GROSYENORS’ LIVER AID
IS NOT A PAD,
But an Internal Remedy for
Liver Complaints,

diseases

Maconas&

Marcha!

Smith, 8 W, 13th Btw
No Xo

in our community with similar results.

Dr.

systems,

N

20 Beautiful Stops,
Carved Walnut ng iy od
our Illustrated Catalogue. It
ves information which pro-

Restores
to
where the

Sil
| fi

2

nervous

It is

now

Purgative
Blood, and will completely change the blood in
the entitesysiem in
months. Any person
who will take
1 pill each night from 1to 12 weeks
may be restored to sound health, if sucha thing
be Jossinie, Sent by mail for 8 letter stamps.

We had the best physicians in the community,
but found no relief until we were induced to
try Dr. Hardy’s Woman's Friend, which gave
her sound health. She is now teaching by the
vear in North Carolina. Others have tried it

il

Such

D

;

and all their attendant evils. It does not merely
afford temporary relief; but
is
a-perm anen t cure.
Mrs. B. F.
e, of Belmore, O., bays of it: “I am

721

HTT,

UR

for

an Dyspe

EAST RUMFORD, ME, Feb. 12, 1881.
Dr. 8. HARDY’S SONS :—Dear Sirs: —I am
more than pleased to give in my testimony in
favor of your valuable remedy, the Woman's
Friend.
My daughter Rosalia bad very delicate
health,especially after the age of 12 or 13 yeais
not being able to go a full term at school, an
sometimes would commence a school and have,

LER

1

Address NaTioNAL Pusuisming Co., Thiladelphia
Pa.’

Physicians Failed
Give Relief.

to give up teaching

of

authentic and full illustrated life of our martyred Prosi dent, Finesteel 4portraits. Extra
to
gents. Circulars free.

S. C. BuzzELL.

Best

Life

on. Surgical treatment, death,

The doctors said she must die of

Woman’s Friend
Sound
Health

for

21t

a

vB

Beware
of *‘cal

is the only

one summer.

Blood

ous

Wanted

lobsequies, etc.

make money.

McPHERSON,
Indian

of

Hndet

12t13

ELV

| anddastardlyy

consumption.
I saw her and persuaded her
to try Woman’s Friend, and when she had tak»
en one bottle could walk one-fourth of a mile
to church.
When she commenced taking it
she could not speak loud, mor sit up half the
time; six bottles cured her, and now
she
works in the telegraph office.
Her name is
Lois Pine.
I have sold Dr. Hardy’s Woman’s Friend for
the last fifteen years, and can positively say I
know it is the best medicine for what it is recommended in the world. It saved my daughter’s life atter the doctors said she was liable to
die at any time.
Mrs. Russell, of Waterbury Centre, Vt., says
one bottle saved her the price of a hired girl

Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
agent. Particulars given on application.

4.

Wl

STOWE, VT., Feb. 11, 1881.
S. HARDY’S S6N8:—I sold some ‘Woman's
Friend to a lady fron New York, who came to

‘for the past two years, and consider it the best
“family medicine
known.
When the children
get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever, a few doses will set them right. In m
own case I use it, and think it the best medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally

knita.

1t contains
the full history of hisnoble
and eventful life

Her Daughter’s Life After

Waterbury.

Agents

ty,

sumption by Woman’s Friend.

Manchester, N. H.

Agents wanted fer the sale of the

Por-

‘Will

to he Hw omity

:

A Woman Cured of Con-

JOSEPH WAINE.

WILLIAM

of thest:

Nervous Pr

bd Hg

across

ome of those Grit
Traits i attached
ROUMML wack so wit Bxpross
xk SLEKFING COACHE A
TE
into the State of
fom ON
E
,
this Great Route has become ren

| which

bog

there is alwa Devo
3 Teady market
Knitting
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quent

‘the Doctors Had Given Her Up.

This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
Johnson’s Indian Bloed Syrup in my family

cure me.

a stand;

ever invented.

Ulcera

Weakvess: Addu paisiniany: sgaptnd 3a the

Saved

and

o

.

want

change being very noticeable in her face.

PARTIOULAR NOTICE, Obituaries should be
‘priEP and for the public, For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star it
da bat Just that CASH should accompany the copy
te of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of clan
t |
awords,
are inadmissible,

ual exercise, While drilling
ithe baron drilled himself daily in the use |
MRS. ABIGAIL P. MaXFIFLD died in Lake
of the English language.
N. H., Aug. 14, aged96 years and ‘7
His ignorance of it caused amusing Village,
months. The deceased Wiis married in® 1808
‘scenes, The men would blunder in their and moved to Starksboro’, Vt. She was here

-exerolses and Steuben would blunder in

efficiency.

iov'sy via
ing

the most

Starkey

with equal

Hood's

there

I was then.”
Our Treatise on Compound
Oxygen, containing large reports of ‘cases and
Palen, 1109 and 1111

to

Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.

nervous

acting

HE PROSTRATION
which follows
Diphtheria, and the persistency with
which it clings to the patient, are well
known to all who have had any experience
with this terrible disease,
The following letter
shows how the restoring and invigorating properties of

of the time, and am well compared with what
full

I concluded

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attendto my work,as I could not eat to
keep up my strength.
I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recommend it to be a reliable remedy.

Price $1.

bear the

could stop breathing just to get a. little

Now

appetite.

Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver = Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day beforeI took your medicine.

and

See adv.

and

ts, and the

y

EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian

R.

DIPHTHERIA!

pain and sickness as well as I could until another morning, which I dreaded to see, for I
was 80 weak it seemed as if I could not see
even my own family.
Sometimes TI wished I

Forge

drill-sergeant, he marched with the men,

you have

young,

ly on these great organs and so restores health,"
strength and vigor.
It is put up in lignid an

dry form, both

1 shall never forget it. It seems like a fearful
dream, when I think of two years ago. I

his

was warmly welcomed by the Dalttio-zen, hall-clad, discontented soldiers,
Immediately the baron began drilling
the army, officers
'as well as men. As 3
: musket in hand, to show

thanks to you for what

no

Strength, and I have had no sickness since. I
-cheer iy Fevomnpend ihe [medicine to old and

min-

IL acts prompt-

troubles, Inflammation

io

a

(he Worst Toros Fomitte Cote

No family should be without LYDIAE. PINKHAM'S
ony,
LIVER PILLS, They cure
stipation, bili
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents
per box.
A Sold by all Druggists. “G8

Davis.
Soon after her couversion she was
baptized and united with the Disciples church,
with her parents.
Shortly after, she was married to her still surviving busband, and he
united in church relation with. her. In the
year 1846, they bought and settled near Woedville, O. Inthe spring of 1868 they joined the
F. Baptists in Blanchester, “where,” said
she, *‘ I trust we will remain until the Lord

Scotland. Sure
am 1.that, if any slavecatcher had entered his domicile with a

the trenches

3d St.,

CITY.

soon madea great change in my

protracted meeting held in the old F. Baptist
meeting-house near Mainville, under the

to

West

YORK

Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I'had little faith in'it; but, to my Snrnrige, it

Con-

need not fear recapture in that city, a
comparatively unimportant question arose
After taking one
as to the name by
which I should de whieh I was in bed.
known thereafter in my new relation as a bottle I was able to be about the house.
free man. The name given me by my
Respectfully,
dear mother was no less pretentious and
AmanpA K. ENnis, Fulton, Mich.
long than Frederick Augustus Washinga ’ oer N while: To — The smoking-room in ocean steamers
1a
.
saw, * that had washed their robes and made
ing in Maryland, dispensed with the is the demoralizing feature of the ship. them
white in the blood of the Lamb.’
In
Augustus Washington, and retained only The amount of liquor which the steward one of her last testimonies to her church she
Between Baltimore carries into it is simply appalling; while said, *“ I feel that my work is nearly done, and
. Frederick Bailey.
the gambling which goes on there from the veil seems to grow thinner and thinner.”
and New Bedford, the better to conceal
Now it is rent; she sees the Master face to face.
morning till night is a proper subject for She
myself from the slave-hunters, I had
found sustaining grace to the very shore,
parted with Bailey and called myself investigation by whoever has supervision which she evinced by the assurance with which
of the-morais-of-the high seas. For my she spoke to us of the heavenly mansions the
-Johnson
; but in
New Bedford I found
With. hope
art, I can not understand why, if lotter- evening before her depature.
‘that the Johnson family was already so
beaming upon her countnance, she could say
sumerous as to eause sume confusion in ies are forbidden in New York and Livto ber weeping ‘companion, as she entered
distinguishing them, hence a change in erpool, they should be tolerated on a ship the
turbulent stream,** If this is death, all is
this’ name seemed desirable.
Nathan piping between those two ports. I do right.” The deceased was mother of ten chil.Johnson, mine host, placed great empha- not need to comment on the fact that the dren, three of whom preceded her to that betsis upon this necessity, and wished me to winner of yesterday’s pool, amounting to ter land. She has left a husband, two sisters
many other relatives to mourn their loss.
allow him to select a name for me. I eight or nine pounds. sterling, was a and
In her death the husband has lost an affection
:
‘he called-me
pres- young girl eighteen-years old.— Christian ate
companion, the family
a loving mother,
ent name—the one by which 1 have been
nion.
the chureh a faithful and devoted member.
A
large concourse of friends assembled at the
known for three and forty years—Freder“
SUMMER
COMPLAINT.”
For
diarrhea,
F,
Baptist
church,
Aug.
15,
to
pay
tribute
to
ick Douglass. Mr. Johnson had just
Appropriate exercises were
been reading
‘“ The Lady of the Lake,” dysentery, bloody-flux, cramps in stom- her memory.
by the writer.
and so pleased was he with its great ach, and colic, whether affecting adults, conducted
gly
A. M. SIMONTON.
character that be wishedme to bear his children or infants, Dr. Pierce's Comname. Since reading that charming poem pound Extract ot Smart-Weed is a’ sovShan’t I Take a Blue Pill?
myself, 1 have often thought that, con- ereign remedy. It is compounded from
No, don’t take it ahd run the risk of mersidering the noble hospitality and manly the best French Brandy, Jamaica ginger, curial poisons, but when bilious and constipasmart-weed,
or
water-pepper,
anodyne,
ted get a package of the celebrated Kidneycharacter of Nathan Johnson—black man
Sold by Wort, and it will speedily cure you, It is na‘though he was—he, far.more than I, il- soothing and h@aling gums.
ture’s great remedy for constipation, and for
ustrated the virtues of the Douglasses of druggists.

was intrusted the mining of

with

She

Funeral conducted by the writer.

IT.

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and
being 70 years.old, I was entirely
prostrated,

loyal to

higher.”

77

NEW

re-

sciously and calmly she passed over the river,
assuring us again and again ‘that all was
well.” *¢ Blessed are the dead that die in the
Lord.”
Truly a mother in Israel has fallen.

TAKEN OUT OF BED. Dr. R, V. PIERCE,
Sir—I

wus

SELL

Laboratory,

her Saviour.
She had a desire to depart and
be with Christ, yet with. Christian patience
she endured intense
suffering for weeks, await-

college seemed mystified.
Dear

experienced

trines, and above all things else

man of letters, ‘‘you mean we saw
some.”
;
** Not by a hornful,” replied the fisherman.
*‘ Who ever heard of a sawing
fish ? We split 'em, sir, we split ’em, but
we never saw 'em.”” The man from the

Y.:

She

in attention to directions.

DRUGGISTS

people

Machine

General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion.
4
;
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and
backache, is always p
tly cured
by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances
act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system,
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Comp
d ie unsurp
d
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COM.
POUNDis prepared at 238 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottlesfor$5, Sent
by mail
in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either, Mrs, Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper,

pores of the skin and induces

?

The

|

____Tt-will dissolve and expel tumors from the uternsin

|

no sp toile em cml ed inn 1 its
eyera are
Ss:
facture, and it can be tan By the moss deli.
cate babe, dr by the aged and feeble, careonly

was baptized by Elder Kélley
and
with the Free Baptist church in Sparta,

Ind., the day of its organization, in 1834,

year?” he asked, of a hardy fisherman.
Well,” the son of Neptune replied,
‘‘ we seine some.”
:

N.

hours.

Xo=-

all ovarian

Ermal

after

being required

e

York, of which Gen: Garfield

trait. AGENTS WANTED to sell it. Also his
Life, by Rey. Dr. Draper, of New York.
E. B
IREAL
758 . Broadway, POR

:

female populatio

ore SREY

tion, Falling and Displ

the

the

of whom survive her. During the nineteen
years of her widowhood, she was favored with
some
portion of her family to eomfort her in

lonely

to

XSI

Perspiration.
:
It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
in the blood, which generates Scro
rysipelas, and all manner of skin
and

thence to Ind., the place of her deathin 1824.
She was the mother of twelve children, eight

the

steel plate.

.

Itr

Holcom, in Cortland Co., N. Y., June 4, 1815.
They emigrated from there to Ohio in 1818,

ligion,
united

a Ne;

Artist of New

PINKHAM'S

It cures Bloating, Headaches,

63 years. The
in the F. B. church

born

GARFIELD'S Fuerte fori trom
ed over two thopsand for personal use.
His Tast
order was for one hundred jast before. his assass.
ination. Size 16x21. $1. Superior to the finest

lanBotitive
Cureand Weaknesses
for all those
Painful Compl;

WE 7

of food

E.

4

for stimulants, and relieves weakness

minister,

at Strafford, Bow Lake, Oct. 16.
Nancy HoLcoM died near More's Hill, Ind.,

the fermentation

3

.

|

stomac

{HUNT
BROS, “**ituagers.
608 Washington Street, Boston.

an early stage 'of d
)!
The
tend
to cancerous humors there is checked veryspeedily by its use,

until

anecdote of a professor's ignorance of the
fisherman's business :
He was a
ve and reverend college
professor, and he was enjoying the air on

Buffalo,

eating

E. D. LEwIs.
‘Wu. H. PEARLE, of Strafford, died at Bos-

ton, Mass., Oct. 14, 1881,
funeral services were beld

in the

“The finest in the World.”

{VEGETABLE COMPOUND. | AGENTS WANTED ERs

Ptyal
the ne

the medicine istaken immediately

leaves a husband, an only daughter, an’ aged
mother and several brothers and sisters to
mourn the loss they sustain.

of the .pre-

man,” exclaimed

fouring of the food

who married Brother and Sister Root 25 years
ago, assisted in the services, The deceased

is on the increase,

;

3 ne ]"1"plaints,
Sugar of the food into glucose. A defi="
ciency in Ptyaline causes Win
d

Kev. R.

city,

4

LYDIA

Bottles

It
Stimulates
ira Py
he

with the little

the

Rheuma-

‘SOLD SINCE 1870.
This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.

nomination:of her

to stand

funeral Mr. Robbins, the

for

mackerel

11,00 0,000

calledto dwell in the ‘* Jerusalem which is
above, which is the mother of us ull.” At the

The Boston Journal tells this amusing

** Pardon, young

In the first number of The Century
Magazine (November), Frederick Doug-

one

band composing the church in

d ‘Truxillo’s guns and *‘tried to’ “among our youth.

stop the the mouth of them with their
straw hats, until hundreds bad perished
by the discharge.” After the battle, a
sad train of Indian women went up on
the mountain to bury their dead, and the
Jnany crosses that were raised by their
hands gave the spot its name.

She lovedt

choice and was

rance
of the nature of artillery,

they ¢

baptized without delay

W 1gue,

The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!

|

the service of God,
performing her duty in
meekness and love, She was constant in her
attendance at the house of God, and was an
interested listener to the preaching of the
Word. The Sabbath-school, the covenant and
-Jrayer-meating, found in her a zealous worker.
he was a woman remarkably mild and gentle
in her manners, and yet decidedly
firm and
devoted in Christian sYwhathy and Christian

met the troops of the Spanish Govern- ceding year, was about twenty-eight per
ment, under Colonel Truxillo, and drove cent. Evidently itis time that a little
them back dpon the capital. The loss of knowledge respecting the composition
n frightful; in| of the trade cigarette were diffused
the Indians must have

their

Wit

of

performances,

Clark, of Conneant,4) Ohfo, and united with the°F
F.B.
ch she
aineda
member to the end. She wus ever active in

issued
statistics of the InRevenue Department are to
criterion. The increase of
this source for the year end-

ing Juve 80, 1881, over that

religious

CURES
Esc:
Ee
Rt ete Btn Si

the

‘some

convictions

grandchildren. ' His funeral obsequies

of 1

ven ve get dare dey never ask vich vay
you come, and it ish none of tare pishness, if our wheat ish goot!”

, and am answer-

with

and

her mother in Taycheeday, Oct. 11, at the age
of 47 years. She was converted in the winter

Albany,

ve take,

Joyal

(TRADE MARK.)

Wu. H. MERRIMAN.
MRS. CHARLOTTE ROOT, wife of Truman
Root of Fon du Lae city, died at the residence of

it don’t make

moosch diff’rence vich road

Connected by

to

personages,

HEART DISEASE EAgpLis

were observed Sept. 29, in the church at Poland by his pastor, assisted by the M.. E. pastor, Rev. T. H. McClenthen.

some say dis is de pest vay, and some say

vay; but

firm in its grasp of details.

erous

ping his tea while the disputants were
talking, gave the dog a Kick and exclaimed : ** Hold your tongue, you silly
brute! you know no more about it than
they do.”
An honest Dutch farmer of the Mohawk
was asked his opinion as to which denomination of
Christians were in the
right way to heaven. ..** Vell, den,” said

dat js de pest

has

he left many:
nds to mourn
his departure.
He leaves a wife and four children, and num-

he forth-

to

she

eminent

right, and promp b

with barked most furiously. An old divine present, who had been quietly sip-

wheat

whom

ties of consanguinity and marriage

loudly on the subjectof religion that they
awoke a big dog which bad been sleeping

our

by

ity, possessing a mind keen in perception

out the health and happiness of hundreds
of thousands of men, women and children.
—Ex.
:
Two persons: were once disputing so

he, ** ven ve ride

Adelia,

in the town of Deerfield, N, Y. He was prominently connected in official relations with. his
fellow townsmen, serving them for many
years
as justice of the
peace. He wasa
stanch Free Baptist, although
descended from
Close Baptists, and was made a deacon of the
Free Baptist chureh in Poland, 1846.
He was
more than an average man in intellectual abil-

males

than females.
The Brooklyn !/nion-Argus asks, “Who
shall decide when doctors disagree
Aa-’

on the hearth before them, and

ripe, and before any
with us for God had
all her many friends,
none more than the

been attended these fifteen years.
C. E. C.
DeAcoN 1. C. HOWE died in Poland, N. Y.,
Sept. 27. The deceased was born in 1807, Dec. 7,

ALL 80RTS.

un

burns up thirteen Chicagos, and from fortogether with cords of the ty to fifiy thousand lives, besides: burning

agave, sud towering perilously above the

“rolled
which
head,
back.

Compan-

5

for November, occurs the following:

privilege to bear her speak of ** getting home”
and to see how heartily she loved the voice of

prayer. Her soul was
frost came, she was not
taken ber. Mourned by
she will be missed by

Is the Hope of the Race.

ON A DILIGENCE ROAD

In a few months his drill wrought won-

ders. Every man and every horse knew
his place and duty. It was with the
army drilled and disciplined by Steuben,
tiiat Washington forced Cornwallis to sur-

Ith of Woman

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1881.

MAS. LYDIA E. PONCE,
OF LYRN, MASS,

ing the forty-nine years of her widowhood
under all the cares of a very active life, an
in the weariness of old
age, she was an earnest
and happy Christian. She bad an old-fashioned, geniure love for souls, Her mind was
clear until very near the end, and it was a

their personal comfort,

Sympathize with Woman.

but looked after

visiting the sick and sharing his last dollar with the suffering.
8

:

‘British. - He not only drilled the soldiers,

Nd

@The Worning Star.
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SKINNY MEN.

Latest .
Attorney:General - MacV

U. 8. Treasurer’s Report.

at $18 @ $18 50, and clear and backs at $21 @ 22 50
# bbl. Veiy little extra prime: here, and prime
is held at $16 50 a $17 ¥ bb.
i
BEEF.
The market contitues steady at $12 @
$13 for We tern extra, and $14 50 @ $15¥ bbl for
family extra an plate.
SM K D Hams. Prices continue easy, with
sales al 113 @ 120 @ Bb.
LARD. Prices have raled inbuyers’ favor with

Wells’ Health Renewer.
Absolute cure for
nervous debility and weakness of the generative
functions. $1 at druggists.
Depot, Lothrops &

still declines to
In the aunual report of United States Treasserve in Pres. Arthur’s Cabwet and the acoeptarer Gilfillan, the ‘receipts of the government
‘ance of his resignation is expected —It is ru- Pinkham, Dever, N. IB. |
;
| show an increase over those of 1880,from every
Soh
National Thanksgiving.
mored that Mr. Elisha Root of New York is to sucnet
the
to
ded
,which,ad
81.59
$27.255,6
source,of
the
for
attorney
district
as
from
Corkhill
{ssiied
~ BUCHUPAIBA.
ceed Colonel
The following proclamution was
reduction ‘of $6.930,070.19 in expenditures,
Dist ict of Columbia.—The United States steamthe Department of State. Nov. 7:
New, quick, complete cure ip 4 days; urinary afof er Alliance hao returned to New York from the Arrevenue
surplus
the
in
increase
ap
makes
fections, smarting, frequent or difficult urination,
By the President of the United States of America.
tic regions, with no tidings of the missing steamer
$34.185,751.78. The excess of receipts over
kidney diseases. $l Droggists. Depot, LothA proclamation.
geo590
within
been
has
$90,
Alliance
which
The
of
rops
& Pinkham, Dover, N. H.
98,
Jeannette.
It has long been the pious custom of our payments was $100 069 404
of
ple, with the closing of the year, to look
expended in the reduction of the graphical miles to the North Pole.—~Upward
was
871,261.05
Gray hair may be made to take on its’ youthful
k upon the blessings brought to them: in”
9000 immigravts from Europe arrived in New York
debt, and the balance is ready to be paid
color and beauty by the use of Hall's Vegetable
the changing course of the seasons, and to re- public
The state temperance fair to be held
week.—
last
out on called bonds.
turn solemn thanks to the all giving Source
Sicilian Hair Renewer, the best preparation for
in Horticultural Hall, by the Woman’s Chnstian
from whom they flow. And although‘at this , The increase of gold and silver coin and Temperance Union of Massachusetts. o ned yes- the hair known to the science of medicine and
us
admonishes
leaf
chemistry,
yd
period, when the falling
bullion in the Treasury, within the last year,
terday and continues through the week
day and evthat the time of our sacred duty is at hand, our
ening, — The four days’ Sunday-school cong: ess of
ix $39.150,600 gold and $16.250,000 in silver, the
Dr. Wilbor’s Cod-Liver Oil and Lime.—
M. E. church began on Sunday at the Trenation still lies in the shadow of a great beThe increase in gold bas been greater and mont St. Church, Boston.——The recent. troubles
reavement, and the mourning which has filled
Invalids need no longer dread to take that great
silver less than in any year since the coinage of in the Portuguese cabinet have resulted in a resigour hedrts still finds its sorrowful expression
sperific for Consumption, Asthma, and threatenPrince
nation
of
the
mnietry.——
Bismarck
and
lately
but
we
whom
toward the God before
standard silver dollars began. The total de- the Kmperor Willam had a long couference yesing Coughs,~ Cod Liver Oil and Lime. As preparthe
yet
supplication;
and
grief
bowed in
terday 1n relation to the existing political situaed by Dr: Wilbor, it is robbed of its nauseat ng
mand for coin in redemption of United States
countless benefits which have showered upon
in Germany
The cholera plague at Mecca
taste, and also embodies a preparation of the
notes has aggregated since redemption but iyo
us during the past twelve months, call for our
s incressing,215
persons having died in one day,
Phosphate of Lime, giving nature
te very article
fervent gratitude and make it filing that we $12,029,086, and no notes whatever have been ——The French expedition to the south of Kair- required to aid the healing qualities pf the Oil, and
Lord
the
that
wan,
Tums.
will
be
absent
two
mouths,
and
but
thankfulness
to re-create where disease has destrgyed.
It also
should rejoice with
on
1881,
since February,
presented for redempti
15,000 men are to remain in Tunis, Where a local forms a remarkable tonie, and will
cause weak . nd
in his infinite mercy bas most signally favored
Total amount of standard silver dollars coined
mixed army is'to Be organmized.—— Forty persons
debilitated persons to become strong and robust.
Peace without
“our country and our people.
were killed and forty-one injured by an explosion
to September 30, 1881, is $98,322,705, of which
It should be kept in every
family for|instant use
and prosperity within have been votichsufed to
of gas in an Italian :ulphar mine. yeste:day.—
on the first appearance of Coughs or {Irritation of
$32,373,426
are in girculation.. There was
us. No pestilence has visited our shores, the
The
new
French
ministry
will
not
be
definitely
the Lungs. - Manufactured only by AB. WILBOR,
a large
increase
during
the fiscal
year
abundant privileges of freedom which our faChemist, Boston.
Sold by all druggists.
’
:
in
the amount of
silver
certificates
jn constituted until to-da, y=
thers left ug in their wisdom are still our inin
circulation,
which
nearly
covers
the
sixtyROUGH ON RATS.
:
creasing heritage, and if, in parts of our vast
.
Snakes
as
Life
Destroyers.
eight millions of silver dollars in the Treasury.
* domain, some affliction has visited our brethThe
thing
desired
found
at
last.
Ask
druggist
uring
the
year:
fifty
four
national
banks
The
loss
of
life
in
India
due
to
the
ravages
of
calamthis
even
yet
ren in their forest homes,
were organized and twenty went into volunfor Rough on ‘Rats.
It clears out rats, mice,
venomous snakes is almost incredible. “Yet Conity has been tempered in a manner sanctified
roaches, flies, bedbugs.
15¢. boxes.
»
tary liquidation, leaving 2,136 doing business.
sumption, which is as wily and fatal as the deadby the geaerous compassion for the sufferers
The
Treasurer
says
that
the
rule
subjecting
which has been called forth throughout our
liest Indian reptile; 18 winding its coils around
“
Cephaling
is
not
a
opiate
or
narcotic.
Dispense
matilated
United
States
eurrency
to
a
discount
the
that
land. For all these things it is meet.
thousands of people, while the .victims are un- with them and use it.
is unjust
and
should
be modified.
The
voice of the nation shoulda go up to God in deconscious
of its presence. Dr. R. V. Pierce's
Treasurer
is
more
firmly
of
the
conviction
that
ArA.
Chester”
I,
Wherefore,
vout homage.
the power now possessed by national banks of “ Golden Medical Discovery” must be used to
Adamson’s Botanic Balsam is composed
thur, President of the United States, do recomthrowing
up
their
circulation
at
will
is
wrong
"cleanse the blood of tae Scrofulous impurities, for of the best natural healing extracts of Barks,
mend that all the people observe Thursday,
in
principle,
unnecessary
and
dangerous.
And
of
day
a
as
tubercular Cousympian ia only a form of scrofthe 24th day of November instant,
It is a safe and
we think so, too.—Lewiston
Journal.
ulous disease. *‘ Golden Medical Discovery” 18 a Roots and Gums in the world.
national thanksgiving and prayer, by ceasing
sovereign remedy, for all forms of: scrofulous
"dis
and
labors
reliable medicine, pleasant to the taste, and.
secular
their
from
be
may
80 far as
ease,
or
king's
evil,
such
as
tumors,
waite
swell
cures Coughs, Colds, Asthma and Croup.
meeting in, their several places of worship,
Miscellaneons.
ings, ever sores; scrofulous sore-eyes, as well as
Price, 35 and 75 cents.
there to join in ascribing honor and praise to
for other blood and skin diseases. By druggists.
so
been
The
trial
of
Guiteau
has
begun.
has
Almighty God, whose goodness
Don’t fail to examine the catalogue of 5c. books
and
lives,
our
in
acd
manifest in our history
The fairs in Boston closed last week.
in our colymns ef to-day. Surely
no one need to
offering earnest prayers that his bounties may
be
deprived of good reading in
this age.
Snow has appeared ip various parts of New
-SWEET APPLES FOR COWS.
continueto us and to our children.
In witness whereof I bave hereunto set my
England.
p
Sweet apples are an excellent food for cows, if
hand and caused the seal of the United States
supplied in moderate quantities and under favoraEdward
A.
Freeman,
the
historian,
is
now
|
:
to be affixed.
ble circumstances. There are some drawbacks to
Done at the city of Washington, this fourth lecturing in this country.
the ordinary method of feeding apples to cows.
The Old Family Physician at Fault—Dr.
day of November, in the yearof our Lord one
Judge
Folger
has
entered
upon
his
duties
as
of
When these animals are turned into the orchard
David Kennedy the Successful Surgeon.
thousand eight hundred and eighty-one, and
one
Secretary
of
the
Treasury.
the
to feed, they always start at once for the apple
the independence of the United States
Money is the universal necessity, and none
hundred and sixth.
Snow fell in London and in various parts of trees, to pick up the scattering fruit on the ground | but
a cynic or a fool will affect to despise it.
CHESTER A. ARTHUR.
before settling down to feed upon the grass. ApEngland
Nov.
1;
in
some
sections
it
was
two
By the President.
Mr. Abram Ellsworth, of Port Ewen, Ulster
ple
feeding
in
such
a
manner
causes
great
uneasifeet deep.
;
9
JAMES G. BLAINE, Secretary of State.
county,N. Y., has realized this truth. His
ness among the cows; they are restless, roving
The friends of Prof. Robertson
Smith, at
disease involved the whole of the thigh-bone,
hurriedly from one tree to another, showing more
The Garffeld Fund.
Edinburg, have made him a present of about
or less excitement. Perhaps it would be better to
and the suffering man looked forward, not
pick up the apples and feed them to the cows at without apparant reason, to death as his{ only.
$5,000 worth of books.
The following letter from Mrs. James A.
the barn, rather than permit the cows to gather
deliverer.
His family physician, refused to
Garfield was received Wednesday 9ih inst. by
The Pall Mall Gazette denies that there is them at random.
amputate the limb—asserting that the operaWhatever tends to cause nervousness or a restMr. Cyrus W. Field :(—
are any deposits in the bank of England to the

gales at 12 @ 12% ¥ th.

The naval advisory board, which has been in

"consultation at Washington over the question
of reorganizing the navy, submitted, Nov. 7,
its report to the Secretary of the Navy, recommending
the construction of forty-one ships of
various classes, at an estimated cost of $31,
000,000. The board found that we have only
twenty-one ships of war wbich are either now

efficient or worth repairing.
The

Elections.

Pennsylvania,

the

Republican

candidate

for

State treasurer was elected by asmall plurality. In New York the result was at first
much in doubt, both parties claiming the

State, but Gen, Carr, the Republican Secretary

of State, was elected by a plurality of over 10,000 votes. All the other Republican candidates for State offices, excepting Gen. Husted,
were elected by smaller pluralities. The Legislature is Democratic.
Minnesota is Republiean by a decided majority. The Democrats

carried

Maryland

and

Mississippi, but with

Republican gains.
In Maryland, the Republicans have gained 18 members of the Legislatare,’ seearing their largest representation
there in the history of the party.
In Kansas
and ‘Nebraska the Republican majorities were
large. At the election in Colorado, which remains strongly Republican, Denver was made
permanent eapital. In Wisconsin, the attempt
of temperance
agitators to defeat. the Republi-

can State ticket

has probably failéd.

ual state of the vote does not at

pear.

The

Virginia

The act-

this writing

readjusters

elected

pr 2 candidate for
Governor by at least 12,000
majority, with
a majority in both branches of

e

ture.

eral

Says the

in

Tribune, ‘A Lib-

Virginia is of far more signifi-

cance ‘in’
bearing upon national politics
than a Republican defeat in New Yerk. The

latter only shows that the apathy of an off year

and the sulkiness of Mr. Conklings’ followers
have

given

the

a transient

and

profitless success ; the former points unmistakably to the speedy breaking up of the solid
South and to the dawn of a new day of tolerance, honesty and

manliness

contests of that section.”

Ex-Gov. Van Zandt, who is the leading Republican candidate for Representative to Con:
gress.from Rhode Island in place of Senator
Aldrich, is an accurate parliamentarian, a
ready debater, a fine orator, a Republican
without special partizan
alliances, and
an

earnest advocate of civil service reform.
- Richard Watson Gilder, the new editor of
began life as

newspaper reporter.

in

the

political

The latest returns from the election in Germany show that 66 Conservatives, 100 Cath=
olics,93 Liberals, and 36 Malcontents were
chosen to the Reichstag.
1
Twenty more Mormou missionaries have
landed in Ecgland to carry on the work of
propagandism.
France and Ger: any have

forbidden

these

emissaries

of

&il To work

within their borders.
A Mormon elder who
has been trying to secure victims in Hamburg,
Germany, has been arrested by the authorities.
The Scribner’s are issuing a neat and cheap
uniform edition of the works of the late Dr.
Holland, revised by himself. The three following are out:
* Gold
Foil,”
¢Titcomb
Letters,” and ** Bitter Sweet.’
It is stated that the cost of President Garfield’s sickness and funeral amounts to $347,
650, of which the United States may pay $100,000, leaving 247.650 for Ohio, Clevelind, and
private individuals.
The British Colonial Oftice has informed the
Canadian Government that Minister West will

enter into negotiations with the United

States

relative to an international copyright law.
as

pastor of

Providence.

there

the

He

present

the

intends

First Baptist

month,

to

church,

close his Jabors

and

to

begin

his

labors with the Mount Morris,N. Y., church at

the beginning of next month.

:

Pope Leo is living a rather secluded life, He
has expressed himself strongly in condemnation of the Irish Land League.
There is More Strength restoring power in a

bottle of Parker’s Ginger Tonic than in a bushel of malt or a gallon of milk.

This

why invalids find it such 8 wonderful
ant for mind and body.

invigor-

See other column.

are now 452 patients at the Hospital,
Jargest nnmber ever at the institution.

is so crowded that

There
the
The

12 persons have

recently been refused admittance,

The Land

League.

Annie Louise Cary will make a tour of four

The power of the Irish Land League grows

weaker daily, and it seems that nothing can
prevent

its complete

overthrow.

The

Land

- Court gives great satisfaction to the tenantry
who are applying

to it for redress, obtaining

fair reduction In rents, when excessive, Under the advice of the clergy, they are paying

‘rentsus fust us possible, and, so far from any
feeling of dissatisfaction existing on the part of
thé temantry, it is now the landlords who com-.
plain and talk is heard of the foundation of a
and syndicate in Ireland.

4

:

3

In

Star Route

the criminal

Cases.

court at Washington

last

Thursdsy Judge Cox rendered a degision in
the Star

Route

cases, discussing

principally

the question as to the infamy of the crime

charged. 'The conclusion arrived at was that
the crime was infamous, and that the accused

should have been proceeded
ment. He therefore susta

by indiettion
ex-

pelling the information from the files

ofthe

court, and ordered the discharge of the defend-,

i

i

v

It was understood at the Post-office depart‘ment _by persons prominently connected with

that the
oem. nvestigation
by
endeavor to

B
i

in the
Cliisre
¢

ment would
nt against the

information tust hud been set
ob this writing that the

on is nq to ba abanddned,

LE

the grand jury

and

but: will

proceeded

weeks from November 15 to December 11,
in company with the Temple Quartette and

Carlyle Petersilea.

Many

Miserable

People drag themselves

about with failing strength, feeling that they are

sinking into their graves

when

the

of apples

to cows

is

really

injurious.

who

propeses

Parker's Gin-

ger Tonic would begin, with the first dose, to
bring vitality and strength back to them. Sun.

to keep

Remedy.

Your druggist has

LAR a bottle. . Bear

sheep

name and address:

THE

should

POULTRY FOR

MARKET.

Pateate,

It Always Does,

DAY KIDNEY PAD Co., Buffalo, N. Y.: Gentle
men—The Pad pufchased of you gave immediate
relief, and ultimately cured me of a kidney affectien.of long standing.
woo
JOHN B. HEIL, Bellaire, Ohio.
of
1sts_or by mail. Children’
cures
We
ERs
ot
¥
8S

common

SPT

Vegetine, but it quickly

I can vouch for

One

day:

““1

have

a good

crop of potatoes this year; I think it’s as profitable a crop as I ever raised, and I credit it to a new
departure I made last spring.
1 have generally
planted about two acres, but after thinking it over
1 concluded that an acre of bugs was all I wanted
to fight, so 1 put the manure for two acres upon
one, then I planted whole potatoes instead of
pieces, and result was, that alter the tops
were
grown they covered the ground. and
the routs
rolled out big when we came to dig, I am satis.
fied that
in these days of bugs and drouth, and
poor and costly help, the only way to make any.
thing raising potatoes is to manure heavily and
not go over much ground.”— Farmer,
PAPE

AGRICULTURAL NOTES.
The Germantown

Telegraph says the edbbage

a vegelable of no special importance;

is

that ¢ is”

really wholesome only when eaten raw, as when
boiled fresh it is ind:ges.ible except for persons
accustomed to hard work in the open ar,
The only way thoroughly to clean a poultry house
is to tear outthe inside completely, take out everything that lice can hide behind, and leave only
the bare walls and earth floor. Then drench the
whole with hot lime wash, with plenty of carbolic
acid in it. and keep the house
from all gimcracks of r.sts, ro sts, &c, and use only plam
poles and loose boxes for these.
When
a lecturer has worked the ladies of his
audience £0 near to the weeping point that they

have gotten out their handkerchiefs, and then snd-

medicine to build them up, give them an appetite,
purify their blood, and oil up the machinery of

their bodies.

No,Other article takes hold of the

in

Powder

Form

Re

@

|

Do

@

20

that gave me the relief that Vegetine

has.

There-

fore I take pleasurein recommending
it to any
one suffering from Rheumatism as
being one of
the best blood purifiers now in des.
&
REV. A.
K,
, Member of the Maine Conference
of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Vegetine
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"H.R. STEVENS, Boston, Ms.

By Ira ID. Sankey, Jas. McGranahan,
and Geo.

C.

Stebbins,

A COLLECTION
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OF

New Songs forGospel Meetings
Millions who have used the prece ling
and now desire something new, will

numbers,
glad to

get No. 4. Some of these songs have already ’
en sung by Me:s1s. SANKEY, MCGRANAHAN and
STEBBIAS in their meetings with
t acceptance,
They are now

brought together

for the

first

Music Edn in Boards,
Word

Annual No. 12.
&

and

others

the back

Price, $3.

Paper : poor
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Music!

Anthem

Ha

New,

the Most Popular Authors.

Beautifol

16 Pages,

includ.
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pe pi
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gle

copy fic

GatohinKoriss Kingle
A pew and Amusing

Christmas
By H. BUTTERWORTH

New Music!

3

B75

Cape, ¥ bbl, $9.8 #10 ik”

Eusterh andand N Northern—Chinhoiice
ap: Saw,
Cay
Eas
RAW,

common to far, 12 & 14¢; Chickens,choice ia 150.
Nortbern—'urk ys, choice 13 @ 20¢; Common to

,

aay

estern—Tarkeys, choice 18 @ 2%;

fair, 12 @ 14c; Spring Chicks, 16 @ 180 ; Fo v] 12 a
Me; Live Pouliry, fowls 8 4 10c; Live Pouliry,
Health, hope and happiness are restored by the Chickens
10 @ 110; Géese, Green 18 @ 20c; Ducks:
use of Lydia HE. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. : 5 pri ios,
¥ pair, 100 @ 110; Partridges,
,
60 ,
wh {1
Itis a positve eure for all those disease from
which women
#0 mnch.’ Sendo Mra. Lyd.
fr
K. The market is quite at the
line no-.
ia B. loko, 385 Wester Avenue, Lynn, Mass,
ag early in the week.
Sales of A lem mess

«

(81.95). WO. Perkins.

Gem Gleaner.

sion. 2.5 enaawick.

Perkins’ Anthem Book. cs:.50.
At this season choirs are much in need of mew

Anthems. In the above five books will be found
all that San. possibly be needed, snd of the very
.

Excellent Anthems and easy Choruses will also be
found in Emerson’s new HERALD OF PRAISE
($1.00); in J P. Cobb’s FESTIVAL « HORUS BOOK,
$1.25); in Zerrahn's INDEX ($100); in Tourjee's
JHORUS CHOIR, ($1.50); In Perkins’ TEMPLE,

SL ;and in Emerson's VOICE OF WORSRIT
MUSICAL

SOCIETIES
—

(80 cts.)

Gutterson,

There gre many others.

Cantata.
and GEO. F'. Roor.

Merry Dialogue!

Price $3 per dozen by Express.
Single specimen copy, 25 cts. by mail.

Send for Lists!

~ DO NOT FORGET —
that the IDEAL (75 c¢ts.), by Emerson, is the book

of the season for Singing Classes,
Any brok maded for Retail Price.
duction for quantities.

Liberal

rc-

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.

NEVER WASTE
i

a farm
when
yon ean
TIME aud TIRMS o

snting

Fine
FARM and HOME
With the BEST MARKETS almost at your door.

Finest Farming Lands in
the World. Easy payments.

Low rate of interest, For terms,

. Mo

Ed

BARNE

S,

DE

address

Mich.

HALLS
li

This standand article is compounded with the

as ever,

= restores gray

color.

wonderful
or

faded

and

satisfactory

hair to its youthful

It removes all eruptions, itch
and dandruff;
and the scalp by ita use hie
and clean,
y its tonic
ties it restores
the capillary

glands io their normal vigor,

enting
88,
an
KX.
As a dressing nothing has béen found so effectu-:

and making the hair thick

al, r Sortrables
sett, Y Worit)
tion
for {ts inte

State Assayer of Massaohu-

pt 1 consider hd the best prepara
purposes, u-"

' BUCKINGHAM'’S DYE,
For the Whiskers.
be relied on to
preparation may
s elegant
y or any
@ colorof the beard From
Mii
other undesirable shade, to brown or black,at discretion. It is easily applied, being in one prepa-:
quickly and effectnally produces a
ration, and
permanent color which will neither rub nor wash
off.
.

MANUFACTURED BY
"R.
P-HALL
& CO: Nashua; N: NH.
JOHN CHURCH & CO.,
AND DEALERS IN
No. 5; Unian Square, | CINCIN NATI, 0. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
MZIDICINE.
New York.
PUBLISHED BY

_—

———

Every buyer, showid
:

ol DEL Sh ais hah

all renowed life and energy. $1 a bottle;
six for §5,

Kriss kingle

1ts effects are as

Bright, Charming.

r

18;

¥bbul., $3 0 a 420; Jackso mn, 80c.

Rye

ad

Emerson's Book of Anthems. co...

APPLES, PEARS, &o. ~ Apples,cho’ce,i bbl. #300

AT

\

American Anthem Book. +&saey a user:

Western $170 @ $1 85c.

be: Wale on y$104811; .

ot

AINITIHIEIM BIOIOIRIS.

ONIONS. Sales aL $8 @ $8 25 ¢ bbl,

RY.

Ninth

greatest care.

~ CHRISIMAS CAROLS
2

«bly, 90C;
Rost,
A ry
Northern Kose, 8)
ntral Rose,8) @ 9c;
08 85¢; Mixed
@ 35; Prolific, 8089 ¢ ; Peerless,
50° @ hbc; Sweot
r conditior
var eties, ,

a

Each of

Holiday Entertainmentfor Children,

iy

Responsive Service
Prepared by W. ¥. SHERWIN. 94 por 100 by exTess.
ols.
per doz by mail.
Single
‘

ie oh

r 10) copies.

goog

81 Ranaciph Street, id orn

76

tr

BIGLOW & MAIN.
New York.

Christmas

AH83W;

Grapes, 1sa/
pee,

Annuals

BICLOW & MAIN,

300,000 ACRE

Circulars free, G.A.Hubbard&Bro.,Cleveland, O. |

Canada, choice, # bu. $100 @110; Can.
Pas.
Green heat, Northern $1 40
ada, common kX 85¢;

;

Christmas

numbers at oi

UY oor OWN

IE pays to se// our Hand Printing Rubber Stamps

85 g 340;
Medium, choice screened 326 @
3
Medium, common to good 250 @ 300;
Eye: 8 improved 250 @
260; Yellow Byes, choice
240;
flats,2 45 @ 2 50; Yellow Eyes, common,2

a
i"
)
4 @ bo; Untawbas 7 @S oc.
ice
RANBERRIES. . C

Main's

have -been more extensively used than any others
and with
i
great satisfaction, No. 13 conti}
beauuful Latuis by Seas. Lowy, Doane, Main,

$80 per 100; 85¢. by Mail.

JOHN CHURCH & CO
Cincinnati, 0,

o> AN. Yo He P3330 34 40; Pes. common
to good $30 &.3 00; Medium, shoice hand picked 8

o $1 50; Green

+

oh

9

Every Estey Organ

Sota is made
Tnroughout witn

Equal fidelity, ana: .

Yields unrivaled tones.

Bend for Iituatraded Catalogue,

and-terms.

READY!

} 4

Eges. Bastern,¥ dozen 278 28¢; New York and

82 90. ©
K dveys, 275
Red

NOW

time,

OR MUSIC DEALER, OR FROM THE PUBLISHERS.

30

bu , $385

i

TEV CALS TOR CHRISTA

‘Christmas.

GOSPEL HYMNS NO. 4

Vermont, 6@27c; Canad» 26a27¢; Western 24 #826c;
P.E. Joiand, 38 8 2st Li a, 3 @
2 ¢.
MH. P., 4

ih

should begin tu practice some good Cantata, as
Joseph’s Bondage. ($1.00) Chadwick.

Ready December (st.

ern half skim, 6 8 9c; Northern’ skim, 3 a Sc,
Western factory, choice 12 @ 12%c; Western factory, fair to good 10 @ 11%¢c;
Western, common 5
4 8; Worcester Cu., choice 12 @ 13%c; Worceslar Uo, good
9 @ 11¢; Worcester
Co., common 5 @

ern

§

We my postage. Sales immense. : 500,000 will
be qui i sol ais
i
ai
+ H/' CURRAN & CO., Pubs.
22 School $t., Boston,

YVegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

NOTH arp PHOIOTS, Tir G0 G00: 11 2io, Nore,

ea,
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You!
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PREPARED

CBee sssrssnsnnrsensas]d
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Vegetine.

BowegY BEACH, ME., Nov. 5, 1879.
MR. H. R. STEVENS— Dear Sir: For twenty
years my wife was a
t sufferer from Neural.
gla, and within that time has tried ‘a great many
“kinds of medicine, but received no benefit until
she took the Vegetine, and since taking it has re.
ceived so much
benefit she takes great pleasure in
recommending it to all suffering from Neuralgia
or Kidney Complaint.
For many years I have been a great sufferer
from Rheumatism and have never found anything

30

Do
do
AS
HR
Do
dO
COMMON..ccvnserssneeses.l6 @
CHEESE. Northern factory, choice,
#1b 12

:

Vegetine.

32
28
928
24

@
8
@
@

\

Gatching

@
@
@
@

Creamery choice, fresh made.......«...3}
Do
fair t0 800d, cieannsesrenns28
Dairy packed, choice...
coeetrcrneeeee.24
i
pak
oa
sesessseisesel8

Cents.

MR. H. R. STEVFNS—Dear Sir: My little daughter Stella has been afflicted a long time with Scrofula, suffering everything. .1 employed the best
physicians
in East Boston, but
they helped her
none. I bought some of your Powder Form Vi
tine and my wife stee;
it and gave it to
the
child according to the directions, and we were surprised in a fortnight’s time tg sec how the child
ad
gained in flesh and strebgth.
She is now --Hlamorous
by H
Butter:
gaining every day, and I can cheerfully recomworth,
usie by Dr.G. F. Roet.
mend your remedy to be the best we have ever
Little girl catches Santa Claus in
fire-place
tried. :
Respectful y yours,
3 T. WERE.
and finds
him to be
grandpa. A
fami aoene 1s In.
troduced at which Evade.
ly soe
Can.
be gotten up in two weeks.
‘ Off, be off now, all ye children, we must set the
room
aright,
Come here, Bertha, let me whisper—it is Christ
mas eve to-night.
:
And Kriss Kingle
down the chimney comes with
presents,
so
I
hear,
Neuralgia,
Kidney
Complaint
If you catch him, «you can keep him, and have
and Rheumatism
Yields
Christmas all the year,
Send 25 cts, for pro ots
"

Frank]
Cty,
Vt. fresh cooveeeani80
Yermont lots, fresh..........25
Do . New York, lots, fresh.........25
Do
N.Y.
# V§, long dairies.... ..22
fair 60 go0deesesesenvisnneeand8
‘WESTERN.

for 23

May be ordered throughly Bookseller.

Sept. 30, 1879.

35
28

system and hits exactly the spot like Hood's Sarsa.
-parilla. It works like magic, reaching every part

of the human body through the blood, giving to

Package

MAY B® ORDERED THROUGH ANY BOOKSELLER

La

Roston,

Remit $1.00 tor two pictures, roller case

Biglow

for

@
@

Publishers.

Hampshir:
Register
ZAND-

every

There has been a fair demand

Creamery freshmade# B.... «.ioi0v00e83
summer
made. ....o.v00.0.25

Potatoes,

in

$25

$2250

NORTHERN.

Do

statement

86 BREMEN ST, EAST BOSTON, MASS,

Barley. We quote choie Canada West at £1 15 @
$1 HA i rowed Siate at $1 05; and two rowed 95¢
°
u.
:
BUTTER. The market bas passed through
another slow and unsatisfactory week, and prires
of all kinds, except very ine fresh-made creamery,
and vairy ends, are io buyers’ fayor. We make no
material chan re in quotations, but it is under.
£tood that concessions conld be obtained were
there any disposition to operite.

Paicy

above

@

Se-dling at

Co,,

Postage Siamps taken. Wholesale Price List
-gent on Appi
© Claremont Stationery Co., :
$46
Varga
f
CLAREMONT, N. I.

How-to Reduce Your Doctors’ Bills.

Cotton seed Meal has been selling at $32

BARLEY.

ree

Cured Scrofula.

77

50 8 $33 ¥ ton, for car lots.

N.w

&

ful memento,

and it is hoped will prove as usetnl as those that
have huen 80 universally adopted all over the
world.

been at $19 @ $21; and

# ton.

D. Lothrop

appropri-

Quarto, $1.25,

Fainily of eight artistieally aud }
od;
Hoiiie dis by her futher; the magort ae
bo
are

myself entire

Vegetine.
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An old poultry breeder says in the Country. ORIOL
Michigan... ceee.asaee PRT
eee
@ 725
Gentleman: All black varieties of chickens are
INGIRDA..coiss
ser serssnrsnnssvivnsense 875 @ TH
poorly suited for market poultry. They show the TUiDNOIB.cesssrassssncnas crsseresvanassed25 @ 810
St. LoniBeeeesasinaae Hat asne nes sanmenn 725 @ 800
pin-feathers, and are not so salable as white or
Corn Meal #
bbl............ essastenea
3
@ 830
light colored fowls. Those with yellow legs and
Rye Flonr..... «vaveeans ssianarersves 600
@
65
Oat Meal, common to good Western...675
@
700
skin are more salable than blue or White legged
Oat Meal, fancy brands....ccveivev.
esd 725 @ 775
ones. Asiatics are among the best winter laying
CORN, The market for Corn is dull and the der
fowls, and the chicks can be raised in early spring,
mand for consumption and ex..ort has been gnite
when they command a high price as broilers. The
limited, but the teeling is flimer at the close and
smalljbreeds are tener and may die if batched
rices higher.
We quote No 2 and high mixed at
early; they can not stand celd or wet. - Asiatics
53 @ 7.c; and steamer Corn at 74}; ® 76c # bu.
grow and thrive even when snow is ontheg ound.
Some lots of New Corn have been received, part
In starting in the
poultry bu:-iness, do mot build
in bad condition, and prices have ranged from 6%
one large-house,
but several small
ones.
They
@ 72c¥ bn. To arrive from Chicago prices are
need not cost much to hold thirty, or near that
ite nominal—say 75¢ ¥ bu for high mixed, and
number, without crowding.
The smiller flock
the tendency to higher
pric 8.
always does the best under all circumstances,
Oats. The sales of No 1 and extra white have
provided toey are fed in proportion. Divide the
been at 55 @ 57¢c; No 2 white at 54 @ dd5¢; No 38
flocks nto several buildings,and healthy fowls an}
white at 523¢c; and No 2 mixed at 50 @ 6lc ¥ bu.
the best results are sure to follow, if food and
RYE. The market ie
quict-for Rye, and the
cleanliness are also provided,
sales hive been in emall lots at #1 10 3 $1 12 ¥ bu.
FRED
The sales of Shorts and Fine Feéd nave
O--b

A GOOD POTATO OROP.

the

to

a@

Elegant and

By
Mail; post-pal
» d,

Jortictlas, and cousider Vegetine the best Family
edicine now in use.
MOSES RIMBALL,
Husband of Maria J. Kimball,

rietor’s

i

it, or too old to enjoy it.

, and 1 have not had a
attack. I am sixty-niné years old, and since
ming aware of the
virtues of your medicine have given it to my chil
dren and
dchildren, and have recommended
it to my
friends. The results have been invariably all that could be desired.
Previous to m
grat trial of the Vegetine, I had a cancer
s
scrofulous sores broke out on me, but none
have appeared since, and I believe it to be superior to any of the Family Medicines in use.
MARIA J. KIMBALL.

MARKET.

to

story is told in Mrs. Diaz’ best humor. There is
no one in‘the family circle too young to appreciate

MONTREAL, P. Q., Oct. 22, 1879,
STEVErs —Dear Si : About fiftee

try it.
i BE the th rd. bottle found
and
years “After that peri

ENNEDY,

Roundout,
New York.

.

Wanted--Garfield and Family.
il

ONE DOL-

Dr. David

:

Second Edition now ready.

%

obtain such as are adapted to his
logation. If his
pasture is rich aad the grasses grow
luxuriously,
Boston Produce Report.
he may keep large sheep and succeed well. If;. Reported bY HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in. butter, cheese and
hotever, his pastures are rough and rocky, and:
8, beens, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 8,
produce only a scanty vegetation, the large, heavy
y Market, Boston.
mutton sheep will not be adapted to his location. |
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Nov. 12, 1881.
.
He must select a smaller and more nimble sheep,
CORN MEAL. There has been a fair demand for
such as can easily glide about his pastures in
Corn Meal, with sales at 83 25@
$3 30 ¥ bbl for
search of the scanty growth of grass. It has too
fresh and ground and kilo dried.
often been the practice
8 ge from one
RYE FLOUR.
The sales of Rye Flour have been
kind of sheep to another without
regard to the
Sanfihed to smalllots at $6 @ $650 ¥ bbl, as to
adaptability of the sheep to the location where
uality.
:
they are to be kept. ‘A man may have a pasture
OAT MrAL. There have been sales of common
upon which the small Merinos wi'l thrive -and do
and fancy Western Oat Meal at $675 @ 8750
well, but upon which the large and heavy Leicesbbl., as to quality.
Tou
Bo
ter would Toatly starve. A large sheep must have
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS,
food in proportion to its size. A
re which
Western Superfine....ceceveeesessicees dl
contains oniy sufficient food to supply the wants
Common extras...
of a small sheep will not be likely to afford suffi.
cient for a large sheep, since the small sheep can
Minnesota, bakers......
feed nearly as fast as the large one, and may get
Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents. et
as mach food.
WINTER WHEATS.
Patents, ChOICe: coe caveasisinnsva.srad
a £50

enthusissm by the vast crowd of
le which
f
lined the ay
Guildhall,
peop
i. :
S———————————
‘A terrible typhoon has just ravaged western
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Tonquin, China, Two hundred churches, 34 Is designed to meet the wants of those who need a

been destroyed. Bix thoussnd Christians bave
been ruined
and are without resources. The
losses are immense and the distress is terrible.

it.

in mind the EE

:
H.R.

MR

disease

Our. own

on October 25, a

parsonages und colleges and 2,000 houses have

gentleman's

restored to him the power once more to enjoy
his life. Are you suffering from any disease
traceable to the same cause?
14 Favorite

do

fenty chisngos his tone and s|
merits of
Dr.
Bull’s Cough Syrup, he is bound
to rouse a
feeling of indignation.
j
reign of 44 years and 128 days, which is just the
‘Otir best fitr'ers are beginningto learn, and, in
length of time that Queen Elizabeth sat on the
throne. Victoria hus reigned longer than any fact, many of them have alreaoy learned, that the
other Euglish sovereign , except George 111., time spentia destroying weeds in the autumn is
well spent.and that if they would save time in caltiHenry IlI. and Edward ILL.
bi
wating hoed ~rops they must keep the weeds from
The American flag was carried conspicuously
seeding a+ muh as posgible in all parts of the
in the lord mayor’s procession at London Nov. ‘farm; a lit: @ oy eless els m this respect will soon
| cover a farm with weed" reeds, A single root of
% and American national airs were played. wilkweed in'a fleld, it left unmolested, will spread
he stars and stripes were suluted with great dver and take possession of u large fleld ina few

Queen Victoria completed,

This

not

apples

experience is in favor of sweet apples as a feed
10r cons, and we regret the small supply this season as compared with the bountiful crop of last
year.—dm. Cultivator.
X

explains

Insanity is on the increase in Maine.
‘hospital

circumstances

prove more of an injury than a benetit.
Perhaps
such a falling off in milk ensues that some persons
ure warranted in the statement that the feeding

A farmer said the other

Dr. E. G. Taylor has presented his resignation

such

health.

SHEEP.

There was a reduction of $13,321, 458 in the
national debt during the month of October.

The November elections occurred last week.
; Massachusetts went Republican, giving Gov.
Long a bandsome plurality of over 42,060 in
_ ‘a largely decreased vote as compared with last
year. The executive council
remains
unchanged, and the Legislature is again overwhelmingly Republican.
Connecticut went
Republican, though the Democrats gained several seats in the Legislature. The Republicans also have both branches of the Legislature in New Jersey, by small majorities. In

er under

of

was the offspring of foul blood, and Kennedy’s
FAVORITE REMEDY purified the blood and

Nights.

v

and Mr. Ellsworth remains to this day in the

bloom

Cats’ - Arabian
By MES. A. M. D1az.

Nothing can be imagined funuler that this Cats’

“Cured Her.

Vegetine

the system, prevent the return of the disease,

large

part of the forenoon, which 1s often noticed in the
case of many cows, may raise the question whetnh-

The man

The new Senator from Rhode Island, Mr.
Nelson W. Aldrich, is not forty years old. He
began life a poor boy.

the Century is a young man who

a

the
Loy

DIRECTORY, 1882,
DOCTORS GAVE HER UP. BUSINESS
NOW READY.

sages

Gen. Sherman, in his annual report to the
Secretary of War, recommends the repeal of
the law which limits the enlisted force of the
" Yegular army to 25,000 men.

Mr. Baron, whois seeking to convert the
Jews of Glasgow to Christianity meets with
considerable encouragement.

during

Or

§
Pt
and
Pussyanita ;

Arabian Nights = The illustrations are drawn by
Fransis Buz, Palmer Cox, and others, while the

Family

Medicine.

Lugaas

and Navy.

© The American
evangelists
in
England,
Messrs. Moody and Sankey, Francis Murphy
and son, and R.T. Booth, are having their
usual remrakable successes, if we may judge
from encomiums and statistics furnished by
the press.

ove tree to another in the orchard

5tn

)

Superior | to any

ITE REMEDY to afford tone and strength to

&

Army

Last Thursday night, fire, beginning in a
cottage in-the rear of the Lawrence house, at
Old Orchard Beach, destroyed the Blanchard,
Lawrence, Aldine, St. Cloud, Belmont and
Fiske houses.
Very little property was saved.
Loss over $60,000. Supposed to be the work ot
an incendiary.

producuon of miik, both in quantity as well as in
quality. A cow that has a natural tendency to
roam about the pasture will never be profitable to
the dairy. Every effort shouldbe made to induce
quiet among the animals of the dairy, that,through
leisurely feeding, their food may be economized
to the greatest possible extent. The running from

King Grimalkum

ate cover in colors and silver.

tion would kill the patient on the spot. Dr.
David Kennedy of Roundout, N. Y., who was
consulted, held a different opinion, and amputated the limb. The Doctor then administered freely his great Blood Specific FAVOR-

less disposition in the cow serves to lessen her

credit of the confederate government.

eeeee

Dear Friend,—Your letter of October 26 is
received, giving me the final statement regarding the fund for General Garfield's family, so
kindly supervised by you. As I have heretofore made only a verbal acknowledgment, I
now wish formally to communicate to you, and
through you to all who have contributed to it,
my thanks for this generous testimonial as an
- expression of the high esteem in which;my
husband was held, and as a tribute to his
memory.
My children join me in this grati
tude and in the desire that as we accept this
trust in their father’s name, we may be able to
use it in a way worthy of him and satisfacto
to those by whom it has been bestowed. Wi
* sentiments of high regard, and with sincere regard to you, my dear friend,
{ remain,
Very truly yours,
LUCRETIA R. GARFIELD.

fy

‘Vegetine

AMPUTATION OF THE LEG.

MENTOR, OHIO, Nov. 7, 1881.
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